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Abstract
Cross-lingual information retrieval (CLIR) adds a way to eciently transfer information
across languages. However, to achieve this goal, the limitations imposed by the language
barriers, such as problems with multiple word meanings, is a serious issue. Therefore, to
support a user, to get information across languages, the user's information need (e.g., a
specic query) has to be translated. This translation is not a trivial task, especially for
some morphologically complex languages such as Arabic. Arabic is a morphologically
complex language, in that it provides exibility in word formation (inection), making
it possible to derive hundreds of words from only one root. Furthermore, due to the lack
of coverage of existing dictionaries, compounds that appear frequently in languages such
as German, Dutch etc., cause low performance in cross-lingual retrieval. Therefore, in
order to improve the performance of cross-lingual systems, these compounds need to be
decompounded before translation. After possible translations (senses) are obtained, one
of the main problems that impacts the performance of cross-lingual retrieval systems
is how to disambiguate translations and - since this usually cannot be done completely
automatically - how to smoothly integrate a user in this disambiguation process.
In this thesis, rstly, fundamental approaches such as stemming, spelling correction,
decompounding and cross-lingual retrieval approaches and issues are studied in detail.
Furthermore, state-of-the art cross-lingual interactive tools are reviewed and discussed.
The spotlight of the work, presented in this thesis, builds on exploiting word correspondence across languages for Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) in a query-based
translation scenario. Furthermore, it builds on exploiting parallel linguistic resources for
overcoming the user's lack of knowledge in the target language. We designed a crosslingual interactive tool in order to investigate the feasibility and the validity of utilizing
translations for cross-lingual retrieval. To ensure that a user has a certain condence
in selecting a translation, which he/she possibly cannot even read or understand, the
designed tool provides sucient information about translation alternatives and their
meaning so that the user has a certain degree of condence in the translation. This is
achieved by automatically translating the user query and then providing possibilities to
interactively select relevant terms obtained from corpora. The selected relevant terms
can be used to improve the translation (and thus improve the cross-lingual retrieval process), if needed. A human judgment experiment was designed to obtain an evaluation of
the functionality of the tool. The result of the user study was used as a reference point
to improve the tool's functionality, which has been employed in a revised design.

Zusammenfassung
Sprachübergreifende Suche ermöglicht eine eziente Informationenübertragung über
Sprachgrenzen hinweg. Dazu müssen jedoch verschiedene, durch Sprachbarrieren hervorgerufene Hürden überwunden werden wie beispielsweise das Problem der Wortmehrdeutigkeiten. Um den Nutzer dabei zu unterstützen, Informationen über verschiedene Sprachen hinweg zu erhalten, muss die Anfrage zunächst übersetzt werden.
Diese Übersetzung ist keine triviale Aufgabe, insbesondere für morphologisch komplexe
Sprachen wie Arabisch. Arabisch ist eine morphologisch komplexe Sprache, da Flexibilität in der Wortbildung (Flexion) erlaubt ist und so Hunderte von Wörtern aus einem
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einzigen Wortstamm abgeleitet werden können. Weiterhin stellen zusammengesetzte
Wörter, die häug in Sprachen wie Deutsch oder Niederländisch auftreten, ein Problem
dar, da sie unzureichend von existierenden Wörterbüchern abgedeckt werden. Solche
Wörter müssen daher vor dem Übersetzen aufgespaltet werden. Nachdem eine AnfrageÜbersetzung (Bedeutung) durchgeführt wurde, besteht ein wesentliches performanzkritisches Problem darin, Mehrdeutigkeiten gefundener Übersetzungen aufzulösen (disambiguieren) und - da dies nicht vollständig automatisch erfolgen kann - den Benutzer dabei
nahtlos in den Begrisklärungsprozess zu integrieren.
In dieser Arbeit werden zunächst grundlegende Techniken wie Wortstammbildung
und Rechtschreibkorrektur sowie Ansätze und Probleme sprachübergreifender Suche
im Detail untersucht. Darüber hinaus wird der Stand der Technik interaktiver
Werkzeuge zur sprachübergreifenden Suche diskutiert. Der Kern der Arbeit beschreibt,
wie Wort-Korrespondenzen über verschiedene Sprachen hinweg zur Auösung von
Mehrdeutigkeiten in einem anfragebasierten Übersetzungsszenario genutzt werden können und wie sich mit Hilfe paralleler linguistischer Ressourcen fehlendes Wissen des
Benutzers über die Zielsprache kompensieren lässt. Im Rahmen der Arbeit wurde ein
sprachübergreifendes interaktives Werkzeug entwickelt um die Machbarkeit und Wirksamkeit der Verwendung von Übersetzungen für sprachübergreifende Suche zu untersuchen. Das entwickelte System bietet interaktiv kontextuelle Informationen zu alternativen Übersetzungen und deren Bedeutungen, wodurch sich beim Benutzer ein gewisses
Vertrauen in die Auswahl einer Übersetzung aufbauen lässt, welche sie oder er möglicherweise nicht einmal lesen oder verstehen kann. Dies wird erreicht, indem zunächst die
Nutzeranfrage automatisch übersetzt wird und anschlieÿend die Möglichkeit besteht, interaktiv relevante Worte auszuwählen, welche aus Corpora gewonnen wurden. Die ausgewählten Worte können bei Bedarf zur Verbesserung der Übersetzung (und damit zur
Verbesserung des gesamten sprachübergreifenden Suchprozesses) genutzt werden. Um
eine Bewertung der Funktionalität des Werkzeugs zu erhalten wurde eine Nutzerstudie
durchgeführt. Die aus der Studie gewonnenen Erkenntnisse bildeten einen Bezugspunkt
für die Verbesserung des Funktionalität des Werkzeugs und führten zu einem überarbeiteten Design.
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Chapter 1
Thesis Introduction
1.1 Introduction
The increase of multilingual information on the World Wide Web has led to the necessity to develop methods and applications to make use of this multilingual information.
However, language barriers are a serious issue to world communication and to economic
and cultural exchange. In order to allow users, to overlap across languages, cross-lingual
information retrieval (CLIR) can be used.
Cross-lingual information retrieval provides means to retrieve information written
in one language while using a query expressed in a dierent language. However, the
main research obstacle that prevents cross-lingual retrieval from performing well is the
lexical ambiguity of source and target languages. In every language, there are words
which have multiple meanings, which will lead to the fact that the user query can have
several possible translations. In order for cross-lingual information retrieval to perform
the cross-lingual search task to a good extent, this lexical ambiguity needs to be tackled
or at least alleviated. In addition to the classical information retrieval tasks, cross-lingual
retrieval requires that the query (or the documents) be translated from one language into
another. Query translation is widely used for cross-lingual tasks, as query translation
requires fewer computational resources compared to translating a large set of retrieved
documents (Carbonell et al., 1997). Furthermore, users who are able to understand
more than one language might not be able to eectively express their need in those
languages. Those users with cross-lingual system support can cover more multilingual
resources with a single query expressed in a language they are uent in. Furthermore,
cross-lingual based on query translation, can also be useful for users who can read a single
language. Using query translation can narrow the examined documents, by the user, in
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the target language. This can reduce time and eort in comparison to translating all
documents in the data set and then retrieving the relevant documents out of them. In
some cases, cross-lingual retrieval can be useful for the monolingual user. For example,
an industrial expert is looking for a specic pump, in a specic country and he/she would
like to know if this pump is produced there. Using the cross-lingual system, the query
will be translated and relevant documents will be provided. Based on examining these
documents, the user might nd images for the pump which meet the expectations about
his/her information need. Furthermore, the user might then select one or two documents
to automatically translate. Therefore, using query translation and then retrieval can be
more benecial than document translation and then retrieval (Oard, 1997b).
Despite many advantages of query translation, query translation suers from translation ambiguity as queries are often short and do not provide rich context for disambiguation (Hull and Grefenstette, 1996; Gabrilovich et al., 2009). An alternative to translating the user query, using the cross-lingual system, is to use Machine Translation (MT).
However, although it seems that cross-lingual retrieval systems and Machine Translation
(MT) systems are related, the way both systems translate the given text is dierent.
Their commonality is that both systems must produce the same given text in dierent
languages. Machine translation systems put a lot of eort into producing syntactically
correct sentences and should be read like naturally produced text, while cross-lingual retrieval systems are based on individual word translations without focusing on producing
a syntactically correct translation. One clear drawback, that machine translation systems are not suitable for the cross-lingual retrieval task is that the user queries are often
short and formed, usually without any proper syntactic structure (Hull and Grefenstette,
1996). Furthermore, machine translation systems provide no possibilities for the user to
be involved in rening the translation in the hope of improving the retrieval performance.
Therefore, the performance of current machine translation systems is low for cross-lingual
retrieval (Pirkola, 1998). In the early seventies, experiments for retrieving information
across languages were rst initiated by Salton (1973). Currently, cross-lingual retrieval
issues are addressed in several evaluation forums, such as TREC1 , CLEF2 , SemEval3
and NTCIR4 , while each of them covers dierent languages: TREC includes Spanish,
Chinese, German, French, Italian, and Arabic; CLEF includes French, German, Italian,
Swedish, Spanish, Dutch, Finnish, and Russian; SemEval includes Dutch, French, German, Spanish and Italian and NTCIR includes Japanese, Chinese and Korean. Finding
1 http://trec.nist.gov/trec_eval/
2 http://clef-campaign.org/

3 http://semeval2.fbk.eu/semeval2.php/

4 http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/index-en.html/
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the most eective way to bridge the language barrier between queries and documents is
the central challenge in cross-lingual retrieval (Yang and Ma, 2002).
In this thesis, besides the improvements and the implementations of statistical approaches to disambiguate the user query, a novel approach is proposed to support the
user in having more condence in the automatic translation, which they can not read
or understand. The core idea is to provide possibilities to interactively select relevant
terms from contextual information, in a language the user is familiar with, in order to
improve the translation and thus improve the cross-lingual information retrieval process.
The contextual information is displayed to the user in a language he/she is familiar with.
This information is needed in order to give the user a condence in the translation he/she
can not understand and in some extreme cases can not even read.
In the following, a brief overview of the main research topics that are covered in this
thesis and how they are related to each other, are given. Furthermore, an overview of
the dierent thesis chapters is given.

1.2 General Overview of the Main Research Topics
In Figure 1.1, an abstract view of the research topics in this thesis is presented based on
the building blocks of an interactive cross-lingual retrieval system. This structure will
be used as a reference system throughout this thesis. The cross-lingual process starts by
sending a natural language user query. This query is rst pre-processed for misspelling
words. Then, in order to have the appropriate translation, rst, the word stem has to be
identied. This step is important, especially for high morphological languages such as
Arabic, since not all word form variations can be found in existing dictionaries. Second,
due to the lack of coverage of existing dictionaries, compounds that appear frequently in
languages such as German, Dutch etc., cause low performance in cross-lingual retrieval.
Therefore, in order to improve the performance of cross-lingual systems, these compounds
need to be decompounded before translation. The processed query is then translated
and ranked translations are displayed to the user. Based on this translation, contextual
information that describes each translation, in the user's own language, is obtained and
displayed to the user. Along with this contextual information, relevant interactive terms
are also displayed, which can be used to improve the translation. A post-processing step
is needed for some languages such as Arabic in order to include all word form variations
to improve the retrieval performance. Once the user conrms one of the translations,
this translation can be submitted to the user's favorite search engine so the relevant
documents will be obtained and displayed to the user.
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Figure 1.1: An abstract view of the main research topics.

1.3 Thesis Layout and Brief Overview of Chapters
The thesis is organized as follows:
 Part I (Fundamentals and Related Work on Cross-lingual Information Retrieval):
A detailed review of the state-of-the art cross-lingual retrieval approaches and their
limitations is discussed. Furthermore, state-of-the art cross-lingual retrieval tools,
which consider the user as integral part of the retrieval process is researched and
a summary of their limitations and advantages are discussed.

 Chapter 2 (Fundamentals): Chapter 2 gives an overview of dierent crosslingual information retrieval approaches. Furthermore, gives an overview of
dierent cross-lingual information retrieval research issues - with focus on the
Arabic and German languages - that impedes the development of cross-lingual
retrieval systems with good performance. These issues are explained in detail
with helpful gures and examples. In addition, in this chapter, dierent stateof-the art approaches to overcome these issues are discussed.

 Chapter 3 (Related Work on Interactive Cross-lingual Retrieval Tools): Chapter 3 describes state-of-the art cross-lingual retrieval tools. The chapter begins
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with a discussion of each cross-lingual tool, how the tool performs the retrieval
task, what the task of the user is, how the translation and the disambiguation process is performed. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the
limitations of the state-of-the art cross-lingual tools.
 Part II (Query Pre-and-Post Processing): A pre-post-processing approaches such
as spelling correction, decompounding, word form variations detection etc., which
has to be done before and after translation is reviewed and discussed.

 Chapter 4 (Pre-processing: Spelling Correction): Chapter 4 describes the approaches developed to deal with spelling errors in the user query. This chapter
describes in detail the MultiSpell approach which is a language-independent
spell-checker that is based on an enhancement of the n-gram model. At the
end of the chapter an evaluation is described in detail. The proposed MultiSpell approach has been compared with the state-of-the art approaches.

 Chapter 5 (Post-processing: Word Inection): Chapter 5 describes the approaches developed to deal with word inection issue (Arabic). This chapter
describes, in detail, a conation approach, based on dealing with the special properties of the Arabic language in order to improve the retrieval performance. This chapter ends with a description of a language independent
system (araSearch). araSearch supports a user with an extension of his/her
query, by automatically including all word forms to the submitted query. As
a result, the user does not need to be concerned with including all word forms
of the submitted query. At the end of the chapter an evaluation is described
in details. The proposed approaches in this chapter have been compared with
the state-of-the art approaches.
 Part III (Query Translation and Disambiguation): The proposed approaches to
tackle the ambiguity in the user query are discussed. Furthermore, detailed evaluations, to evaluate the performance of the proposed approaches, are presented.

 Chapter 6 (Algorithms for Query Translation and Disambiguation): Chapter
6 begins with the description of the automatic translation approach followed
by a general overview of how the disambiguation process is performed. The
rst disambiguation method is based on Naïve Bayesian Classier (NB) and
parallel corpora, where dierent classiers from dierent subsets of features
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and combinations of them are built. The second method is based on Mutual Information (MI) and monolingual corpora where we present the data
sparseness issue which is tackled through the enhancement of the Mutual
Information approach.

 Chapter 7 (Disambiguation Algorithms Evaluation): Chapter 7 presents an
evaluation of the proposed disambiguation algorithms which contains: translation accuracy evaluation based on parallel corpora and Naïve Bayesian Classier (NB) and translation accuracy based on monolingual corpora and the Mutual Information approach. For Naïve Bayesian Classier approach, we used
Arabic/ English parallel corpora as source of the statistical co-occurrences
data. Based on the performed experiments, results could show that our algorithm achieved promising results when the inectional form issue for Arabic
words is considered. For the Mutual Information approach, we used monolingual corpora as source of the statistical co-occurrences data. Based on the
experiments that we performed, using monolingual corpora and the web, results showed that our algorithm achieved promising results especially when
using web as source of statistical data.
 Part IV (Interactive Meaning Renement): Describes how all developed approaches
are integrated to form the cross-lingual tool proposed in this thesis. Furthermore,
describes how the user feedback can be used with the support of the tool to rene
the translation and thus rene the cross-lingual process. A detailed user study and
a disambiguation algorithm evaluation are presented and discussed.

 Chapter 8 (Interactive Meaning Renement): Chapter 8 describes how query
pre-post-processing and (query translation and disambiguation) are integrated
in the proposed interactive cross-lingual retrieval approach. The chapter begins with a short description about the initial work (rst prototype) which
we performed as initial step. Furthermore, the identied issues and shortcomings in the state-of-the art cross-lingual tools which we tackled in the
proposed cross-lingual tool in this thesis are described and discussed in detail. In addition, we conducted a broad user study to consider more points
of interest in evaluating the proposed approach and identify more issues in
the rst prototype which is tackled in the revised prototype. Furthermore,
we described the dierent interface components and how they are integrated
in order to perform the cross-lingual task (i.e., how we tackle the state-of-the
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art cross-lingual tools and the initial interface issues and shortcomings), from
submitting the query till getting the relevant documents.

 Chapter 9 (Prototype Evaluation): In chapter 9, the second prototype has
been used to evaluate the performance of the disambiguation algorithm for
English/German language pair. Furthermore, we performed an evaluation to
check whether the support provided by our cross-lingual tool is signicant to
guide the user in improving the translation and thus improve the performance
of the cross-lingual retrieval system.
 Part V (Concluding Remarks and Future Work Perspectives): Describes concluding
remarks about all parts in this thesis. Furthermore, future work perspectives is
presented and discussed.

 Chapter 10 (Concluding Remarks and Future Work Perspectives): Chapter
10 gives a brief summary about the thesis and future work perspectives. The
approaches to tackle the problems of cross-lingual retrieval, which have been
proposed in this thesis, are limited to web applications dealing particularly
with vagueness in the user query. In this chapter a discussion about the
limitations of the approaches proposed in this thesis in covering other dierent
domains is presented. Furthermore, in this chapter, hints in how to deal with
these issues are discussed and proposed.
 Part VI: (Appendix): Appendix contains the evaluation tables that describe the
results achieved, in detail. Furthermore, a description of a preliminary Arabic
WordNet is presented and discussed.

 In Appendix A, the spelling correction evaluation tables show the detailed
evaluation for the spelling correction task for the proposed approach MultiSpell, comparing it to some state-of-the art approaches such as Aspell, TST,
spell checker integrated into Microsoft Word and Google. In the Appendix B,
the conation approach evaluation tables show a detailed conation task evaluation for the proposed conation approach with respect to other state-of-the
art conation techniques e.g., pure n-grams, edit distance etc.

 In Appendix C, disambiguation evaluation results based on Naïve Bayesian
Classier and Mutual Information approaches are presented.
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 Appendix D describes the construction of a preliminary Arabic WordNet. A
brief overview of the current development of the Arabic WordNet is presented
followed by a brief overview of the Arabic morphological analyzers. An approach in supporting lexicographers in creating Arabic WordNet SynSets is
presented. This creation is done query-oriented, where an Arabic word is
searched and secondly annotated with English SynSets. Parallel corpora are
then used to create glosses for every newly created Arabic SynSet. A user
interface, including the functionalities described in our approach, is presented
and discussed

Part I
Fundamentals and Related Work on
Cross-lingual Information Retrieval
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Chapter 2
Fundamentals
In this chapter, we give an overview of dierent cross-lingual information retrieval approaches. Furthermore, we give an overview of dierent cross-lingual information retrieval research issues - with focus on the Arabic and German languages - that impedes
the development of Cross-lingual retrieval systems with good performance. These issues are explained in detail with helpful gures and examples. In addition, dierent
state-of-the art approaches to overcome these issues are reviewed discussed.

2.1 Cross-lingual Retrieval Approaches
Cross-lingual information retrieval approaches can be classied into two main approaches,
the knowledge-based approach and the corpora-based approach (Oard, 1997a) (see Figure
2.1). The knowledge-based approach, represents approaches that exploit explicit representations of translation knowledge, such as bilingual dictionaries (Dictionary-based),
e.g., (Ballesteros and Croft, 1996; Oard and Diekema, 1998; Oard et al., 2008) or
(Ontology-based) e.g., (Cheng et al., 2006). The corpora-based approach, on the other
hand, represents systems that automatically extract useful translation knowledge from
comparable or parallel corpora using statistical/probabilistic models, e.g., (Brown, 1998;
Nie et al., 1999; Chan and Ng, 2007).
In the following, we describe these approaches in detail.

2.1.1 Knowledge-based Approach
The knowledge-based approach can provide very useful information, to improve the performance of word sense disambiguation applications and thus, improve cross-lingual retrieval performance. While in English, and some major European languages, the "lexical
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Figure 2.1: Cross-lingual retrieval approaches (Oard, 1997a).
bottleneck" problem likely softened, e.g., for English WordNet (Miller, 1995) and for
(Dutch, Italian, Spanish, German, French, Czech and Estonian) EuroWordNet (Vossen,
1998), there are no available wide-range lexical resources for other languages such as
Arabic. For European languages, for example, De Luca et al. (2006) proposed the MultiLexExplorer tool to support multilingual users in performing their web search. The
MultiLexExplorer allows users to explore combinations of query term translations by
visualizing EuroWordNet relationships together with search results and search statistics obtained from web search engines. Brown (1998) proposed an approach to construct a thesaurus based on translating the word in the original query then counting
its co-occurrences information and storing it with the corresponding word in the target
language.
In the following, we focus on studying the research issues that arise on using the
dictionary-based approach.
For a dictionary-based approach, one can use a general-purpose dictionary or a special dictionary for a special task, e.g., a medical terminology dictionary for translation
(Abusalah et al., 2005). The fundamental idea of using the dictionary-based approach
is to search the dictionary, in order to extract a list of possible translations, in the target language, for each query term. However, the performance of the dictionary-based
approach is very limited, due to many research issues e.g., translation ambiguity, out-ofvocabulary words (OOV), special properties for some languages hinder the correct match
in the dictionary and the lack of context in the dictionary that should help to select the
correct translation. In the following, we give an overview of the research issues involved
with the dictionary-based approach.
Based on (Gearailt et al., 2005) four process stages for the dictionary-based query
translation have been identied:
 Pre-Translation Query Modication: This involves that the source query is re-
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formulated. (e.g., any addition, deletion or weighting of the query terms before
translation).
 Dictionary Lookup: This involves the lookup mechanism for the alternative translations in the dictionary.
 Translation alternatives Selection and Term-Weighting: This involves the selection
process of the best translation out of the translation alternatives for each query
term. In addition, this stage also involves a Term-Weighting process, where the
alternative translations can be weighted based on their co-occurrences.
 Post-Translation Query Modication: This involves the possibility of adding and
deleting any translation alternatives carried out after all translation stages have
been performed.
Finding correct translations for cross-lingual retrieval task in machine readable dictionary raises a number of issues (see Figure 2.2):
 It is possible that one word might have multiple translations (meanings) in the
target language and thus it is very dicult to determine the correct meaning that
should be chosen for the translation (see Section 2.2.3.1).
 The out of vocabulary words (OOV) issues. Dictionary does not contain all words,
e.g., compound words, technical terms, proper names or spelling variants. For
some language pairs, that use almost the same alphabets, this issue presents no
great challenge. However, this issue is more complicated for language pairs that
employ totally dierent alphabets and sound systems such as Arabic and English
or Arabic and Japanese (see Section 2.2.1.3).
 For a high morphological inectional language, such as Arabic, it is not possible
that the dictionary can include all word forms, instead including just the root
forms. Therefore, using the dictionary approach will necessitate a pre-processing
step by using conation approaches such as n-gram or stemming to identify the
morphological root for the given query term (see Section 2.2.1.2).
 Lack of context in the dictionary, which is very essential to disambiguate the ambiguous query terms (see Section 2.2.3.1).
In the following, we outlined some dictionary-based approaches. As an example, we
focused on Arabic cross-lingual retrieval (Ahmed, 2010).
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Figure 2.2: Overview of the main CLIR issues.

Specicities of Arabic
For Arabic cross-lingual retrieval several studies have been done so far. Aljlayl et al.
(2002) evaluated the eectiveness of a machine translation-based Arabic-English crosslingual retrieval by using the ALKAFI translation system and two standard TREC collections and topics. They pointed out that the experimental results indicate that the less
source terms that are needed to form a context, the better the retrieval accuracy and eciency is. Aljlayl and Frieder (2001) investigated the eectiveness of machine translation
and MRD (Machine Readable Dictionary) approaches to Arabic-English cross-lingual
retrieval. They studied three methods of query translation using an Arabic English
bilingual dictionary: the Every-Match (EM), the First-Match (FM), and the Two-Phase
(TP) methods. In the EM method they include all translations found in the dictionary
for the query term. Using this method, the translation ambiguity will be higher and will
result in poor eectiveness. In the FM method, they consider only the rst translation
provided by the bilingual dictionary. They claim that usually the translations provided
by dictionaries are presented in an ordered way based on its common use and thus the
more common translation is listed rst. In the TP method, they select only the translation that returns the original query term when being re-translated. Based on their
experimental results, they point out that the TP approach outperforms EM and FM approaches. Although translation in cross-lingual retrieval and machine translation seems
to have the same concerns, it should be noted that machine translation and cross-lingual
retrieval tackle quite dierent problems: Machine translation focuses more on providing
sentences with correct syntactic information, while cross-lingual retrieval focuses more
on providing translations without considering any syntactic information. Furthermore,
cross-lingual retrieval systems, in some cases, allow for more than one translation for
each of the query terms (translation relevant), while machine translation focuses on pro-
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viding a unique translation for each query term, and in cross-lingual retrieval users are
often involved in the translation renement process, while in machine translation the
user plays no role in the translation process.
Levow et al. (2005) pointed out that limitations of the dictionary-based approach can
be softened by the corpora-based approach (hybrid approach) e.g., using monolingual
corpora to overcome translation ambiguity as a result of using the dictionary-based
approach. They mentioned that other ideas from the dictionary-based cross-lingual
retrieval might nd productive applications with corpus-based or interactive techniques;
for example, using corpora and user feedback to enhance the translation dictionary.
Using a statistical/ probabilistic model, based on corpora, a dictionary translation can
be automatically improved because related cross-lingual word-pairs appear in similar
context, in such a collection.
In this thesis, we proposed a hybrid cross-lingual approach that combines the
dictionary-based approach and the corpora-based approach. We used the dictionarybased approach to extract all possible translations for the given user query and the
corpora-based approach was used to tackle the translation ambiguity issue. To improve
the proposed approach, a user feedback was used to rene the translation.

2.1.2 Corpora-based Approach
In parallel corpora the same text is written in dierent languages. A statistical approach
to nd statistical associations between words in two languages, using parallel corpora,
has been studied, e.g., in (Yang et al., 1998). Resolving translation ambiguity, based on
text corpora of source and target languages, was studied and evaluated, e.g., Spanish
and English (Cabezas and Resnik, 2005). Statistical techniques applied in this corpora
can be used to produce bilingual term equivalence by comparing which words co-occur
in the sentence over the whole corpora. Corpora-based approaches, uses translations
extracted from bilingual corpora to perform the query translation (Yang et al., 1998).
Corpora based approaches provide an alternative solution for overcoming the lexical
acquisition bottleneck by gathering information directly from textual data e.g., bilingual corpora. Due to the expense of manual acquisition of lexical and disambiguation
information, where all necessary information for disambiguation has to be manually provided, supervised approaches suer from major limitations in their reliance on predened
knowledge source, which aects their ability to handle large vocabulary in a wide variety
of contexts. Resolving translation ambiguity, based on text corpora of source and target
languages, was studied and evaluated, e.g., for English and Japanese (Doi and Muraki,
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1992), French and English (Vickrey et al., 2005), Spanish and English (Cabezas and
Resnik, 2005), Arabic and English (Ahmed and Nürnberger, 2008a,b), Portuguese and
English (Specia et al., 2007) and Chinese and English (Chan and Ng, 2007). For Arabic
cross-lingual retrieval using corpora approach, we presented in (Ahmed and Nürnberger,
2008a,b) a word sense disambiguation method applied in automatic translation of a query
from Arabic to English. The developed machine learning approach is based on statistical
models that can learn from parallel corpora by analysing the relations between the items
included in these corpora in order to use them for selecting the most suitable translation
of the query term.
In order to resolve the translation ambiguity inherent in bilingual dictionaries, the
hybrid approach can be used. The hybrid approach uses bilingual dictionaries to extract the possible translation for each query term and uses corpora to nd the cohesion
score between all possible translation candidates. Unlike the corpora-based translation
approach, which relies only on the use of bilingual corpora to translate the user query, a
target language corpora (monolingual corpora) can be used to resolve the translation ambiguity inherent in bilingual dictionaries (see (Ballesteros and Croft, 1998; Chen et al.,
1999; Ahmed et al., 2009a)). The core idea of using the target language corpora for
disambiguation is to retrieve the translation candidates for each query term from bilingual dictionaries, then construct the translation combination between those candidates.
The approach selects the translation combination that frequently co-occurs in the target
language corpora. Parallel corpora can be used alone for cross-lingual retrieval but it is
also applicable to the hybrid approach (Davis and Ogden, 1997; Ahmed and Nürnberger,
2008d). The idea behind this is that initially, possible translation candidates, using a
dictionary, will be derived. Thereafter, source and translated query are used to retrieve
the source and target documents from the parallel corpora, respectively. Finally, only
translation that retrieves documents aligned to the documents retrieved by the source
query, is selected.
In the following, we discuss some of the problems that cross-lingual retrieval approaches are currently facing in more detail. Problems found with cross-lingual retrieval
approaches, hindering better performance, are translation ambiguity, word inection,
translating word compounds, phrases, proper names, spelling errors, spelling variants
and special terms (Hedlund et al., 2004) (Ahmed, 2010). In the following, we discuss
the most important issues - with giving special attention to Arabic and German languages - that impeded the development of cross-lingual retrieval systems with a good
performance.
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2.2 Cross-lingual Retrieval Issues
2.2.1 Pre-Processing Task
In this section, we describe the pre-processing step which has to be done before the
cross-lingual retrieval system can perform its task. There is an urgent need to correct
the user's misspelled query terms. Misspelled query terms in the user query results
in poor cross-lingual retrieval. Furthermore, the user query needs to be pre-processed.
This pre-processing step is useful to transform a word to its basic form. The stemming
of the user query terms is very important because the dictionary does not include all
word forms, instead just the root form. The use of stemming leads to a clear benet with
respect to the cross-lingual retrieval task. The user does not need to pay any attention to
word form inection issues, as dierent forms of his/her query terms are automatically
conated into the basic form. Furthermore, stemming provides many other benets,
such as improved retrieval performance and storage saving. As an example, we focused
on Arabic which is a highly morphological language. For stemming Arabic words, we
used the araMorph package based on the Buckwalter Arabic morphological analyzer
(Buckwalter, 2002).
In the following, we start with describing dierent spelling correction approaches.
Next, for Arabic, we describe the word inection issue, followed by a detailed description
of approaches which are used to solve, or at least to alleviate, some of the problems raised
by a high inectional morphology. For the German language, we describe in detail the
problem of compound words and how it aects the performance of cross-lingual retrieval.
Dierent approaches for decompounding are reviewed and discussed.

2.2.1.1

Spelling Correction Issue

The problem of devising algorithms and techniques for automatically correcting words
is very essential for improving the retrieval performance. Research in this eld began as
early as the 1960s on computer techniques for automatic spelling correction and automatic text recognition, and it has continued up to the present, there are good reasons for
the continuing research eorts in this area in order to improve quality and performance
and to broaden the spectrum of possible applications (Kukich, 1992). For example, even
though systems programs (language processors, operating systems, etc.,) have become
increasingly powerful and sophisticated, they do not assist the user - with a very few
exceptions - in correcting many of the obvious spelling errors in the source input. There
are two types of word errors, the real-word error and the non-word error. Real-word
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errors are misspelled words that have a meaning and can be found in a dictionary. Nonword errors are words that have no meaning and are thus not included in a dictionary.
We concentrate on the correction of the non-word error with the proposed algorithm.
Damerau (1964) found that 80% of misspelled words that are non-word errors are the
result of a single insertion, deletion, substitution or transposition of letters. Therefore,
it seems reasonable to base correction algorithms on measures that consider these simple
operations. However, also approaches based on pure n-gram statistics - which account
for these operations only implicitly - have proven to provide good performance (Kukich,
1992; Hodge and Austin, 2003). Algorithmic techniques for detecting and correcting
spelling errors in text have a long and robust history in computer science (Kukich, 1992).
Many approaches have been applied since people started to deal with this problem. Different techniques like edit distance (Wagner and Fischer, 1974), rule-based techniques
(Yannakoudakis and Fawthrop, 1983), n-grams (ming Zhan et al., 1998), probabilistic
techniques (K.W. and W.A., 1991), neural nets (Hodge and Austin, 2003), similarity
key techniques (Pollock and Zamora, 1983, 1984) and noisy channel model (Brill and
Moore, 2000; Toutanova and Moore, 2002) have been proposed. All of these are based
on the idea to calculate the similarity between the misspelled word and the words contained in a dictionary. In the following, we describe shortly one of the most popular
approaches (Aspell) and one recently proposed approach for the Portuguese language
(TST) (Martins and Silva, 2004) that we used for comparison. GNU Aspell, usually
called just Aspell, is a standard spelling checker software for the GNU software system.
There are Dictionaries for about 70 languages available. GNU Aspell is a Free and Open
Source software1 . In contrast to Ispell, which suggests words with small edit-distance,
Aspell in addition compares soundslike equivalents (computed for English words using
the metaphone algorithm (Deorowicz and Ciura, 2005)) up to a given edit distance. The
Ternary Search Trees (Martins and Silva, 2004) approach (TST) is a dictionary data
structure working with string-keys. It can nd, remove and add these keys quickly and
also easily search the tree for partial matches. Additionally near-match functions can be
implemented. These give the possibility to suggest alternatives for misspelled words.

2.2.1.2

Word Inection Issue

In word inection items are added to the base form of a word to express grammatical
meanings such as tense, mood, voice, aspect, person, number, gender and case (Alvarez
et al., 2011). Word inection causes a real problem for translations as well as for cross1 http://aspell.sourceforge.net/
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lingual retrieval systems whereas languages exhibiting a rich inectional morphology face
a challenge for machine translation systems. In the following we give a brief description
of the Arabic language, clarifying some of its properties followed by a brief discussion of
approaches that try to overcome the word inection issues with respect to the Arabic
language.

Specicities of Arabic
Arabic is a Semitic language that is based on the Arabic alphabet containing 28 letters.
Its basic feature is that most of its words are built up from, and can be analyzed down
to common roots. The exceptions to this rule are common nouns and particles. Arabic
is a highly inectional language with 85% of words derived from triliteral roots. Nouns
and verbs are derived from a closed set of around 10,000 roots (Al-Fedaghi and Al-Anzi,
1989). Arabic has three genders, feminine, masculine, and neuter; and three numbers,
singular, dual, and plural. The specic characteristics of Arabic morphology make the
Arabic language particularly dicult for developing natural language processing methods
for information retrieval. One of the main problems in retrieving Arabic language text
is the variation in word forms. For example, the Arabic word
up from the root

I. J»ktb

I.KA¿katb

(author) is built

(write). Conjunctions and prepositions are also attached as

prexes to nouns and verbs, hindering the retrieval of morphological variants of words
(Moukdad, 2004). In Table 2.1 some word form variations for the word "student" is
presented in order to clarify this issue. Arabic is dierent from English and other IndoEuropean languages with respect to a number of important aspects: words are written
from right to left; it is mainly a consonantal language in its written forms, i.e., it excludes
vowels; its two main parts of speech are the verb and the noun in that word order, and
these consist, for the main part, of triliteral roots (three consonants forming the basis
of noun forms that are derived from them); it is a morphologically complex language, in
that it provides exibility in word formation: as briey mentioned above, complex rules
govern the creation of morphological variations, making it possible to form hundreds of
words from one root (Moukdad and Large, 2001). Furthermore, the letter shapes are
changeable in form, depending on the location of the letter at the beginning, middle or
at the end of the word.

Stemmer Approaches
In information retrieval systems stemming is used to reduce variant word forms to common roots and thereby improve the ability of the system to match query and document
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Feminine

Masculine

English

éJ . ËA£t.albh
éJ . ËA¢Ë@alt.albh
àAJJ.ËA£t.albtan
éJ . ËA¢.bt.albh
éJ . ËA¢ËAK.balt.albh
éJ . ËA£ðwt.albh
éJ . ËA¢Ë@ðwalt.albh
éJ . ËA¢Ëlt.albh
éJJ.ËA£t.albtha
AîDJ. ËA£t.albtha'
éKAJ.ËA£t.albath
 . ËA£t.albatha'
AîEAJ

I.ËA£t.alb
I.ËA¢Ë@alt.alb
àAJ.ËA£t.alban
I.ËA¢.bt.alb
I.ËA¢ËAK.balt.alb
I.ËA£ðwt.alb
I.ËA¢Ë@ðwalt.alb
I.ËA¢Ëlt.alb
éJ.ËA£t.albh
AîD.ËA£t.albha
éJJ.Ê£t.lbth
AîDJ. Ê£t.lbtha

student

...

...

Table 2.1: Word form variations for

the student
(two) students(dual)
by student
by the student
and student
and the student
to the, for a student
his student
her student
his students
her students
...

I.ËA£t.alb

(Student).

vocabulary (Xu and Croft, 1998). Although stemming has been studied mainly for English, stemming approaches have also been developed for several other languages such as
Malay (Tai et al., 2000), Latin (Greengrass et al., 1996), Indonesian (Berlian et al., 2001),
Swedish (Carlberger et al., 2001), Dutch (Kraaij and Pohlmann, 1996), German (Monz
and de Rijke, 2002), French (Moulinier et al., 2001), Slovene (Popovic and Willett, 1992),
Turkish (Ekmekcioglu et al., 1996) and Arabic (Khoja and Garside, 1999; Larkey et al.,
2007). There are three main types of approaches for stemming, dictionary-based, rulebased, and statistical-based (mainly n-gram based) approaches (Gelbukh et al., 2004).

Dictionary based approaches provide very good results at the cost of high development
eorts for the dictionary. The dictionary contains all known words with their inection
forms. The main weakness for this approach is the missing words in the dictionary which
would not be recognized by the system for stemming. Another weakness is the inability of this method to stem inert names and foreign words. Also the need to process a
large dictionary during runtime can result in high requirements for storage space and
processing time. The closest Arabic equivalent for this kind of stemmer is the root-based

stemmer for Arabic (Khoja and Garside, 1999) which is based on extracting the root of
a given Arabic surface word by striping o all attached prex and/or sux then attempt
to extract the root of it. Several morphological analyzers were developed based on this
concept (Khoja and Garside, 1999; Buckwalter, 2002). The weaknesses of this stemmer
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are: it does nothing when it comes across some words which have no root. Furthermore,
the construction of the corresponding dictionaries or rules is a tedious and labor consuming task due to the result of the morphology complexity of Arabic language. Another
problem is that only some small linguistic resources are available for Arabic language.
The weaknesses of this stemmer is that the construction of the corresponding dictionaries or rules is a tedious and labor consuming task due to the result of the morphology
complexity of Arabic language. Another problem is that only some small linguistic resources are available for Arabic language. The second type are the rule-based approaches.
They are based on set of predened conditions rules. The most well known stemmer of
this type is Porter stemmer (Porter, 1980). The main weakness for this stemmer is that
building the rules for the arbitrary language is time consuming. Furthermore, there is
a need for experts with linguistic knowledge in that particular language. The Arabic
equivalent for this is the Light stemmer (Larkey et al., 2007). Unlike English, both
prexes and suxes need to be removed for eective stemming. It is based on striping
o prex and sux from the word, it use predened list of prex and sux, it is simply
striping o prex and/or sux without any further processing in the rest of the stemmed
word (Roeck and Al-Fares, 2000; Larkey et al., 2007). The weakness of this stemmer is
that the striping o prexes or sux in Arabic is a not an easy task. Removing them
can lead to unexpected results, as many words start with one letter or more which can
mistakenly assumed to be prex or sux.

2.2.1.3

Out of Vocabulary Words (OOV)

In cross-lingual retrieval systems the translation of out of vocabulary words that are not
part of a standard dictionary such as (compound words, technical terms, named entities
and acronyms) is a very important point for an eective cross-lingual retrieval system
(Pirkola et al., 2003). For some language pairs, that use almost the same alphabets, this
issue presents no great challenge. However, this issue is more complicated for language
pairs that employ totally dierent alphabets and sound systems such as Arabic and
English or Arabic and Japanese. Bilingual dictionaries usually avoid including OOV
words like named entities, numbers, technical terms and acronyms. Davis and Ogden
(1998) and Al-Fedaghi and Al-Anzi (1989) nd around 50% of OOV words to be named
entities. If no translation exists for these words, they have to be "converted". The
process of converting a word from one orthography into another is called transliteration.
Unfortunately, people usually follow no standard transliteration rules when converting
foreign words into Arabic. For example, Table 2.2 shows 15 dierent spellings for the
name Condoleezza; four of them were found in the same news web site ("CNN-Arabic")
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.

S/N Transliteration

Occurrence in web Comments

1

3.000.000

CNN

197.000

CNN

51.100

CNN

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

@QË@YKñ»kwndalyza
@QËðYKñ»kwndwlyza
@QËYKñ»kwndlyza
AË@YKñ»kwndalysa
AËðYKñ»kwndwlysa
@QËðYKA¿kandwlyza
@QË@YJ»kndalyza
@QË@YKA¿kandalyza
èQË@YKñ»kwndalyzh
AËYJ»kndlysa
èQË@YKñ»kwndalyzh
AË@YJ»kndalysa
AË@YKA¿kandalysa
 Ë@YKñ»kwndalysh
é
úæJËYKñ»kwndlysy

26.300
26.200

CNN

12.700
2.310
1.530
491
344
195
144
9
9
4

Table 2.2: Multiples spellings for the name "Condoleezza" (Ahmed and Nürnberger,
2011).
Arbabi et al. (1994) developed an algorithm at IBM using automatic transliteration
of Arabic personal names into the Roman alphabet. Their approach was based on using
a hybrid neural network and knowledge-based system approach. In (Stalls and Knight,
1998) an algorithm based on probabilistic models for Translating Names and Technical
Terms from Arabic to English translation is proposed. This work was based on (Knight
and Graehl, 1997) that describe a back transliteration system for Japanese. Al-onaizan
and Knight (2002a) presented a transliteration algorithm based on sound and spelling
mappings using nite state machines. Larkey et al. (2003) conducted experiments for
Arabic/English cross-lingual retrieval using TREC2001 and TREC2002 to evaluate the
eectiveness of the translation of proper names in information retrieval using dierent
sources of name translation for Arabic. N -gram based approaches were widely proposed to deal with this issue. Aqeel et al. (2006) addressed the name search for Arabic
transliterated names using n-gram and soundex techniques to improve precision and re2 http://arabic.cnn.com/,

Retrieved on 01/03/2010, www.Google.com
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call of name matching against well-known techniques. Furthermore they investigated
the performance of n-grams of varying length. They used in their test approximately
7,939 Arabic rst names translated to English. From their experiments they pointed
out that using the n-gram techniques improves precision and recall of Arabic name
matching search. de Gispert and Mari
no (2006) studied the performance of n-grambased statistical machine translation (including OOV words) in two independent tasks:
English-Spanish European Parliament Proceedings large-vocabulary task and ArabicEnglish Basic Travel Expressions small-data task. They pointed out that the result
obtained outperform all previous techniques. Using bilingual and monolingual resources
were also used to deal with this issue. Al-onaizan and Knight (2002b) presented a Name
Entity translation algorithm for translating Arabic name entities to English without
using any dictionary. They compared their results with results obtained from human
translators and commercial systems. They claim that the translations obtained by their
algorithm showed signicant improvement over the commercial system and in some cases
it outperforms the human translator. In the context of Name Entity (NE) recognition,
Samy et al. (2005) used parallel corpora of 1200 sentence pairs in Spanish and Arabic
with a Name Entity tagger for Spanish. For their experiments, they randomly selected
300 sentences from the Spanish corpus with their equivalent Arabic sentences. For each
sentence pair the output of the NE tagger was compared to the manually annotated gold
standard set. They reported that using their approach they gained higher recall and
precision than state-of-the-art approaches. Although new words and word combinations
can be generated readily in natural languages, the dictionaries' lack of full coverage leads
to low cross-lingual retrieval performance. An example is the compound word problems
which are a real issue for some languages such as German, in respect to information retrieval or cross-lingual retrieval. In the following, we focused on describing this problem
with respect to the German language.

Specicities of German - Compound Word Issue
A compound word is a word that is a result of joining two or more words together. Compound words can result in having out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problems in cross-lingual
information retrieval. In order to improve cross-lingual information retrieval eectiveness, these compound words need decompounding before translation. Compounds appear more frequently in some languages, such as German, while they appear less in other
languages, such as English. It is possible to nd two-word compounds in English such as
"airmail", "airplane", "birthplace", "backbone", "cowboy", "football", "hammerhead"
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etc. However, it is very rare to nd English compounds for three or more words. In
other languages, such as German, the matter is dierent where compounds of two or
more words are not uncommon. As an example, we consider these German compounds
("kinderwagen" "stroller"), ("liebesgedicht" "love poem"), ("Straÿenreinigungsgebühr",
"street cleaning fee"), ("Einkommensteuer", "income tax"), ("Suchmaschinentechnologien", "search engine technology"), ("Geschwindigkeitsüberschreitung", "exceeding the
speed limit"), ("Geschwindigkeitsanzeigetafel", "Speed display board"), ("Lehrgangsteilnahmebestätigung", "training course participation conrmation"), ("Donaudampfschifahrtsgesellschaftskapitän", "Danube steamship company captain"), ("Rindeischetikettierungsüberwachungsaufgabenübertragungsgesetz", "beef labelling regulation & delegation of supervision law") etc. In order to improve the performance of cross-lingual systems, these compounds need to be decompounded before translations. Decompounding
is the process of splitting compounds into their constituent parts. For high methodological languages such as German, Dutch or Finish, decompounding has been found to
improve the eectiveness of information retrieval because it can tackle the vocabulary
mismatch problems (Chen and Gey, 2004). Due to the productive nature of languages,
quite often many words can be combined into new compounds. When the search for
a query in languages which have a high frequency of compounds, such as German or
Dutch, cross-lingual retrieval performance is lower than for other language pairs (Piroi,
2010). This issue is due to the presence of compound words in the query or in the collection of documents, which will result in a higher rate of OOV compound terms. These
OOVs, in most cases, can't be translated and will result in poor cross-lingual retrieval
performance. Therefore, for such languages, the search or translation for cross-lingual
information retrieval shouldn't only be performed based on full compounds but also in
their component words.
In the following, we describe two algorithms for German compound splitting that
represent two dierent approaches, a dictionary-based approach and a rule-based approach.

Dictionary-based Approach
Chen and Gey (2004) used a dictionary-based decompounding on the CLEF 2001 and
2002 test collection. The dictionary-based decomposition of a word checks whether
prex strings of a compound are valid words. This is done by searching for them in a
dictionary. Most decompounding approaches for German information retrieval consider
the most frequent rules for word formation. An example would be using the so called
letter "s" connection that appears between component words and represents one of the
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most frequent patterns in German compound word formation. For example, the word
("Inhaltsverzeichnis", "table of contents") consists of two constituents, ("Inhalt" and
"verzeichnis") that are connected by the connector "s".
The algorithm works as follows:
 A German dictionary which contains non-compound words, in various forms, is
built.
 A compound German word is decompounded based on the created dictionary
in the rst step. For example, the German based dictionary contains ("ball",
"fuss", "fussball", "meisterschaft") and others, the German compound word ("fussballmeisterschaft" "European Football Cup") is decompounded into several compound words based on the German based dictionary. So, based on this step, we
have these two compounds "fuss ball europa meisterschaft" and "fussball europa
meisterschaft".
 The decomposition with the smallest number of component words is chosen. In
the previous example, the decomposition "fussball europa meisterschaft" will be
selected as the decompounding for the German compound "fussballmeisterschaft".
If there is more than one decomposition share with the same number of component
words, the one with the highest probability of decomposition will be chosen. The probability is estimated by the product of the relative frequencies of the component words in
the training collection.

Rule-based Approach
Savoy (2002) proposed a German decompounding approach based on a set of pre-dened
patterns. The approach is based on breaking any words having an initial length greater
than or equal to eight characters, taking into account that decomposition will not take
place before any initial sequence (word might begin with a serious of vowels that must
be followed by at least one consonant). In order to perform the decompounding process,
a set of decompounding patterns for German is dened.
For clarication, we take the following example, the German compound ("Betreuungsstelle", "care center"). This word is more than eight characters long. In order to
start splitting the compound, the algorithm seeks occurrences of one of the patterns.
For this example, the patterns ("String sequence: "gss", End of previous word: "g",
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Begining of next word: "s") refer that when we nd the character string "gss" the algorithm can cut the compound term, so the rst word ends with "g" and the second word
begins with "s" (see Figure 2.3). This will lead to the forming of the words "Betreuung"
(care) and "Stelle" (center, place) out of the compound word ("Betreuungsstelle", "care
center"). Given that the term "Stelle" is less than eight characters long, the algorithm
will not attempt to decompound this term.

Figure 2.3: Decompounding patterns for German (Savoy, 2002).

In this thesis, the goal is not to evaluate any approaches for decompounding instead to
implement one of the reported successful approaches particularly "dictionary-based decompounding" proposed by (Chen and Gey, 2004). The implemented "dictionary-based
decompounding" is used to improve the performance of the cross-lingual tool proposed
in this thesis when no translation for a compound word is found in the dictionary.
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2.2.2 Post-Processing Task
2.2.2.1

Word Form Variations Issue (Arabic)

The characteristics of highly inectional languages result very often in a poor information
retrieval performance. As a result, current search engines suer from serious performance
with the direct query-term-to-text-word matching for these languages, thus search engines need to be able to distinguish dierent variants of the same word. Detecting all
word form variations in the query, which, processed by search engines, is considered essential for achieving good retrieval results and the alternative is the loss of vast amounts
of information. In the following, we focus on one of the conation approach which is

n-gram.
n-gram Approaches
The main idea of n-gram based approaches, which groups together words that contain
identical character substrings of length n called n-grams (Adamson and Boreham, 1974),
is that the character structure of the word can be used to nd semantically similar words
and word variants. N -gram approaches dier from stemmers in terms of not requiring
language knowledge, predened rules or a vocabulary database. Furthermore; n-gram
approaches take into account the misspelled and the transliterated words3 .

Computing Similarity Scores based on n-grams
The idea of using n-grams in language processing was discussed rst by Shannon (1951).
After this initial work the idea of using n-grams has been applied to many problems such
as word prediction, spelling correction, speech recognition, translated word correction
and string searching. One main advantage of the n-gram method is that it is language
independent. In a spelling correction task an n-gram is a sequence of n letters in a
word or a string. The n-gram model can be used to compute the similarity between two
strings by counting the number of similar n-grams they share. The more similar n-grams
between two strings exist, the more similar they are. Based on this idea the similarity
coecient can be derived. The similarity coecient δ is dened by the following equation:

T
|α β|
δ= S
|α β|
3 Transliteration

is the process of converting one orthography from one language into another.

(2.1)
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T
where α and β are the n-gram sets for two words a and b to be compared. α β
S
denotes the number of similar n-grams in α and β , and α β denotes the number of
unique n-grams in the union of α and β .

Specicities of Arabic
Over the last years there were several studies have been performed to explore the use
of n-grams for processing Arabic text. Mayeld et al. (2002) have found that n-grams
work well in many languages; furthermore, they investigated the use of character ngrams for Arabic retrieval in TREC-2001 and found that n-grams of length 4 were most
eective. Darwish and Oard examined multiple tokenization strategies for retrieval of
scanned Arabic documents, they found out that n-grams of size n = 3 or n = 4 are
well suited to Arabic document retrieval (Darwish and Oard, 2002). Mustafa (2004)
assessed the overall performance of two n-gram techniques that he called conventional
and hybrid. In his results Mustafa pointed out that the hybrid approach outperforms
the conventional approach. Classifying Arabic text using n-gram frequencies also have
been fruitful (Khreisat, 2006). Abu-Salem (2004) found out that all of the proposed

n-gram methods outperform the word, stem, and root index methods. Ghaoui et al.
(2005) investigated a new morphological class based language model. They used the
morphological rules to derive the dierent words in a class from their stem. Furthermore
a linear interpolation between the n-gram model and the morphological model has been
evaluated. In their experiments they pointed out that the morphological class-based
model yields lower performance compared to a classical trigram. However, all of the
previous studies rely on studying the use of n-gram on the Arabic text based on the
following aspects: The eectiveness of n-gram size and assessing the performance of
existing n-gram approaches. None of the prior studies attempt to modify the pure ngram model so that it reduce the ambiguity i.e., obtains a higher precision and recall.
Due to the mentioned insuciencies of the existing approaches, we proposed in
(Ahmed and Nürnberger, 2009) a "revised" n-gram algorithm that makes it possible
to handle one-character inxes, prexes, and suxes, which are frequent in Arabic. The
proposed method obtained superior results on a large newspaper corpus. For detailed
investigation about the use of n-gram on Arabic text, we refer the reader to (Meftouh
et al., 2010).
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2.2.3 Automatic Query Translation Task
2.2.3.1

Translation Disambiguation Issue

In natural language there are many words that have multiple meanings and therefore the
meaning of such equivocal or ambiguous words may vary signicantly according to the
context in which they occur. This problem is even more complicated when those words
are translated from one language into another due to the ambiguities in both languages.
Therefore, there is a need to disambiguate the ambiguous words that occur during the
translations. Word Translations Disambiguation WTD, or more general Word Sense
Disambiguation (WSD) is the process of determining the correct sense of an ambiguous
word given the context in which the ambiguous word occurs. We can dene the WSD
problem as the association of an occurrence of an ambiguous word with one of its proper
senses.

Specicities of Arabic
Arabic poses a real translation challenge for many reasons; Arabic sentences are usually
long and punctuation has no or little aect on interpretation of the text. Contextual
analysis is important in Arabic in order to understand the exact meaning of some words.
Characters are sometimes stretched for justied text, i.e., a word will be spread over a
bigger space than usual, which prevent a (character based) exact match for the same
word. Furthermore, in Arabic synonyms are very common, for example, "year" has three
synonyms in Arabic

ÐA«,am , Èñkh.wl , é Jsnh

that are all widely used in everyday

communication.
Another real issue for the Arabic language is the absence of diacritics (sometimes
called voweling). Diacritics can be dened as symbols over and under letters, which
are used to indicate the proper pronunciations, hence also dene the meaning of a word
and therefore have important disambiguating properties. The absence of diacritics in
Arabic texts poses a real challenge for Arabic natural language processing as well as
for translation, leading to high ambiguity. Though the use of diacritics is extremely
important for readability and understanding, diacritics is very rarely used in real life
situations. Diacritics don't appear in most printed media in Arabic regions nor on
Arabic internet web sites. They are visible in religious texts such as the Quran, which
is fully diacritized in order to prevent misinterpretation. Furthermore, the diacritics
are present in children's books in school for learning purposes. For native speakers, the
absence of diacritics is not an issue. They can easily understand the exact meaning of
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the word from the context, but for inexperienced learners as well as in computer usage,
the absence of the diacritics is a real issue. When the texts are unvocalized, it is possible
that several words have the same form but dierent meaning. For example, the Arabic
word

YªKy,d

can have the meanings "promise", "prepare", "count", "return", "bring

back" in English or the Arabic word

ÕÎ «,lm

can have the meanings "ag", "science",

"he knew", "it was known", "he taught", "he was taught" (see (Ahmed and Nürnberger,
2008b, 2009)).
The task of disambiguation therefore involves two processes: First, identifying all
senses of the ambiguous word considered. Second, assigning the appropriate sense each
time this word occurs. The rst step can be tackled, e.g., using a list of senses for each of
the ambiguous words existing in everyday dictionaries. The second step can be done by
analysing the context in which the ambiguous word occurs, or by using an external knowledge source, such as lexical resources as well as a hand-devised source, which provides
data (e.g., grammar rules) useful to assigning the appropriate sense to the ambiguous
word. In WSD it is very important to consider the source of the disambiguation information (e.g., a hand-devised source may provide a better quality than a source derived
by statistical processing - see Appendix D where we proposed an automatic method in
supporting lexicographers in creating Arabic WordNet SynSets), the way of constructing
the rules using this information and the criteria of selecting the proper sense for the ambiguous word, using these rules. WSD is considered an important research problem and
is assumed to be helpful for many applications such as machine translation (MT) and
information retrieval. Approaches for WSD can be classied into two main categories:
knowledge-based approaches and corpora based approaches In the following, we describe
in detail the state-of-the-art for these two categories.

Knowledge-based Approaches
The Knowledge-based approach for WSD exploits lexical knowledge stored in machinereadable dictionaries e.g., LDOCE (Longman English Dictionary Online) (Cowie et al.,
1992; Wilks et al., 1993), thesauri e.g., Roget's International Thesaurus or ontology's
(Yarowsky, 1992) or with ontologies e.g., WordNet (Sussna, 1993; Voorhees, 1993; Resnik,
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1995). In (Davis, 1996) a dictionary based query translation was proposed. For disambiguation, the system uses a Part of Speech tagger to tag query terms with parts of
speech information. Based on this information, the system selects the relevant terms
from the dictionary, which have the same part of speech. A similarity measure is then
used to compare the source language query terms and the equivalent translated terms of
the aligned sentences in the parallel corpora. Only the sentences whose ranking is most
similar to the source language terms will be selected. For the Arabic language, Ali et al.
(2009) proposed a dictionary graph based on the WSD approach. The Authors presented
a hybrid semantic-statistical method, based on computing word relatedness and a statistical measure of association to get the relationship between ambiguous words. Recently
Mihalcea (2007) classied the Knowledge-based approaches for WSD into four main
types: The Lesk algorithm, Semantic similarity, Selectional preferences and Heuristic
methods.

Lesk Algorithm and its Variants
Lesk (1986) proposed one of the earliest dictionary based approaches to WSD. He proposed a method for counting the overlap between the words in the target context and the
dictionary denitions of the senses. Patwardhan et al. (2003a) generalizes the Adapted
Lesk Algorithm of Banerjee and Pedersen (2002) to a method of word sense disambiguation based on semantic relatedness. Recently Gaona et al. (2009) proposed a new sense
number weight measure based on web count info obtained by a search engine. They
evaluated their adapted Lesk algorithm using SemCor4 and Senseval 25 test data. They
pointed out that their adapted Lesk algorithm, using SemCor data, always gives an answer. On the Senseval 2 data, their adapted Lesk algorithm outperformed some other
Lesk based methods. The Lesk algorithm has been applied to other languages other
than English e.g., Japanese. Baldwin et al. (2008) showed that denition expansion via
ontology produced a signicant performance gain.

Semantic Similarity
In Semantic similarity, words in the same context are supposed to be related to each other
in meaning. Thus an appropriate sense of an ambiguous word can be selected based on
those meanings that are found within the smallest size n of semantic distance window
(Rada et al., 1989; Mihalcea, 2007). The Semantic similarity measure is categorized into
4 http://www.cse.unt.edu/

5 http://www.senseval.org/

rada/downloads.html
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two main categories based on the size of the context window used. Local Context relies
only on information (e.g., syntactic relations) concerning the words within the context
window of size n. Words that are not within the window will not be considered.
Dierent from local context, Global Context considers contextual information that is
not within the small size of the window e.g., using Lexical chains. Lexical chains are well
structured in meaning, in that related words are semantically connected. It is performed
by creating a set of chains that represent dierent threads of relatedness throughout the
text (Galley and McKeown, 2003; Nelken and Shieber, 2007).

Selectional Preferences
Selectional preferences between predicating words (verbs and adjectives) and nouns are
types of linguistic information which have previously been combined with statistical
methods to perform word sense disambiguation (Resnik, 1997; McCarthy and Carroll,
2003). It captures information about the possible relationships between word categories,
and represents commonsense knowledge about classes of concepts. Despite the fact that
selectional preferences are intuitive and understandable, WSD systems that are using
selectional preference have achieved limited success (Ye, 2004). One interpretation of
this decit is that it is dicult to apply selectional preferences, in practice, to solve the
problem of WSD (Mihalcea, 2007).

Heuristic Methods
A direct way to discover word meanings, in a given context, is to rely on heuristics obtained from linguistic properties in a given large text. There are three Heuristic methods,
rst, most-frequent-sense heuristic (it relies on the availability of the word frequency data
- among all possible senses that a word may have, it is true to a great extent, that one
sense occurs more often than the other senses in a given context) (McCarthy et al., 2004;
Preiss et al., 2009), second, one sense-per-discourse heuristic (it appears to be extremely
usual to nd only one sense of a polysemous word in the same discourse) (Gale et al.,
1992b), third, one-sense-per-collocation heuristic, it relies on the co-occurrence of two
words in some dened relationship e.g., part-of-speech, syntactic (word tends to preserve
its meaning when used in the same collection - neighboring words in a window of size

n in the context of the ambiguous word provides very useful information to select the
proper sense) (Yarowsky, 1993).
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Corpora-based Approach
In the last few years amount of parallel corpora available in electronic format have
been increased, which helps to extend the coverage of the existing system or train new
system. For example, in (Brown et al., 1991; Gale et al., 1992c) the parallel aligned
Hansard Corpus of Canadian Parliamentary debates was used for WSD, and in (Dagan
and Itai, 1994) a monolingual corpora of Hebrew and German. The use of a bilingual
corpus to disambiguate words was proposed in e.g., (Ide, 1999). Several methods for
word sense disambiguation based on corpora using a supervised learning technique have
been proposed. This include approaches based on Naïve Bayesian (Gale et al., 1992a),
Decision List (Yarowsky, 1994), Nearest Neighbor (Ng and Lee, 1996), Transformation
Based Learning (Mangu and Brill, 1997), Winnow (Golding and Roth, 1999), Boosting
(Escudero and Rigau, 2000), and Naïve Bayesian Ensemble (Pedersen, 2000). For all
of these methods, the ones using Naïve Bayesian Ensemble are reported to obtain the
best performance for word sense disambiguation tasks with respect to the data sets
used (Pedersen, 2000). Furthermore, the signicant performance of the Naïve Bayesian
classier for the word sense disambiguation task has been reported by many researchers.
For example, Bas et al. (2008) performed an accuracy comparison ,over 13 Polish words,
between three word sense disambiguation approaches, Naïve Bayesian, Decision Table
Classier and k-Nearest Neighbours. Bas et al. (2008) found out that the Naïve Bayesian
approach outperformed Table classier and k Nearest Neighbours approaches.
The idea behind all these approaches is that it is almost always possible to determine the sense of the ambiguous word by considering its context, and thus all methods
attempt to build a classier, using features that represent the context of the ambiguous
word. In addition to supervised approaches for word sense disambiguation, unsupervised
approaches and combinations of them have been also proposed for the same purpose. For
examples, Schütze (1998) proposed an automatic word sense discrimination which divides
the occurrences of a word into a number of classes by determining for any two occurrences
whether they belong to the same sense or not, which then used for full word sense disambiguation task. Examples of unsupervised approaches were proposed in (Litkowski, 2000;
Lin, 2000; Indrajit Bhattacharya, 2004). Nigam et al. (2000) proposed an unsupervised
learning method using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm for text classication problems which was later improved (Shinnou and Sasaki, 2003) in order to apply
it to WSD tasks. Agirre et al. (2000) combine both supervised and unsupervised lexical
knowledge methods for word sense disambiguation. In (Yarowsky, 1995) and (Towell
and Voorhees, 1998) approaches using rule-learning and neural networks were proposed
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respectively. All of the previous studies are based on the assumption that the mapping between words and word senses is widely dierent from one language to another.
Unlike machine translation dictionaries, parallel corpora usually provide high quality
translation equivalents that have been produced by experienced translators. However, in
order to increase the eciently of exploiting existing parallel corpora aligned at sentence
level, explicit word-level alignments should be added where possible between sentence
pairs in the training corpora. For word alignment two approaches have been proposed:
statistical-based approaches, e.g., (Gale and Church, 1991; Dagan et al., 1993; Chang
and Chert, 1994) and lexicon-based approaches, e.g., (Ker and Chang, 1997). Several
application for word alignment in natural language processing have been studied, e.g.,
(Och and Ney, 2000; Yarowsky and Wicentowski, 2000). One important application for
word alignment methods are the automatic extraction of bilingual lexica and terminology
from corpora (Smadja et al., 1996; Melamed, 2000) and statistical machine translation
systems, e.g., (Berger et al., 1994; Wu, 1996; Wang and Waibel, 1998; Niessen et al.,
1998). For a more detailed overview of word alignment approaches in nature language
processing see (Och and Ney, 2003a). In the past few years, the Mutual Information
approach has been used to resolve translation ambiguities. For example, Mutual Information, has been used based on the target language corpora (monolingual corpora)
as source of the statistical co-occurrence data e.g., (Jang et al., 1999; Qu et al., 2002;
Fernandez-Amoros et al., 2010) or based on parallel corpora as source of the statistical
co-occurrence data e.g., (Sari and Adriani, 2008). Furthermore, mutual information has
been used to improve phrase-based machine translation e.g., in (Latiri et al., 2011). An
integration of WSD in translation tasks for several languages was studied and improved
by many researches. e.g., for English and Japanese (Doi and Muraki, 1992), French and
English (Vickrey et al., 2005), Spanish and English (Cabezas and Resnik, 2005), Arabic
and English (Ahmed and Nürnberger, 2008a,b), Portuguese and English (Specia et al.,
2007) and Chinese and English (Chan and Ng, 2007).

2.3 Conclusion
Cross-lingual information retrieval provides the possibility of retrieving information
across languages, without having knowledge in the target language. Two strategies to
achieve this goal are to translate the query or the documents. Studies have indicated
that query translation is the most used strategy in cross-lingual retrieval, due to its low
computational expense. Furthermore, users who are able to understand more than one
language might not be able to eectively express their need in that language. Those
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users, with cross-lingual system support, can cover more multilingual resources with a
single query, expressed in a language they are uent in. Despite query translation strategy advantages, there are serious limitations, such as short user queries, which provide
little context, leading to a high ambiguity in translations. In order to explore approaches
to tackle such issues, in this chapter, we carefully reviewed, in detail, cross-lingual retrieval approaches and issues. Furthermore, approaches to tackle cross-lingual retrieval
issues has been reviewed and discussed. For specicities, we have been focused on some
issues related to Arabic and German cross-lingual retrieval. For example, for the Arabic
language, we have been focusing on the pre-processing step, on spelling correction and
stemming. Based on the pre-processing step, a user does not need to pay any attention to word form inection issues and thus he does not need to issue his query in the
basic form. For German, besides the spelling correction, the pre-processing step was
needed to tackle word compound problems, which are a real issue for some languages
such as German, in respect to information retrieval or cross-lingual retrieval. This is due
to the fact that compound words can result in having out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problems in cross-lingual information retrieval. In order to improve cross-lingual information
retrieval eectiveness, these compound words need decompounding before translation.
Once the pre-processing approaches were studied, we reviewed the word sense disambiguation approach that is used to tackle translation ambiguity issues. For example,
the knowledge-based approach and the corpora-based approach was reviewed and discussed. Once the translation disambiguation approaches were reviewed, we reviewed
post-processing approaches e.g., n-gram. For example, the n-gram approach can be used
to detect all word form variations in the user query in order to improve the retrieval
performance.
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Chapter 3
Related Work on Interactive
Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval
Tools
3.1 Introduction
One of the main problems that impact the performance of cross-lingual information retrieval systems is how the users express their information need in form of a query. The
ideal situation, in performing the cross-lingual task, is that the query term is properly
formulated, and information related to it is also found in the cross-lingual system knowledge resources (e.g., bilingual dictionary, monolingual corpora, parallel corpora, etc.,)
(see Chapter 2). When the query term is poorly formulated, it limits the possibilities
of nding information related to it in the cross-lingual system knowledge resources and
thus will limit the possibility of translating it properly. Traditional cross-lingual retrieval systems are not fully eective when the user need is not expressed appropriately.
Traditional cross-lingual retrieval systems do not include any interaction scenario where
the user can (with the support of the system) rene his/her need and thus improve the
cross-lingual performance.
In the past, most research has been focused on the retrieval eectiveness of crosslingual systems through information retrieval test collection approaches (Braschler et al.,
2000), whereas few researchers have been focused on the user interface requirements with
respect to the multilingual retrieval task (Ogden and Davis, 2000). Despite the clear
eort which has been directed toward retrieval functionality and eectiveness, only little
attention was paid to developing multilingual interaction tools, where users are really
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considered as an integral part of the retrieval process. One potential interpretation of
this problem is that users of cross-lingual retrieval might not have sucient knowledge of
the target languages and therefore they are usually not involved in multilingual processes
(Petrelli et al., 2004).

3.2 Cross-lingual Tools Categorization
In this thesis, we selected cross-lingual tools for review on the basis of general criteria.
The studied cross-lingual tools should be web-based and perform similar or related tasks
as the proposed cross-lingual tool in this thesis. Moreover, at least some of the reviewed
cross-lingual tools should be developed, specically to deal with some natural language
processing issues e.g., high inectional morphology issues for Arabic. In addition, at
least the majority of the selected cross-lingual tools should consider the user as a main
integral part of the retrieval process.
Since the translation is the most important part of any cross-lingual retrieval process,
based on the previously mentioned criteria, we further classied the selected cross-lingual
tools into two categories, depending on the best match of their used features. These two
categories are cross-lingual tools that provide automatic query translation (automatic
disambiguation) and cross-lingual tools that provide a user based query translation (userbased disambiguation):
 Cross-lingual tools that integrate automatic translations are the Maryland Interactive Retrieval Advanced Cross-lingual Engine MIRACLE (Oard et al., 2008), the
cross-lingual interactive system WORDS (Lopez-Ostenero et al., 2002), the crosslingual information system LIC2M (Semmar et al., 2005) and the cross-lingual
patent retrieval system (we named it Patent CLIR ) (Bian and Teng, 2008).
 Cross-lingual tools that use user-based translation are the German Research Center for Articial Intelligence's (DFKI) MULINEX system (Capstick et al., 2000),
the New Mexico State University Keizai system (Ogden and Davis, 2000), a Multilingual Information Retrieval Tool UCLIR (Abdelali et al., 2003) and MultiLex-

Explorer (De Luca et al., 2006).
In Section 3.3, a detailed overview of the main properties for each reviewed crosslingual tool is presented and discussed.
In the following, we describe the cross-lingual tools in detail starting with each classied category.
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3.2.1 Automatic Translation CLIR Tools
3.2.1.1

MIRACLE

In order to support the interactive cross-lingual retrieval, the system uses the user-

assisted query translation (Oard et al., 2008). The user assisted-query translation feature
supports the user to select the correct translation. However, there might be a case when
the user might delete a correct translation. The system reacts, in that the searcher can
see the eect of the choice and have possibilities to learn better control of the system.
This is done by providing the following features, the meaning of the translation (loan
word or proper name), using back translation, a list of possible synonyms are provided.
Translation examples of usage are obtained from translated or topically-related text.
In MIRACLE, there are two types of query translations, fully automatic query translation (using machine translation) and user-assisted query translation. In fully automatic
translation the user can be involved only once. After the system translates the query
and retrieves the search results, the user can rene the query if he/she is not satised
after examining the search results. In the user-assisted query translation, four possible
renement steps give the user an opportunity to be involved in the translation process.
First, based on evidence about the meanings of the proposed translations by the system,
the user has an opportunity to deselect some of the proposed translations before the
search can be performed. Second the user can reform the query based on evidence about
the meanings of the proposed translations. Third, the user can reform the query based
on examining the search results. Fourth, in case the search result doesn't satisfy the
user's needs, the user has a possibility to deselect/reselect the translations.
In other words, the user submits his/her query; the system provides her/him with
translation alternatives. Before the search can be performed, the user has an opportunity to deselect some of the proposed translations. The user has an opportunity to
rene his/her query based on evidence about the meanings of the proposed translations
by the system. After the search is performed, the system provides the user with the
search results (see Figure 3.1). If the user is satised with the search result then there
will be no further actions by the system. In contrast, based on examining the search
result, the user has two opportunities: rene his/her query and perform a new search or
deselect/reselect a translation out of the translation alternatives proposed by the system.
The interaction between the system and the user, gives the user possibilities to see the
eect of his/her decision (selection, deselection of the translation or query renement) in
that the user can cycle the search till it satises his/her needs. A very important aspect
in MIRACLE, is that the system provides the user with immediate feedback in response
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to any action, which gives the user an important opportunity to rene his/her search.
The rapid adaption to new languages was taken into account in the design of the MIRACLE system. The query language is always English, in MIRACLE. However, language
resources that are available for English can be leveraged, regardless of the document
language. Currently, MIRACLE works with a simple bilingual term list. However, it is
designed to readily leverage additional resources when they are available.
Although MIRACLE overcomes some of the limitations of the previously mentioned
cross-lingual retrieval interaction tools, it also has some limitations. For example, despite
the use of automatic translation in MIRACLE, the user has no inuence on rening the
translation before the search can be conducted e.g., providing contextual information
that describes the translation in the user's own language, in that the user can have a
certain degree of condence in the translation. In addition, to the previously mentioned
limitation, in MIRACLE, single word translations are used, which forces the user to
spend a lot of eort checking each single translation alternative with their meanings
before he/she can select/deselect translations.

Figure 3.1: MIRACLE query assistance.
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WORDS

Lopez-Ostenero et al. (2002) proposed a cross-lingual interactive approach which provides
the user with the possibility of formulating and rening a query. It includes a reference
system (WORDS) that supports the user in selecting proper translations for each of the
query terms. Furthermore, it includes the possibility of assisting the user in formulating
his/her query, by providing him/her with a set of relevant phrases. The user has the
possibility of selecting promising phrases, in the presented documents, in order to improve
the search. The reference system (WORDS) includes a user query translation assistance
and renement.
As Figure 3.2 shows, the WORDS translates each query term (in Spanish) by providing all possible translations for each term in English. In order to give the user condence
in the translation, WORDS uses back translation (from English to Spanish). This allows the user to deselect any translation before the search can be performed. Once the
user selects the suitable translation the search can be performed. In this case, English
documents will be retrieved based on the English translation. Once the documents are
retrieved (in English) the system provides the user with a summary of each retrieved
document, in the user's own language. This summary includes translation of all noun
phrases in the document, using the Systran machine translation system1 and the document title is automatically translated. Based on this information, the user can mark the
document as relevant, irrelevant or unsure (see Figure 3.2). In addition, the user has the
possibility of taking no action and leaving the document unmarked.
In order to rene the query to improve the search, the user can check the retrieved
document translation (in Spanish) and point to any query term in the document. The
system then points to the English query terms (one of the possible translations for the
Spanish query term). The user then has the possibility to select or deselect any English
term. This allows the user to keep only the appropriate translations for the Spanish query
term. In addition, the user also has the possibility of selecting any term in the translation
he/she thinks can improve the search e.g., any term in the context of the translation.
The selected term will then be added to the query as an extra term. Furthermore, the
system provides the possibility of phrase-based searching, where the system rst extracts
noun phrases from a dataset (iCLEF topic2 ); lter phrases with appropriate translations,
which will be displayed to the user for selection.
Once the user selects any phrases, those selected phrases are automatically translated
1 http://www.systran.de/

2 http://nlp.uned.es/iCLEF/2002/guidelines.htm#dataprov
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so the user then can perform a monolingual search in his/her language. The translation
of the phrases selected by the user can be used to rene the query, in the form of term
suggestions, if needed. This is done as follows: the user clicks on a noun-phrase in a
document, the systems automatically translates the selected noun-phrase and uses it to
enlarge the original query before the monolingual search is performed. The user can
then check the re-ranked document and see the aect of the query renement on his/her
search.
Despite lots of support for the user to perform the cross-lingual task, the user has to
check all translation alternatives with their denitions in order to disambiguate translations. Furthermore, the query renement depends on the automatic translation, which
can't be accurate in all cases i.e., inaccurate translation leads to low retrieval performance.

Figure 3.2: System assisted translation and judged retrieved documents.

3.2.1.3

LIC2M

Semmar et al. (2005) proposed a cross-lingual information system, based on rich linguistic
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analysis of documents and queries (LIC2M). LIC2M supports Arabic, English and French
languages. The LIC2M cross-lingual system consists of six models:
 A linguistic analyzer which is responsible for processing the query and the documents that will be indexed. To perform its task, a linguistic analyzer uses linguistic
resources. For each language, a proper linguistic resource is provided.

 A full form dictionary: in this dictionary each word is assigned with its partof-speech tags and its linguistic feature e.g., gender, number, etc.

 A monolingual reformulation dictionary: used to expand the query e.g.,
adding synonyms, hyponyms, etc.

 Bilingual dictionary: used for translations between languages.
 A set of rules: used for tokenization purposes.
 A parser: used to parse sentences, extracting compounds etc.
 Name entity recognition: used to identify named entities etc.
 A statistical analyzer, which is responsible for providing statistical information
about the documents that will be indexed. It is used to compare the similarity
between documents and queries. In order to improve the retrieval process, a weight
is assigned to each word in the database according to its discrimination power.
 A reformulator, which is responsible for expanding the user query. It is needed
when signicant results are not obtained using the previous models e.g., linguistic
analysis etc. It expands the query with related terms e.g., synonym, hyponyms,
etc.
 A comparator, which is responsible for computing semantic similarity between the
indexed documents and the query.
 An indexer, which is responsible for storing the documents in a database.
 A search engine, which is responsible for searching the index and retrieving the
relevant documents.
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Figure 3.3 shows the LIC2M interface, where the user submits a query in his/her
native language. The system processes the query, and expands it, if needed. The query
is then submitted to the integrated search engine, which is responsible for retrieving
the relevant documents from the local collection. An integrated translation engine is
responsible for translating the retrieved documents. This translation engine is used by
the system via its web API.

Figure 3.3: Search results user interface.
Although in the LIC2M system, the query is expanded with extra terms extracted
from the target languages using a bilingual dictionary, it wasn't mentioned how the
system deals with the translation ambiguity i.e., not all translations are relevant to the
user query. Using POS tagging for disambiguation would not be enough as it is very
dicult to extract any syntactic information from the user query i.e., user search engine
queries are usually between 2.4 and 2.7 in length (Gabrilovich et al., 2009). Furthermore,
users have no possibility to interact with the system and rene the retrieved document
translations which are obtained using a web translator.

3.2.1.4

Patent CLIR

Bian and Teng (2008) proposed a cross-lingual patent retrieval and classication system
that makes use of the various free web translators to translate the user query (see Figure
3.4). The system was designed for Japanese/English cross-lingual patent retrieval. The
proposed system provides monolingual and cross-lingual functionalities. The input to
the system is the query or the selection of the topic le. The user then can use one of
the dierent web translators to translate the query. The proposed system gives the user
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a possibility to modify the translation. The dierent system modules are described in
the following:
 Indexing module: in the indexing module, the multi-lingual patent document sets
are processed and indexed. The system uses two types of indexing methods, a wordbased method to index the English text collection and the bigram-based method
to index the Japanese text collections.
 Translation module: in the translation module the query is translated from the
source language to the target language. The query is sent via the system to the
selected online translator system by the user. The obtained translation is then
obtained and displayed to the user. Since the user can use dierent translators at
the same time, it is possible that the user can review and modify the translation
based on the results from dierent translators.
 Classication module: in the classication module, the retrieved patent documents
are processed in order to classify them based on the International Patent Classication (IPC)3 . This process is performed as follows:

 The documents are retrieved based on the topic of the input patent (query).
 The rst top ranked 3000 patent documents and their IPC code from the
patent data collection are retrieved.

 The score of the IPC code is computed. This is done by computing the
similarity score between the query and the retrieved documents.

 The IPC codes, in step 3, are sorted by their score.
Despite the possibility of rening the web translators translation integrated in the
tool (selecting or removing translations from 3 dierent web translators integrated in
the tool), users with low knowledge in the target language will have no possibility to
select suitable translations from dierent translators i.e., no information in the user's
own language to describe the translation so the user can interact with it eectively.
3 http://www.wipo.int/classications/ipc/en/
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Figure 3.4: The cross-lingual patent information retrieval interface.

3.2.2 User-based Translation CLIR Tools
3.2.2.1

Mulinex

Mulinex supports cross-lingual search by giving the users possibilities to formulate, expand and disambiguate queries. Furthermore, the users are able to lter the search
results and read the retrieved documents by using only their native language (Capstick
et al., 2000). Mulinex performs the multilingual functionality based on a dictionary-based
query translation. Besides the cross-lingual functionality, where the query is submitted
in one language and the retrieved documents are presented in another language, Mulinex
provides the automatic translation of documents and their summaries. In Mulinex, three
languages are supported, French, German, and English. In Mulinex, the cross-lingual
retrieval process is fully supported by the translation of the queries, documents and their
summaries. Hereby, users do not need to have any knowledge about the target language.
Mulinex provides a lot of functionality to support the retrieving of the documents in
multilingual collections. Examples of these functionalities are translation of the user's
query, interactive disambiguation of the query translation, interactive query expansion,
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on-demand translation of summaries and search results, etc.
The Mulinex interface is available in three languages English, German, and French.
Since the search engine queries are usually between 2.4 and 2.7 in length (Gabrilovich
et al., 2009) which typically does not provide enough context for automatic disambiguation, Mulinex using "query assistant" provides an opportunity for interactive query
translation disambiguation. This task is performed by the "query assistant" by performing the back translation. The translated query terms are translated back into the
original query language. However, this approach has some clear limitations. When no
synonyms can be found in the dictionary, the technique is not helpful; and signicant
homonymy in the target language can result in confusing back translations (Oard et al.,
2008). In Mulinex, the back translation concept is used for expanding the original query
with potentially relevant terms. The query term translation is translated back to the
original query language; the result of this step is having a list of possible translation in
the query's original language. The user, in this case, can select some of these translation alternatives, in order to expand the user query. For example, the user submits the
query,"fair", in English. The system provides the user with alternative translations in
French and German.
For

French,

the

system

provides

the

following

translations:

"moral","marché", "kermesse", "juste", "foire" and "équitable").

("blond",

For German the

system provides the following eight translations: ("Jahrmarket", "Messe", "blond",
"gerecht", "hübsch", "mittelmäÿig", "ordentlich" and "schön") (see Figure 3.5). In order
to expand the query, the system translates back the translated user query terms. The result of this step is having a translation alternatives in the user's original query language.
For example, the back translation alternatives for the French translation "marché" are
("bazaar", "walked", "sales activities", "marketplace", "market" and "fair") and the
back translation alternative for the French translation "foire" are ("bazaar", "trade fair",
"market" and "fair"). Based on the translation alternatives provided by the system, the
translation "sales activities" and "trade fair" can be selected by the user as relevant
expanded terms to the original query "fair".

3.2.2.2

Keizai

The goal of the Keizai project is to provide a Web-based cross-lingual text retrieval
system that accepts the query in English and searches Japanese and Korean web data
(Ogden and Davis, 2000). Furthermore, the system displays English summaries of the
top ranking retrieved documents. In Keizai the query terms are translated into Japanese
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Figure 3.5: MULINEX query assistance.
or Korean languages along with their English denitions and thus this feature allows the
user to disambiguate the translations (see Figure 3.6).
Based on the English denitions of the translated query terms, the user who does not
understand the Japanese or Korean language can select the appropriate translation, out
of several possible translations. Once the user selects those translations whose denitions
are consistent with the information needed, the search can be performed. Only documents that are relevant to the selected translations will be retrieved. For each retrieved
document in Japanese or Korean, an English summary along with a target document
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language summary will be displayed in the Keizai interface.
Keizai investigates the eectiveness of representing the retrieved documents together
with small images, which they call "Document Thumbnail Visualizations". Using this
document representation, the retrieved documents are retained with a familiar shape and
format and thus the user can see how the query terms are distributed in the retrieved
documents. Using this technique the authors investigated the potential advantage of the
representation of the documents as one image within the context of dierent interactive
text retrieval tasks. In Keizai, the authors could show that the visualization improved
recall and eciency.

Figure 3.6: Keizai query term selection.

3.2.2.3

UCLIR

In UCLIR, the Arabic language was included. The system performs its task in any of the
following three dierent modes: the rst mode, using a multilingual query (query can
consist of terms of dierent languages), the second mode using an English query without
user involvement in the multilingual query formulation, the third mode using an English
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query with user involvement in the formulation of the multilingual queries (Abdelali
et al., 2003). The rst system mode: Multilingual query, in this mode the system
accepts a query which consists of terms of various languages. The system will retrieve
the relevant documents regardless of the query term language. The documents in the
entire multilingual collection, those relevant to one of the query terms, will be retrieved.
The second system mode: English query: non-interactive approach, this mode is based on
the use of a set of bilingual dictionaries for translating an English query into the dierent
target languages. First, for the English query term a set of possible translations will be
obtained from the bilingual dictionaries. Second, the set of possible translations will
be compared with an index word list (obtained from the system's entire multilingual
resource); the translations which are not in the index word list will be eliminated from
the query. The ltered query then can be used to retrieve the relevant documents from
the system's entire resource and these retrieved documents are then displayed to the user
in the system interface. The third system mode: English query: interactive approach,
in this system mode, the user is involved in the selection of appropriate translations.
The same as in the second mode, a set of possible translations will be obtained from
the bilingual dictionaries and compared with the index word list; the translations which
are not in the index word list will be eliminated from the query. The rest will be kept
and presented to the user in the system interface along with their English translation
beside other information e.g., part of speech. At the end, the user selects the appropriate
translation out of the ltered translation list. The selected multilingual terms then can
be used to form the multilingual query which is then submitted to retrieve the relevant
documents from the system's entire multilingual resource. After the retrieval process is
performed, the relevant retrieved documents can be then translated into English. To
perform the document translation, two approaches are used. The rst approach is wordlevel translation, where the user can click on the selected word and this word will be
translated using the dictionary and displayed as a pop-up view to the user with its
lexical information. The second approach is a document-level translation, where the
whole retrieved document, using a translation system, is translated into English.
Similar to Keizai, UCLIR uses "Document Thumbnail Visualizations" (see Figure
3.7). The retrieved documents are retained with familiar shape and format which make
it possible for the user to see how the query terms are distributed in the retrieved
documents. Although the system in the second mode automates the process of the
appropriate translation selection by comparing a set of possible translations with an
index word list (the translations which are not in the index word list will be eliminated
from the query). However, this can include an irrelevant translation to the user query
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since it is possible that not all translations can be relevant to the original query term.

Figure 3.7: UCLIR document thumbnail visualizations.

3.2.2.4

MultiLexExplorer

The goal of the MultiLexExplorer tool is to support multilingual users in performing their
web search. Furthermore, the MultiLexExplorer supports the user in disambiguating
word meanings by providing the user with information about the distribution of words
in the web (De Luca et al., 2006). The tool allows users to explore combinations of query
term translations by visualizing EuroWordNet4 relations together with search results and
search statistics obtained from web search engines. Based on the EuroWordNet, the tool
supports the user with the following functionality:
 exploring the context of a given word in the general hierarchy,
 searching in dierent languages, e.g., by translating word senses using the interlingual index of EuroWordNet,
4 http://www.illc.uva.nl/EuroWordNet/
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 disambiguating word sense for combinations of words,
 provide the user with the possibility to interact with the system i.e., changing the
search word and the number of retrieved documents,
 expanding the original query with extra relevant terms, and in
 automatically categorizing the retrieved web documents.
As Figure 3.8 shows, the dierent parts of the user interface are labelled. In Figure
3.8, the user expresses his/her needs (Label a1). In addition, in Figure 3.8, the user can
select the source language he/she would like to use with the help of the language resource
to explore the context of the query (Label a1). The user has the possibility to interact
with the tool in modifying the query context by selecting dierent linguistic relations i.e.,
Hypernym or Hyponym (Label e). In order to conduct a cross-lingual search, the user can
select the target language (Label d). The tool then automatically provides translations of
all possible source language senses in the target language. This translation is performed,
based on the interlingual entries of EuroWordNet. After the translation is performed,
the tool retrieves the number of relevant documents. The number of documents is then
presented to the user in a visualization manner (circle visualization, which shows the
distribution of document hits of the translations). The larger the number of retrieved
documents is, the bigger the circle is (Label c). The tool automatically searches for all
combinations between all senses including synonyms. With a mouse click, the user can
display the relevant documents to the selected translation on the tool interface (Label f),
based on the displayed "circles". The user also has the possibility to change the search
context (Label c1). For example, with a right mouse click, the user can select a new
word (given by the linguistic relation) and replace it with the originally searched word.
For example, the original query was (haus tür), with a right mouse click the user can
select a new term (gebäude). In this case, the tool reacts by automatically repeating the
same process which was done for the original query. This will involve translation, disambiguation and the visualization of the searched terms. Furthermore, another important
aspect in the MultiLexExplorer, is that the user is given the possibility of removing any
term/terms that are not of interest (Label c). In addition, the user can select any desired
term/terms as expansion term/terms to the original query. These expanded term/terms
will be presented along with the original query terms in (Label a2). As shown in Figure
3.8, the tool provides the user with dierent categorization techniques to categorize the
huge search results for better navigation (Label g).
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Figure 3.8: MultiexEXplorer interface.
In MultiLexExplorer, very useful aspect was taken into account. The information
is expressed in a visually attractive manner, which makes the user's task easier. For
example, in the retrieved document hits, the user does not need to check numbers,
instead he/she just checks the "circle" (the bigger the circle, the greater the retrieved
document hits are) that expresses the retrieved document hits.

3.3 Conclusion and Discussion
We studied in detail the state-of-the art cross-lingual retrieval interaction tools that can
be used to support the user to perform his/her cross-lingual search. A comparison is
made between the state-of-the art cross-lingual tools and the proposed cross-lingual tool
in this thesis. The proposed tool aims to compensate for any potential decits in the
state-of-the art cross-lingual tools. More details, in how this is tackled, are discussed in
Chapter 8.
Table 3.1 shows an abstract view of some of the important features that are needed to
support the user in the cross-lingual task. Table 3.1 contains "Translation supported by"
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to clarify which translation approach is used by each tool, "Translation condence" to
clarify whether a cross-lingual tool gives the user condence in the translation, "Translation improvement" to clarify whether a cross-lingual tool provides the user with the
possibility of improving the translation, "User support" to clarify if a cross-lingual tool
gives support to the user in all stages of the cross-lingual process e.g., will the user be notied about any tool failure, is the information displayed in a visual way etc., and "New
language adaptations" clarify if it is possible to adapt a cross-lingual tool to handle more
languages.
All of the previously mentioned tools consider the user as an integral part of the
retrieval process, in that the user can plays an essential role in improving the search.
One notices that there are some insuciencies in supporting the user when he/she wants
to retrieve documents written in a language which diers from the language he/she
speaks. A possible reason for this decit is that the user is requested to perform the
translation disambiguation process.
For example, using Keizai, MULINEX or UCLIR, the user is requested to check all
translation alternatives for each query term with the dictionary denition, in order to
select the correct translation. However, the disambiguation process needs full concentration from the user, in that the user has to scroll up all translation alternatives in order
for her/him to select relevant expanded terms. This can be very laborious especially for
query terms that have abundant possible translations e.g., based on the given example
in MULINEX, the user has to very large number of back translation alternatives in order
to select the appropriate translations out of them.
In addition, the previously mentioned tools rely on the use of a bilingual dictionary
or WordNet for translation as well as for disambiguation. However, bilingual dictionaries
or WordNet in which the denitions of source language are available for each translation
for the target languages are very rare and very laborious. Despite the good visual
and functional design of MultiLexExplorer, it relies on the use of EuroWordNet, which
only employs a limited number of languages. Furthermore, no automatic translation is
integrated into the tool instead the user has to check many word sense combinations. We
believe this review cross-lingual tools in this thesis, represents the most comprehensive
review of cross-lingual tools in supporting the user seeking information in languages they
are not familiar with.
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no

yes13
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Table 3.1: Overview of some main properties of cross-lingual tools.
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have no possibility to select suitable translations.

13. Users can modify translations provided by three web translators. However, users with low knowledge in the target language will

high ambiguity.

12. Depend on adding new translation from the one proposed by the system. However, one term to one term translation employs

11. Done by initiating new translation process after examining the search result.

10. Using machine translation give no possibility to rene the translation.

9. Relies on using EuroWordnet which employs only a limited number of languages.

extra relevant terms.

8. Information is expressed in a visually attractive manner, which makes the user's task easier and expands the original query with

terms are represented e.g., query terms are in bold black and its synonym are in grey etc.

co-occurrence data available to perform the automatic translation or a classied representation of the contextual information

7. Tool provides intensive user support e.g., user notication if no translation from dictionary was found, no available statistical

6. Done through the current translation process by suggesting interactive terms related to the user query.

5. Provide the user with contextual information that describes the translation in a language the user is familiar with.

the translation.

4. The automatic translation (Dictionary and Corpora based approaches) done by the tool itself and provides a possibility to rene

3. Tool proposed in this thesis.

homonymy in the target language can result in confusing back translations.

2. Using back translation however, when no synonyms can be found in the dictionary, the technique is not helpful; and signicant
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Chapter 4
Pre-processing: Spelling Correction
4.1 Introduction
Before the cross-lingual retrieval system can perform its task, the user query need to be
pre-processed. This pre-processing step is useful to correct any spelling errors and to
transform the a word to its basic form. The stemming of the user query terms is very
important because the dictionary does not include all word forms instead just the root
form. For stemming ( e.g., for Arabic) we used the araMorph package based Buckwalter
Arabic morphological analyzer (Buckwalter, 2002). However, if the target language is
high inectional language, in order to improve the performance of the retrieval process,
all translation form variations need to be detected and included in the query (see Section
2.2.1.2 and Chapter 5).
People are using Internet search engines to retrieve information from the web. However the user misspelled query terms can lead to poor search results. Based on search logs
investigation, Cucerzan and Brill (2004) claimed that around 10%-15% queries were misspelled. Before the cross-lingual retrieval system can perform its task there is an urgent
need to correct the user misspelled query terms. In this thesis, we address this problem
by developing a language-independent spell-checker that is based on an enhancement
of the n-gram model. The spell checker is able to detect the correction suggestions by
assigning weights to possible list of correction candidates based on n-gram statistics and
lexical resources. We compared the results of our algorithm with state-of-the-art approaches and show that we provide very useful corrections, reaching better results than
the other methods.
The algorithm we propose in the following is a language-independent spell-checker
that is based on an enhancement of the n-gram model (Ahmed et al., 2007, 2009b).
It is able to detect the correction suggestions by assigning weights to possible list of
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correction candidates based on n-gram statistics and lexical resources in order to detect
the non-word errors and to derive correction candidates.

4.2 Revised n-gram Based Approach (MultiSpell)
Yannakoudakis and Fawthrop (1983) found that in most cases the rst letter in the
misspelled word is almost always correct and also the misspelled and real word will be
either the same length or the length dier just by one. For some examples we like to
refer the reader to the list of commonly misspelled words in English1 . Furthermore, the
pure n-gram based approach to compute the similarity coecient as described above
(see Eq. (4.1)) does not consider the order of the n-grams in the target word (Khaltar
et al., 2006). This increases the probability that the matching score between two strings
will be higher even though they do not share the same concept. Therefore, we revised
the computation of the similarity between words to take these two aspects into account.
For simplicity, we describe our algorithm for n = 2 (bigrams). However, the approach
can be applied for trigrams and n-grams with n > 3 as well. We dene bigrams of words
by their respective position in the word wi,i+(n−1) where i denes the position of the rst
letter and i + (n − 1) the position of the last letter of the considered n-gram. Thus,
the last possible position of an n-gram, in a word, is dened by j = |w| − n + 1 where

|w| denes the length of the word. In order to deal with the rst and second aspect
mentioned above, we dene a window of n-grams of the target candidate words that
should be compared, i.e., while in Eq. (4.1) all n-grams are compared with each other,
we only compare n-grams that are in close proximity to the position of the n-gram in
the word to be compared when computing the similarity score.
An example is given in Figure 4.1, where ẃ denes the misspelled word and w a
correction candidate. Here, the n-gram ẃ of ẃ4,5 will only be compared to the n-grams

w3,4 , w4,5 and w5,6 of the correction candidate w, i.e., even if the n-gram ẃ4,5 is similar
to w2,3 this would not count towards the similarity score of the words ẃ and w.
Overall, the computation of the similarity score S for a given n-gram size n and a
given odd-numbered window size m can be dened as follows. Assuming that u is the
longer word (if v is longer than u then u and v can be simply exchanged):
1 http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commonly_misspelled_words
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Figure 4.1: Bigram comparison for misspelled word ẃ and a correction candidate w using
a comparison window of size 3. Remark that the rst and last n-gram represent the rst
and the last letters only and are therefore always of size one.

g(u1,1 , v1,1 ) + g(u|u|,|u| , v|v|,|v| ) +
Sn,m (u, v) =

|u|−n+1

m−1
2

X

X

i=2

j= m−1
2

g(ui,i+(n−1) , vi+j,i+j+(n−1) )

N

(4.1)



substring(u, i, j) if i ≤ j
1 if a = b
and ui,j =
where g(a, b) =
””
0 otherwise.
otherwise.
Here, u and v are the words to be compared, the nested sum counts the number of

n-grams in v that are similar to n-grams in a window the size of m around the same
position in word v . N is computed similarly as in Eq. (4.1).
In Figure 4.2 the specic cases that have to be considered when computing the
similarity score S are summarized.

Figure 4.2: Comparing n-grams based on the MultiSpell algorithm (Ahmed et al., 2009b).
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4.2.1 The MultiSpell Algorithm
The rst stage of the MultiSpell algorithm is to compare the keywords given from the
user with the correct words contained in the dictionary (Ahmed et al., 2007, 2009b).
The list of words we used in the evaluation were extracted from MultiWordNet2 . First
of all, we check based on the used dictionary (here, based on the words extracted from
MultiWordNet) if the word is misspelled. If this is the case, the algorithm builds n-grams
for the misspelled word. Then we select correction candidates from the dictionary. In
order to keep the number of correction candidates as small as possible we select only
words as candidates that are two charters shorter or longer than the misspelled word.
This is motivated by the work of Turba (1982), who has shown that most misspelled
words dier in length only by one character from the correct word. For the selected
words the n-grams are constructed and the similarity score is computed according to Eq.
(4.1). The correction candidates can then be simply sorted by the obtained similarity
score and the word with the highest score is proposed as best correction candidate.
In Section 4.3, we show results of the spelling correction experiments done for the
English and Portuguese language. The rst evaluation was done on a list of English
common misspelled words 3 . Afterwards, we compared the results of our spell checker
MultiSpell with the results of the TST approach (in one experiment, for the Portuguese
language) and of the Aspell approach (in two experiments, for the Portuguese and the
English language), showing that the proposed approach achieved always the best results
(Ahmed et al., 2007, 2009b).

4.3 Evaluations for Dierent Languages in a Spelling
Correction Task: Pre-Processing
The goal of the evaluation is to evaluate the query pre-processing approaches that we
need as pre-processing step before the user query translation. For the spelling correction
task, the evaluation was done on the whole list of commonly misspelled English words
found in Wikipedia4 . Afterwards, we compared the results of our spell checker MultiSpell
with the results of the ternary search trees (TST) approach (in one experiment, for the
Portuguese language) and of the Aspell approach (in two experiments, for the Portuguese
and the English language), showing that the proposed approach always achieved the best
2 www.multiwordnet.fbk.eu/english/home.php

3 http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commonly_misspelled_words
4 http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commonly_misspelled_words
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results. For the rst evaluation, we used the whole list of commonly misspelled words in
English consisting of 3,975 words as published in Wikipedia. This list of common spelling
mistakes is represented by a table consisting of two columns. The rst one shows the
misspelledword, the second the correct spelling. For the evaluations, we only considered
the correction words that were ranked as best correction word, i.e., even if the second
word would have been the correct candidate, this was counted as a wrong correction
(Ahmed et al., 2007, 2009b).

4.3.1 Evaluations between Bigram and Trigram for English
For the rst evaluation, we used the whole list of commonly misspelled words in English
consisting of 3,975 words as published in Wikipedia. We rst used all misspelled words
of the list, using the bigram case and just the rst candidate correction. Multi-Spell
corrected 3,334 misspelled words (84%) and failed for 641 misspelled words (16%) although it provided similar corrections in many cases. For example the word "advice"
was suggested instead of "advised" for the misspelledword "adviced". Another example is the provided correction "algebraically" instead of "algebraic" for the misspelled
word "algebraical" (see Table A.1 in the Appendix). These suggestions were classied
as wrong in our approach, even though they belong to the same word sense. Second, we
used trigrams, this showed lower performance and eciency. MultiSpell corrected 2,900
words (73%) and failed for 1,075 (27%) as shown in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.3.

bigram

trigram

correct

3334 (84)%

2900 (73%)

wrong

641 (16%)

1075 (27%)

Table 4.1: Comparison between bigram and trigram in whole English data set (3,975
words).

4.3.2 Evaluation of English Spelling Correction
For this evaluation, we randomly selected a set of only 120 misspelled words obtained
from Wikipedia and not the whole list. All error types and starting letters of the words
were taken into account. We compared MultiSpell with Aspell, MicrosoftWord, and
Google. Since Aspell provides a list of candidate corrections we took just the rst
candidate from the list assuming that the rst candidate is the most likely one proposed
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Figure 4.3: Comparison between bigram and trigram in whole English data set (3,975
words).
by the algorithm. MicrosoftWord and Google provided only one correction candidate.
Table 4.2, Figure 4.4 and Table A.1 (in the Appendix) show that MultiSpell nds the
correct spelling for 110 words (91.7%). In comparison, Google could correct 106 (88.3%)
words, while Aspell and MicrosoftWord could correct 105 words (87.5%). MultiSpell
detected 6 of 16 of the multiple correction words (which have more than one possible
correction), but it doesn't fail to provide at least one correct suggestion. Aspell detected
just two of the multiple corrections and it failed just one time to provide a suggestion
for one of the multiple corrections.

MultiSpell Aspell

MicrosoftWord Google

correct

110 (91.7%)

105 (87.5%)

105 (87.5%)

106 (88.3%)

wrong

10 (8.3%)

15 (12.5%)

15 (12.5%)%

14 (11.7%)

Table 4.2: Comparison of MultiSpell, Aspell, MicrosoftWord, and Google for English.

4.3.3 Evaluation of Portuguese Spelling Correction
The last evaluation was done for the Portuguese language. Martins and Silva (2004)
implemented an algorithm using ternary search trees. The authors show experiments
in correcting a list of some Portuguese words and comparing their results with Aspell.
Here we compared MultiSpell on the whole list (120 Portuguese words) available from
their experiments explained in (Martins and Silva, 2004), applying our algorithm and
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of MultiSpell, Aspell, MicrosoftWord, and Google for English.

Figure 4.5: Comparison of MultiSpell, Aspell, and TST for the Portuguese language.
comparing it with the Aspell and TST algorithm. Given that MultiWordNet does not
provide any Portuguese word senses, we used the dictionary made available from Martins
and Silva (2004). Our algorithm succeeded in correcting 97 misspelled words (80.8%),
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TST succeeded in correcting 78 misspelled words (65%), and Aspell succeeded in correcting 65 misspelled words (54%) as shown in Table 4.3, Figure 4.5 and Table A.2 (in
the Appendix).

MultiSpell TST

Aspell

correct

97 (80.8%)

78 (65%)

65 (54%)

wrong

23 (19.2%)

42 (35%)

55 (46%)

Table 4.3: Comparison of MultiSpell, Aspell, and TST for the Portuguese language.

4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed a language-independent spell-checker that is based on an
enhancement of a pure n-gram based model. Furthermore, we presented evaluations on
English and Portuguese benchmark data sets of misspelled words. The obtained results
outperformed other state-of-the-art methods.

Chapter 5
Post-processing: Word Inection
5.1 Introduction
As described in Chapter 2.2.1.2 problem need to be tackled before the query can be
retrieved is the variations in word form. The characteristics of highly inectional languages result very often in a poor information retrieval performance. As a result, current
search engines suer from serious performance with the direct query-term-to-text-word
matching for these languages, thus search engines need to be able to distinguish dierent variants of the same word. Detecting all word form variations in the query, which,
processed by search engines, is considered essential for achieving good retrieval results
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and the alternative is the loss of vast amounts of information.
In the following we describe (as an example for Arabic language case) in detail the
post-processing step (word inection conation), that need to be performed after the
query is translated. For the evaluations, we implemented the n-gram model (using

n=2,3) and their enhancement and edit distance conations approaches (see Chapter
4.3 and Chapter 5.6).

5.2 Conation Approach based on Revised n-gram
Arabic nouns and verbs are heavily prexed and suxed as described in the rst section.
As a result of that, it is possible to have words with dierent lengths that share same
principal concept. Therefore, there is a need to conate all words that refer to the same
concept. Conation is a general term for all processes of merging together nonidentical
words which refer to the same principal concept i.e., to merge words which belong to
same meaning class. The primary goal of conation is to allow matching of dierent
variants of the same word (Ahmed and Nürnberger, 2007, 2009).
Based on our previous work (Ahmed et al., 2007, 2009b) (see Chapter 4) where we
applied a revised n-gram approach (Multispell) for spelling error corrections, we propose
here a modied version for the conation task. For example, there is no need for the
conation task to include the nding of Yannakoudakis and Fawthrop (1983) that refer
to the fact that in most cases the rst letter in the misspelled word is almost always
correct and also the misspelled and real word will be either the same length or the length
dier just by one. Therfore, the rst part of the Eq. (4.1) can be removed (see Eq. 5.1).

n,m (u, v)

=

|u|−n+1

m−1
2

X

X

i=1

j= m−1
2

g(ui,i+(n−1) , vi+j,i+j+(n−1) )
N

(5.1)

For example, based on the fact that the average of the Arabic prex length is 3, the
compared n-grams window size can be dened. Figure 5.1 show the comparision between



two words "P@QÒJ@estmrar " (Continued) and " éK P@QÒJB@alastmrariyh " (the Continua-
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tion) whos dier in prex and sux.

Figure 5.1: Bigram similarity measure between 2 words with dierent lengths.

In order to clarify how the comparision between two words is done an example is





given in Figure 5.2, where ẃ denes the given word " éÊÊÓmotasalselh " (Serialized)



and w a target candidate " éÊÊselslh " (Series), in case we don't nd the n-gram ẃ3,4
of ẃ in the proper location the algorithm will shift the search to the right side in specic
locations, so the n-gram ẃ3,4 will be compared rst with the n-grams w3,4 , then w2,3 or

w1,2 of the target candidate w, in case w greater than ẃ then the search will shift to left
side.

Figure 5.2: Words with dierent word lengths that belong to same meaning class.

As it is shown in Figure 5.3, the revised n-gram approach improve the accuracy of
the string matching since it take into account the order of the n-grams. Using the pure

 ®ËAjJË@alth.alfat "
n-gram approach the similarity measure between the Arabic word " HA


(the Alliances) and " l' A®Ë@alfath. " (the Conqueror or the Light) is 85.72% although the
two words have dierent meaning (see Figure 5.3 left). In other hand using the revised
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n-gram approach where the order of the n-grams are taken into account, the similarity
measure between the giving words is 28.57% (see Figure 5.3 right).

Figure 5.3: Pure bigram (left) and revised bigram (right).

5.3 Conation Process Improvement (Web Statistics
Approach)
In order to detect and eliminate conation terms that are created by the n-gram approach, but that are most likely not relevant for the query ("noisy terms"), we propose
here an approach based on Mutual Information (MI) scores computed based on web statistical co-occurrences data (Ahmed and Nürnberger, 2011). The n-gram based approach
assumes two strings are alike based only on a string similarity comparison: the more ngrams existing between two strings, the more similar they are. However, there are many
words that have a very similar text pattern but a quite dierent meaning. Therefore,
we improved our n-gram approach by eliminating such noisy terms that could have been
generated. This is done by computing the cohesion score between all revised n-gram
generated expanded terms using the mutual information measure. The term/terms that
have a lower MI score than the MI score mean for all expanded terms can be considered
as noisy term/terms and thus will be eliminated.

5.3.1 Mutual Information (MI)
Given a query, the set of possible expanded terms using the revised n-gram will be
generated; the coherence between the expanded terms is computed based on mutual
information (MI). Given a query term qi = {t1 , t2 , ..., tn } and a set of its revised n-gram
model generated expanded terms {exti,1 , exti,2 , ..., exti,mi }, where mi denes the number
of extended terms for ti and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Given the set of

n(n−1)
S

combinations, where S

is the size of each combinations set, then the set of combinations between all expanded
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terms is dened as Comi = {{exti,j , exti,k }|1 ≤ j < n, j < k ≤ n}. The mutual
information of each combination set can be computed based on the following equation:

M I(qt1 , qt2 ) = log2

p(qti , qtj )
p(qti )p(qtj )

(5.2)

where p(qti , qtj ) being the joint probability of both expanded terms in the combination
sets to occur in web. The probability is estimated by the relative frequency of the
expanded terms in a given corpus, here the web, i.e., it is estimated by how many times

qti , qtj occur together in a (web) document.

Expanded Terms Combinations




( é®Jm ðws.h.yfh , é®JjËlls.h.yfh ) "and Newspaper, for the Newspaper"



( é®JjËlls.h.yfh , é®JjËls.h.yfh ) "for the Newspaper, for a Newspaper"


( é®Jj.bs.h.yfh , é®JjËls.h.yfh ) "by Newspaper, for a Newspaper"


( é®Jm ðws.h.yfh , é®JjËls.h.yfh ) "and Newspaper, for a Newspaper"


( é®Jj.bs.h.yfh , é®Jm ðws.h.yfh ) "by Newspaper,and Newspaper"



( é®Jj.bs.h.yfh , é®JjËlls.h.yfh ) "by Newspaper, for the Newspaper"



( é®JjËlls.h.yfh , é®Jm'nh.yfh ) "for the Newspaper, slim"


( é®Jj.bs.h.yfh , é®Jm'nh.yfh ) "by Newspaper, slim"


( é®Jm ðws.h.yfh , é®Jm'nh.yfh ) "and Newspaper, slim"


( é®Jm'nh.yfh , é®JjËls.h.yfh ) "slim, for a Newspaper"

MI Score

The MI score mean



( é®JjËlls.h.yfh ) "for the Newspaper"

( é®Jm ðws.h.yfh ) "and Newspaper"

( é®JjËls.h.yfh ) "for a Newspaper"

( é®Jj.bs.h.yfh ) "by Newspaper"

( é®Jm'nh.yfh ) "slim"

28.075
27.054
27.047
26.486
25.186
23.793
23.790
23.165
21.314
25.456

Table 5.1: Expanded term combinations and their MI scores.

Expanded Terms

28.651

MI average Score
26.421
26.337
25.872
25.629
23.015

Table 5.2: Expanded terms and their average MI scores.

685.4. araSearch: A Meta-Searcher Enhanced by Query Post-Processing

5.3.2 A Walk Through Example
To illustrate the improvement of the revised n-gram algorithm using the statistical cooccurrences data obtained from web, let us consider the following example. The user
query

é ® J ms.h.yfh

(Newspaper), the system using the revised n-gram model with

similarity threshold of 60% expanded the user query with the following terms: (

é®Jj.bs.h.yfh

"by Newspaper",

the Newspaper" ,

é®Jm'nh.yfh

é®Jm ðws.h.yfh

"and Newspaper" ,

("slim" Feminine) and

é®JjËls.h.yfh


é®JjËlls.h.yfh

"for

"for a Newspaper").

The algorithm starts by generating all possible combinations between the expanded
terms where Comi = {{exti,j , exti,k }|1 ≤ j < 5, j < k ≤ 5}. After generating all
possible combinations between the expansion terms, the mutual information score for
each expansion term combination will be calculated based on Eq. (5.2). Table 5.1
illustrates possible expanded term combinations and their mutual information score. As
shown in Table 5.1, one of the expanded term combinations included the expanded term

é ®Jm'nh.yfh

"slim". It has the lowest mutual scores (23.793, 23.790,23,165 and 21.314).

As shown in Table 5.2, the same expanded term has the lowest MI average score (23.015),
which is below the MI score mean (25.456) that we dened as threshold based on prior
experiments, and thus will be classied by the proposed approach as a noisy term and
will be eliminated. In contrast, all other expanded terms have an average mutual score,
which is above the MI score mean and thus should be correct expanded terms for the
user's query. In Section 5.6, we show results of the experiments done in the conation
task. In our experiments we compared our approach with the Edit distance, pure n-gram
approach for bigrams and trigrams.

5.4 araSearch: A Meta-Searcher Enhanced by Query
Post-Processing
Based on the encouraging results that we achieved in previous work e.g., (Ahmed et al.,
2007; Ahmed and Nürnberger, 2007; Ahmed et al., 2009b), we developed a user adaptive
interface called araSearch (Ahmed and Nürnberger, 2008c). araSearch is a metasearcher
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that serves as an interface to standard search engines. We currently provide, for example,
access to Google using the Google Web Services API. araSearch is based on an n-gram
based similarity feature that is able to account for textual variation in Arabic. araSearch
works as a "guide" in the sense that it helps users to issue their queries. araSearch oers
an intuitive visual overview of the user extended query in order to allow the user to verify
the query terms and select the desired ones. araSearch was designed to be a languageindependent system that is able to handle other languages besides Arabic. Only minor
modications are needed in order to handle other languages. There is no need to adapt
any one of the module codes. The only change required is to import a new lexicon for
the target language.
In order to start using the system, the user must rst access the araSearch Web
site. This site was developed using jsp and java servlets and is based on the Tomcat
server, which runs the programs responding to the user requests and returns the dynamic
results to the user's browser. Figure 5.4 illustrates the general overview of the interaction
between the user, the system, and a search engine, in this case Google. If the user sends
his/her query to araSearch, it extends the query and forwards the extended query to
Google, fetching the results and then displaying them to the user on the araSearch
interface.

Figure 5.4: General overview of the interaction between the user, araSearch, and Google.

705.4. araSearch: A Meta-Searcher Enhanced by Query Post-Processing

5.4.1 araSearch System Architecture
The following section outline the architecture of the araSearch Framework. Using the

Natural Language Query Interface (NLQI), the user types his/her query. Stop words
will be eliminated from the query before passing it to the next module Spelling Correction Module (SCM). The spelling correction process is followed by the Query Processing
Module (QPM). Using the query processing module, the system receives the query and
transforms it by selecting suitable terms from lexical data, and then the transformed
query is passed to the Result Presentation Module (RPM), which is responsible for the
graphical representation of the reformulated query results that have been received from
the search engine to the user. Figure 5.5 illustrates the general view of the araSearch
architecture.

Figure 5.5: General overview of araSearch architecture.

5.4.2 araSearch Modules Tasks
The Natural Language Query Interface Module (NLQI) allows the user to type the query
in the natural language, which is then submitted to the next modules. The Natural Query
Interface (NLQI) is an intermediate level of access to the system between all modules.
The natural language query interface presents the reformulated query that is processed
by QPM in a visual manner to the user which allows the user to adapt his/her needs
by adjusting the threshold or by a simple mouse click, deselecting unsuitable additional
query terms. During the system run time, the system improves the retrieval performance
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through the Spelling Correction Module (SCM), which is responsible for identifying
spelling errors in query terms. The MultiSpell approach was used from the SCM to do
this task. Multispell was developed as a language independent spell checker that is based
on an enhancement of the n-gram model. The spell checker is able to detect the correction
suggestions by assigning weights to a possible list of correction candidates based on ngram statistics and lexical resources. For a more conclusive overview of MultiSpell see
Chapter 4. The Query Processing Module (QPM) is the core of the system where all
word form variations are constructed. It is responsible for converting the query terms to
an extended representation. When the user submits the query, the QPM executes the
query and starts the extended procedure. As the n-gram constructions and similarity
coecient calculations explained in Chapter 4.2, the algorithm starts to construct the ngrams for the query term, then computes the similarity between the query term n-grams
array with each of the word dictionary n-grams array. The similarity coecient is then
calculated and compared with the threshold that the user submitted with the query. In
case the similarity coecient is greater than the threshold, the dictionary word will be
suggested as a possible variant of the user's query. Figure 5.6 shows an example of the
extended query-terms interface. The user submits the query (politics) with a threshold
of 60%, and the system suggests possible additional query terms to the user's query.
With a simple mouse click, users have the ability to deselect any one of the additional
terms that don't satisfy their need. In order to display the reformulated query results
in the araSearch system, Result Presentation Module (RPM) was implemented. It is
responsible for the graphical representation of the reformulated query results that have
been received from the search engine to the user. Figure 5.7 and 5.8 illustrates the result
of the query with direct search and with the query-reformulated search. As shown in
Figure 5.7, 2,320,000 relevant documents were retrieved while in Figure 5.8, 4,150,000
documents were retrieved.
In the following, we discuss the edit distance string similarity technique that we used
for evaluation.

5.5 The Levenshtein Distance Techniques
The Levenshtein distance, also known as the edit distance, is a technique that is used
to measure the similarity between two strings (Levenshtein, 1966). Wagner and Fischer
(1974) describe an algorithm to calculate the edit distance that makes use of a technique
called dynamic programming. The algorithm dynamically reuses already computed values of the edit distance so that the required number of computations can be decreased;
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Figure 5.6: Relevant extended query terms.

Figure 5.7: Documents retrieved with standard search.
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Figure 5.8: Documents retrieved after query reformulation.
thus the performance (speed) of the algorithm is improved.
The Levenshtein distance is dened as the minimal number of edit operations (insertions, substitutions, and deletions) that are necessary to transform one string into
another. In other words, the two considered strings are aligned, using these transformations. More formally, given two strings s1 and s2 , an alignment A of these strings is a
sequence (a1 → b1 ), (a2 → b2 ), · · ·, (an → bn ) of edit operations where s1 = a1 , · · ·, an
and s2 = b1 , · · ·, bn . To each edit operation a weight function δ is assigned. For each

a = b the weight function δ(a → b) = 0 and if a 6= b the weight function δ(a → b) = 1.
For example, letting I denote the insert operation, D denote the delete operation, R
the substitute (or replace) operation, and M the nonoperation of "match," only one
operation is needed to transform the rst string
string

Y«Atsa,d

Y«AÓmsa,d

(helper) to the second

(She helps). The alignment operations of the two string is represented

in Figure 5.9. To calculate the number of operations needed to transform the rst
string into the other, we have to add up the costs of all edit operations applied. λ →

H t

denotes the operation that has to be carried out. In this case the operation is a

substitution, and has a cost of δ(λ →
where a = b is δ(a → b) = 0

H t ) = 1 The cost for all other edit operations
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Figure 5.9: Operation needed to convert

Y«AÓmsa,d

(helper) to

Y«A tsa,d

(She

helps).

5.6 Evaluation of Conation Approaches:
Processing

Post-

The goal of the evaluation is to evaluate the query Post-processing approaches which we
need to use as Post-processing step after the user query translation. In our experiments
we compared our approach with the Edit distance, pure n-gram approach for bigrams
and trigrams (Ahmed and Nürnberger, 2007, 2009, 2011). The reason for not taking a
larger value for n is the problem of eliminating short words.



For example, when trying to retrieve the query "Q ® Kyqer " (Acknowledges) using



trigrams, the relevant result " Q ¯qr " (Acknowledged) will be eliminated because no ngrams can be constructed for it as it is less than 3 characters long. The targets words
must be at least one character longer than the size of n in order to have the chance to
be retrieved. For this reason, we used n=2 in the proposed approach to enable retrieval
of short words, as well as other words lengths Furthermore, we used the revised n-gram
model to avoid ambiguity as described in Chapter 4.2.

5.6.1 Data Selection
To collect test data for our evaluations, we crawled the Web for articles published on
one popular Arabic newsWeb site (CNN-Arabic1 ) in the period from January 2002 to
March 2007. We obtained 5792 Arabic documents, all of which are abstracts of articles on

1 http://arabic.cnn.com/
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politics, sports, art, economy, and information science (size 60 MB). More than 1,400,000
Arabic words were extracted with 101,210 unique words. These articles are supposed to
be correctly written and have both a large and rich vocabulary and therefore oer more
investigation points in terms of the number of word variations. The approaches were
evaluated against 500 queries that were formulated randomly, ensuring that the length
of the query terms vary and short as well as long query terms are included. In order
to construct the random queries, the algorithm requires the availability of a lexicon of
terms that were extracted from the test data.

Techniques

Precision %

Revised bigram

91.3

Pure bigram

79.4

Revised trigram

98.7

Pure trigram

95.7

Edit distance

87.3

Table 5.3: Average precision for all approaches.

5.6.2 Comparison of Conation Approaches
In the rst experiment, based on the giving data set for a similarity threshold of 60%, we
calculated the average precision for conation approaches based on the revised and pure

n-gram model (using n=2,3) and edit distance. As shown in Table 5.3, the results are
quite similar. The reason for this is that only 6.5% out of 500 query words had a length
of less than 3 characters, which is the length that aects the ambiguity. The revised
bigrams and trigrams showed improvement over edit distance and the pure bigrams and
trigrams due to the reduction in ambiguity. In order to provide a more detailed analysis,
we also calculated the average precision for the pure trigram and the revised bigram for
the similarity thresholds of 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85, 90, and 95%. Tables 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6
show the comparison of retrieved, relevant, irrelevant, and average precision between the
revised bigram, pure bigram, and pure trigram approaches. The revised bigram achieved
clear improvement over the pure trigram and pure bigram. The reason is that is that
the revised bigram approach takes into account all word lengths, which will increase the
retrieved performance. On the other hand, it takes into account the order of the n-gram,
which will decrease the pure n-gram ambiguity results. This results in decreasing the
number of irrelevant documents retrieved (Ahmed and Nürnberger, 2007, 2009).
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Revised bigram
Threshold Retrieved Relevant Irrelevant Precision
60 %

5992

5472

520

91.3 %

65 %

4367

4196

171

96.1 %

70 %

2960

2882

78

97.3 %

75 %

2464

2393

71

97.1 %

80 %

1817

1803

14

99.2 %

85 %

694

694

0

100 %

90 %

518

518

0

100 %

95 %

518

518

0

100 %

Average Precision

97.6 %

Table 5.4: Average precision of revised bigram model for dierent threshold on 500 words
queries.

Pure bigram
Threshold Retrieved Relevant Irrelevant Precision
60 %

6890

5472

1418

79.4 %

65 %

5200

4196

1004

80.6 %

70 %

3560

2882

678

80.9 %

75 %

2722

2393

329

87.9 %

80 %

2010

1803

207

89.7 %

85 %

744

694

50

93.2 %

90 %

552

518

34

93.8%

95 %

537

518

19

96.4%

Average Precision

87.7 %

Table 5.5: Average precision of revised bigram model for dierent threshold on 500 words
queries.
The trigram approach retrieved better results in terms of the ratio of relevant documents retrieved to the (total) documents retrieved. The revised bigram approach
achieved better results in terms of how many relevant documents were retrieved compared to the total number of documents retrieved (relevant and irrelevant). For example,
when a threshold of 60% is selected, the revised bigram retrieved 5472 relevant documents and 520 irrelevant ones, while the pure trigram retrieved 4253 relevant documents
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Pure trigram
Threshold Retrieved Relevant Irrelevant Precision
60 %

4442

4253

189

95.7 %

65 %

3086

2969

117

96.2 %

70 %

2075

2045

30

98.5 %

75 %

1872

1843

29

98.4 %

80 %

1015

1007

8

99.2 %

85 %

549

549

0

100 %

90 %

549

549

0

100 %

95 %

549

549

0

100 %

Average Precision

98.5 %

Table 5.6: Average precision of pure trigram model for dierent thresholds on 500 words
queries.
and 189 irrelevant ones. Compared with pure bigram the revised bigram decreases the
number of irrelevant documents retrieved, and in so doing, gains a higher precision.
The pure trigram approach retrieved fewer irrelevant documents at the expense of the
total number of relevant documents retrieved, while the revised bigram retrieved fewer
irrelevant documents compared to the total number of relevant documents retrieved.
Figure 5.10 compares the three approaches with respect to (a) average precision, (b) total documents retrieved, (c) relevant documents retrieved, and (d) irrelevant documents
retrieved. It is important to notice, when interpreting Figure 5.10 (c), one needs to
consider the signicant dierence between the relevant documents retrieved from each
method for dierent thresholds. Figure 5.10 (a) shows that the revised bigram gains
higher precision compared to pure bigram. As shown in Tables 5.7 the performance of
the revised n-gram approach is better than that of the pure n-gram approach in terms of
the total number of relevant documents retrieved. Table B.1 in the Appendix provides a
typical example, where the revised bigram model retrieved 33 relevant documents, while
the pure trigram model retrieved 25 relevant documents. Figure 5.10 (a) illustrates that
although with a threshold of 85% both approaches have maximum precision, the revised bigram approach performs better than the pure trigram in terms of the number
of relevant documents retrieved. Although both pure and revised bigram have the same
number of relevant documents retrieved, the revised bigram approach performs better
than the pure bigram in terms of the number of irrelevant documents retrieved. Figure
5.10 (a) shows that the revised bigram approach gained clearly higher precision compared
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with the pure bigram. In the second experiment we estimated the average recall and
F-measure for a sample of 30 queries out of 500. The query terms were selected in the
same way as described above. Figure 5.12 illustrates that the revised bigram approach
gained a higher average recall than the pure trigram approach, since it took into account
dierent word lengths and similarity enhancement. As shown in Table 5.7 the revised
bigram approach gained a higher F-measure of up to 85% compared to the pure trigram,
pure bigram, and edit distance approaches. These results showthat the revised n-gram
has gained an overall higher degree of retrieval performance than the pure n-gram and
edit distance approaches. Table B.2, B.3, B.4 and B.5 in the Appendix shows a detailed
example (three queries) how we perform the conation process using bigram.

Figure 5.10: (a) Average precision. (b) Total documents retrieved. (c) Relevant documents retrieved. (d) Irrelevant documents retrieved.

5.6.3 Conation Process Improvement (Web Statistics Approach) Evaluation
In the rst evaluation, we conducted the same precision experiment in Section 5.6 to
evaluate if the web statistics approach improves the precision of the revised bigram
approach. As table 5.8 shows, we calculated again the average precision (based on the
randomly selected 500 queries) for the pure trigram, edit distance, revised bigram and
(revised bigram + M I ) for the similarity thresholds of 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85, 90, and
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Figure 5.11: (a) One operation is needed to transform the rst word into the second.
I denotes the insert operation, R the substitute (or replace) operation, D the delete
operation, and M the nonoperation of (or) "match". (b) Using the n-gram approach
(with n=2) the similarity score is 66.66%.

Ret. Rel. Irr. Miss. Rel. Precision Recall F-Measure
Pure trigram
366

360

6

374

98 %

49 %

65 %

73 %

80 %

49 %

64 %

76 %

84 %

76 %

86 %

Pure bigram
629

539

90

195

86 %

Edit distance
400

358

42

376

89 %

Revised bigram
596

554

42

180

93 %

Revised-bigram + MI
571

554

17

180

97 %

Table 5.7: Average recall, precision, and F-measure for the four approaches for a
sample of 30 queries out of 500 (Ret.=Retrieved, Rel.=Relevant,Irr.=Irrelevant, Miss.
Rel.=Missing Relevant ).
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Figure 5.12: Average recall for revised bigram, pure bigram, edit distance, and pure
trigram approaches (sorted by recall value).

95% (Table 5.8 shows the precision average). The trigram approaches (pure and revised)
achieved higher precision than the revised bigram approach but in the same time it
achieved lower recall than the revised bigram as it will be shown next in this section. The
revised bigram precision was improved by 3.3% using mutual information approach based
on statistical data obtained from web. In the second evaluation, we estimated the average
recall and F-measure for a sample of 30 queries out of 500 (based on the experiment
conducted in Section 5.6). We were interested to evaluate if the conation approaches
improvement based on web statistics data improves the precision of the revised bigram
approach. We performed the web experiments using the mutual information approach
to improve the precision of revised bigram approach. This was done by eliminating the
bigram generated noisy expanded terms as discussed in Section 5.3. Table 5.9 and Figure
5.13 shows that the mutual information approach using statistical co-occurrence data
obtained from the web succeeded in eliminating 25 irrelevant expanded terms generated
by the revised bigram approach. The failed cases were counted when the algorithm
failed to eliminate the noisy terms or when the algorithm eliminate a corrected expanded
term/terms along with the noisy one.
For example, we consider the query

AJ®K Q¯@afryqya

"Africa", the algorithm succeeded
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Techniques

Precision %

Revised bigram

91.3

Revised-bigram + M I

94.6

Pure bigram

79.4

Revised trigram

98.7

Pure trigram

95.7

Edit distance

87.3

Table 5.8: Average precision for all approaches.

ù ®K Q ¯fryqy "my team" or "two teams" but at the same

time, it eliminated a relevant term AJ®K Q¯AK.bafryqya "by Africa". One interpretation for

this lack, is that the word ù ®K Q ¯fryqy "my team" or "two teams" with average M I
in eliminating the noisy term

scores (27.999) frequently appeared in the context of African sport and thus it increases



the M I score mean (28.437) in that the average M I scores for the relevant word AJ®K Q¯AK.ba-

fryqya "by Africa" (27.708) is below the M I score mean.

Puretrigram

Purebigram

Edit dis- Revisedtance
bigram

Revisedbigram +
MI

Retrieved

366

629

400

596

571

Relevant

360

539

358

554

554

Irrelevant

6

90

42

42

17

Miss Relevant

6

195

376

180

180

Precision

0.98

0.86

0.89

0.93

0.97

Recall

0.49

0.73

0.49

0.76

0.76

F-Measure

0.65

0.80

0.64

0.84

0.86

Table 5.9: Average recall, precision, and F-measure for the ve approaches for a sample
of 30 queries out of 500.

5.7 Conclusion
We presented a language-independent conation approach, i.e., an approach that does
not depend on any predened rules or previous knowledge of linguistic information about
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Figure 5.13: Average recall for pure trigram, edit distance, pure bigram, revised bigram
and (revised bigram +M I ) approaches (sorted by recall value).
the target language. Furthermore, we evaluated our approach on the Arabic language,
which is one of most inected languages in the world. The experimental results indicate
that the selection of the n-gram size aects the retrieval performance, i.e., the number
of relevant and irrelevant documents retrieved. Using a large n-gram size leads to the
result that most of the documents retrieved are relevant but at the expense of missing
many relevant documents, since the selection of a large n will eliminate short words from
consideration. On the other hand, selecting a small value for n leads to the result that,
though many relevant documents are retrieved, many irrelevant documents are retrieved
at the same time due to the ambiguity that results from the small size of the n-grams.
Therefore, we proposed a revised approach to compare the similarity of words based on

n-grams that take the order of the n-grams into account. Based on the experimental
results we show that the revised bigram approach provided better results compared to
pure trigrams as well as n-grams with n > 3. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the
enhancement of the n-gram model provided very good results in terms of conation for
heavily inected languages such as Arabic. In addition, the proposed algorithm was
evaluated based on 500 randomly selected queries. The quantitative and qualitative
experimental results show that our algorithm achieved better results than pure n-gram
approaches. Consequently, the proposed algorithm helps to achieve a higher degree of
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accuracy overall, in the conation task. In order to deal with n-gram noisy expanded
terms, a mutual information approach applied to statistical co-occurrences data obtained
from web was developed, in that the terms that have less cohesion score with other will
be assumed as noisy terms and thus will be eliminated. The eliminations of the n-gram
noisy generated terms improved the precision of the revised n-gram with 3.3%. The
failed cases by the algorithm can be interrelated by the lack of the training data or by
the very generic term usage where terms can appear in dierent contexts.
In addition, an adaptive user interface called araSearch is proposed. araSearch is used
to help the user to extend a query in order to improve the search by adding relevant
word-form variations. araSearch serves as an interface to the standard search engines;
it is based on an n-gram-based similarity feature that is able to account for textual
variation with special attention to the Arabic language. araSearch oers a simple but
intuitive visual overview of the user-extended query in order to allow the user to verify
the query terms by selecting those that are suitable.
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Part III
Query Translation and Disambiguation
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Chapter 6
Algorithms for Query Translation and
Disambiguation
The proposed cross-lingual tool in this thesis has been developed to overcome one of the
main decits in the state-of-the art cross-lingual tools, mainly where disambiguation is
performed by the user (see Chapter 3.3). Usually user-based disambiguation does not
encourage the user to use the cross-lingual system system and can result in frustration
and loss of time.
The automatic translation, which is one of the important components in our crosslingual tool, works independently, without any user eort. Usually, however, in order to
rene the achieved automatic translations provided by the system, the user can be integrated in this process (see Chapter 8). We would like to emphasize, that in our proposed
cross-lingual tool, the user task is reduced to a great extent, while in the state-of-the-art
cross-lingual tools, the user is requested to check all possible query term translation alternatives with their dictionary denition, in order for him/her to disambiguate (Ahmed
et al., 2011). This way of disambiguation results in the user losing time and being
frustrated especially for query terms with abundant translations.
In our proposed cross-lingual tool, this task is softened to a great extent. The user
query is automatically translated and thereafter a user takes over, only to rene and
improve the automatic translation. The integrated automatic translation component is
responsible for obtaining all query term translation alternatives, generating the translation combinations, and then the nal step is to disambiguate and select the appropriate
translation. This selection is based on the disambiguation score provided by a statistical
approach integrated in the proposed cross-lingual tool e.g., Mutual Information or Naïve
Bayesian classier approaches.
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6.1 Automatic Translation
In order to disambiguate the user query, in this thesis, rst approach we use a word
sense disambiguation method applied in automatic translation of a query from source to
target language. The developed machine learning (Naïve Bayesian Classier) approach
is based on statistical models that can learn from parallel corpora by analysing the
relations between the items included in these corpora in order to use them for selecting
the most suitable translation of the query term. In order to resolve the translation
ambiguity inherent in bilingual dictionaries, this hybrid approach can be used (Ahmed
and Nürnberger, 2008a,b,d) (see Section 6.1.1).
Since obtaining a parallel corpora is not easy, in a second approach in order to
disambiguate the user query, we use mutual information applied in monolingual corpora
to calculate the cohesion scores for possible translation-candidate pairs to resolve the
translation ambiguity (Ahmed and Nürnberger, 2010; Ahmed et al., 2009a; Ahmed, 2010;
Ahmed et al., 2011). However, this approach is aected by the sparseness of translation
combinations in the underlying corpora. One poorly distributed term can aect the
whole cohesion scores obtained from the corpus and therefore in some cases only few and thus unreliable - statistical co-occurrence data is available or in the worst case none
at all. In order to obtain robust disambiguation methods, this data sparseness issue
is researched and tackled in this thesis (see Section 6.1.2). The automatic translation
method consists of two main steps (e.g., Arabic as source language): First, using an
Arabic analyzer, the query terms are analyzed and the senses (possible translations) of
the ambiguous query terms are identied. Second, the most likely correct senses of the
ambiguous query terms are selected based on co-occurrence statistics.

6.1.1 Approach based on Naïve Bayesian Classier (NB)
The proposed approach is based on exploiting parallel texts, in order to nd the correct sense for the translated user query term (Ahmed and Nürnberger, 2008b,d). The
minimum query length that the proposed approach accepts is two and the maximum
query length is unlimited. Given the user query, the system begins by translating the
query terms using the araMorph package1 . In case the system suggests more than one
translation (senses inventory) for each of the query terms, the system then starts the
disambiguation process to select the correct sense for the translated query terms. The
disambiguation process starts by exploiting the parallel corpus, in which the Arabic
1 http://www.nongnu.org/aramorph/
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version of the translation sentences matches fragments in the user query. A matched
fragment must contain at least one word in the user query besides the ambiguous one.
The words could be represented in the surface form or in one of its variant forms. Therefore, and to detect all word form variants in the translation sentences in the training
corpus, special similarity score measures are applied (see Part II).

Bridging the Inectional Morphology Gap
As motiviated in Chapter 2.2.1.2 languages exhibiting a rich inectional morphology
face a challenge for machine translation systems, as it is not possible to include all word
form variants in the dictionaries. Inected forms of words for those languages contain
information that is not relevant for translation. The inectional morphology dierence
between high inectional language and poor inectional language presents a number of
issues for the translation system as well as for disambiguation algorithms. This inection
gap causes a matching challenge when translating between rich inectional morphology
and relatively poor inectional morphology language. It is possible to have the word
in one form in the source language, while having the same word in a few forms in the
target language. This causes several issues for word translation disambiguation, e.g.,
where more unknown words forms exist in the training data and will not be recognized
as being relevant to the searched words. Therefore, it is possible to have lower matching
score for those words even though they have a high occurrence of them in the training
data. To motivate the problem more clearly, we consider, for simplicity, the Arabic word

áK Xdyn

(religion or debt). As described in Chapter 2.2.3.1. The absence of the diacritics

from the Arabic printed media or the Internet web sites causes high ambiguity. The
Arabic word

áK Xdyn

has two translations in English (religion or debt). We calculate the

occurrences of this word in the training corpus for both senses. This is done by searching
for this word in the corpora and based on its context; we map it to the appropriate sense.
As it is shown in Table 6.1 the word

áK Xdyn

was found in basic form for the sense

(religion) 49 times and for the sense (Debt) only 10 times. As Table 6.2 shows, when we
consider the inectional form for the word

áK Xdyn (religion or debt) we see that the
occurrence of the inectional form for the word áK Xdyn with the sense (religion) is 1146

and with the sense (debt) is 240. Table C.1 in the Appendix shows sentence examples
from the training corpus where the ambiguous word

áK Xdyn

appears in basic or inec-

tional form with both senses. Detecting all word forms variants of the user query terms
in the corpus is very essential when computing the score of the synonym sets, as it is
shown in Table 6.2. More than 1386 sentences will be considered by the WSD algorithm
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The ambiguous word Senses

Co-occurrence/basic form

áK Xdyn
áK Xdyn

Religion

49

Debt

10

Total

89

59

Table 6.1: The occurrence of the ambiguous word

áK Xdyn

in the basic form for both

senses.

The ambiguous word Senses

Co-occurrence/Inectional form

áK YË@aldyn
áK YË@ðwaldyn

àAK X B@al-adyan

àAK X B@ðwal-adyan
éJ K YË@aldynyh
éJ K YË@ðwaldynyh

The Religion

75

And the Religion

22

The Religions

45

And the Religion

7

The Religious

63

And the Religion

28

Total

áK YË@aldyn
áK YË@ðwaldyn
àñK YË@aldywn
àñK YË@ðwaldywn

240
The debt

860

And the debt

22

The debts

255

And the debts

9

Total

1146

Table 6.2: The occurrence of the ambiguous word

áK Xdyn

in the inectional form for

both senses.
to disambiguate the ambiguous word

áK Xdyn .

The Naïve Bayesian Algorithm was rst used for general classication problems. For
WSD problems it had been used for the rst time in (Gale et al., 1992c). The approach
is based on the assumption that all features representing the problem are conditionally
independent giving the value of classication variables. For a word sense disambiguation tasks, giving a word w , candidate classication variables S = {s1 , s2 , ..., sn }, which
represent the senses of the ambiguous word, and the feature F = {f1 , f2 , ..., fn } which
describe the context in which an ambiguous word occurs, the Naïve Bayesian nds the
proper sense si for the ambiguous word W by selecting the sense that maximizes the conditional probability of occurring in the given the context. In other words, NB constructs
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rules that achieve high discrimination level between occurrences of dierent word-senses
by a probabilistic estimation. The Naïve Bayesian estimation for the proper sense can
be dened as follows:

P (Si | f1 , f2 , ..., fn ) = P (Si )

m
Y

(6.1)

P (fi | Si )

j=o

The sense si of an ambiguous word wamb in the source language is dened by a
synonym set (one or more of its translations) in the target language. The features for
WSD, that are useful for identifying the correct sense of the ambiguous words, can be
terms such as words or collocations of words. Features are extracted from the parallel
corpus in the context of the ambiguous word. The conditional probabilities of the features

F = {f1 , f2 , ..., fn } with observation of sense si , P (fi | Si ) and the probability of sense
si , P (si ) are computed with P (fi | Si ) =

C(fi ,Si )
C(si )

and P (Ci ) =

C(si )
.
N

C(fi , Si ) denoting

the number of times feature fi and sense si have been seen together in the training set.

C(si ) denoting the number of occurrences of si in the training set. N is the total number
of occurrences of the ambiguous word wamb in the training dataset.

Feature Selection
The selection of an eective representation of the context (features) plays an essential role
in WSD. The proposed approach is based on building dierent classiers from dierent
subsets of features and combinations of them. Those features are obtained from the user
query terms (not counting the ambiguous terms), topic context and word inectional
form in the topic context and combinations of them. In our algorithm, query terms are
represented as sets of features on which the learning algorithm is trained. Topic context
is represented by a bag of surrounding words in a large context of the ambiguous word:

F = {wwamb−k , ..., wwamb−2 , wwamb−1 , wamb , wwamb+1 , wwamb+2 , ..., wwamb+k , q1 , q2 , ..., qn }
where k is the context size, wamb is the ambiguous word and amb its position.
The ambiguous word and the words in the context can be replaced by their inectional
forms. These forms and their contexts can be used as additional features. Thus, we
obtain F́ which contains in addition to the ambiguous word wamb and its context the
inectional forms winf of the given sense and their context. As it is shown in Table 6.2
detecting all word form variants of the user query terms in the corpus will make 1386
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áK Xdyn

. In addition, we count for each context word the number of occurrences of this word
and all its inectional forms, i.e.
l
[
F́ = F {wwinfi −k , ..., wwinfi −2 , wwinfi −1 , wi nf, wwinfi +1 , wwinfi +2 , ..., wwinfi +k }
i=o

General Overview of the Query Translation Process
As Figure 6.1 shows, the system starts by processing the user query. The input is a
natural language query Q. The query is then parsed into several words q1 , q2 , q3 , ..., qn .
Each word is then further processed independent of the other words. Since the dictionary
does not contains all word forms of the translated word, only the root form, for each

qm in our query, we nd its morphological root using the araMorph. After nding the
morphological root of each term in the query, the query term is translated. In case
the query term has more than one translation, the model provides a list of translations
(sense inventory) for each of the ambiguous query terms. Based on the obtained sense
inventory for the ambiguous query term, the disambiguation process can be initiated.
The algorithm starts by computing the scores of the individual synonym sets. This
is done by exploiting the parallel corpora in which the Arabic version of the translated
sentences matches words or fragments of the user query, while matched words of the query
must map to at least two words that are nearby in the corpus sentence. These words
could be represented in the surface form or in one of its inectional forms. In order
to detect all word form variants in the translation sentences in the training corpora,
special similarity score measures are applied. Since the Arabic version of the translation
sentences in the bilingual corpora matches fragments in the user query, the score of
the individual synonym sets can be computed based on the features that represent the
context of the ambiguous word. As additional features, the words in the topic context
can be replaced by their inectional form. After we have determined the features, the
score of each of the sense sets can be computed. The sense which matches the highest
number of features will be considered as the correct sense of the ambiguous query term
and then it is assumed to be the best sense that describes the meaning of the ambiguous
query term in the context.

Illustrative Example
To consider how the algorithm performs the disambiguation steps, for simplicity we
consider the following query with size 3 however the algorithm work for unlimited query
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Figure 6.1: General overview of the query translation process (Ahmed and Nürnberger,
2008d).
size:

©ÊÊË ú»QÔg. Õæ Prsem gmrka lelsl,

(tax customs commodities):

 The natural language query Q is parsed into several words q1 , q2 , q3 , ..., qn .

 For each qm in the query, we nd its morphological root, since the dictionary does
not contain all word forms, the algorithm before translation will nd the single
form of each of the given query terms . For example, the Arabic word

ÑëP@Q¯qrarhm

(their decision) which is not exist in the dictionary because it is not in the root



form will be processed and converted to the basic form which is P@Q¯qrar (decision).

 Translation of the query terms and creation of the sense inventory for each of the
query term is done. Table 6.3 shows the sense inventory for each of the ambiguous
query terms.

 The disambiguation process is initiated. The algorithm starts by computing the
scores of the individual synonym sets (translation combinations):
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 Number of times feature fi and sense si which have been seen together in the
training set is computed.

 Number of occurrences of si in the training set is computed.
 The total number N of occurrences of the ambiguous word wamb in the training
dataset is computed.

 The disambiguation score is computed and the sense which matches the highest number of features is considered as the correct sense of the ambiguous
query term.
Table C.2 in the Appendix shows that there are 135 possible translations set for the
giving query

©ÊÊË ú»QÔg. Õæ Prsem gmrka lelsl, .

Furthermore, Table C.2 shows the

disambiguation scores of the individual synonym sets for each ambiguous query terms
with other query terms with 4934 occurrences of the ambiguous word wamb in the training
dataset.

Query Terms

Sense inventory (Possible English Translations)
[fee, tax, drawing, sketch, illustration, prescribe, trace, sketch,

Õæ Prsem

indicate, appoint]
[customs, tari, customs, control]

ú»QÔg.gmrka

[crack, rift, commodities, commercial, goods]

©ÊÊËlelsl,
Table 6.3: Sense inventory for each of the ambiguous query terms

6.1.2 Approach based on Mutual Information (MI)
Giving a source of data, Mutual Information (MI) is a measure to calculate the correlation
between terms in specic space (corpora or web). MI approach has been frequently used
in word sense disambiguation task e.g., (Fernandez-Amoros et al., 2010). The automatic
translation process (Ahmed and Nürnberger, 2010) starts by translating each query term
independently. This is done by obtaining a set of possible translations of each of the query
terms from the dictionary. Based on the translation sets of each term, sets of all possible
combinations between terms in the translation sets are generated. Using co-occurrence
data extracted from monolingual corpora2 , the translations are then ranked based on a
2 http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/CatalogEntry.jsp?catalogId=LDC2007T07
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cohesion score computed using Mutual Information: Given a query q = {q1 , q1 , ..., qn },
and its translation set Sqk = {qk , ti }, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n, 1 ≤ i ≤ mk and mk is the
number of translations for query term k . The MI score of each translation combination
can be computed as follows:

M I(qti , qtj ) = log2

p(qti , qtj )
p(qti )p(qtj )

(6.2)

The probability p(qti , qtj ) is estimated by counting how many time each two terms, in
the translation combination, appear together in corpora (see Table 6.6), e.g., how many
time the term p(qt1 ) and the term p(qt2 ) co-occur together in the corpora.
The probabilities p(qti ) and p(qtj ) are estimated by counting the number of individual
occurrences of each possible translated query term in the corpora.

Illustrative Example



Given a user query ( éJÖÏ AªË@


 ¢JÓmnzmh alshh al,almh , "World Health OrganiéjË@
éÒ
.
..

zation") in the source language, the algorithm retrieves a set of possible translation for
each query term Sqk = {qk , ti } for each query term qm from a dictionary (see Table



6.4). For example, we are considering the rst query term ( é Ò ¢ J Ómnz.mh , "organization"), that has six translations (organization, organized, orderly, arranged, organizer, sponsor). The set of translations is thus dened with k = 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ 6
as Sq1 = {q1,t1 , q1,t2 , q1,t3 , q1,t4 , q1,t5 , q1,t6 }. The translation sets for all query terms are
retrieved from the bilingual dictionary. After the translation sets are retrieved, the next
step is to generate the translation combinations between the translations for each of the
query terms. The total number of combinations can be computed by simply multiplying
the sizes of all translation sets. For the previous example we thus obtain total number
of combinations 6 · 3 · 5 = 90 as listed in Table C.3 in the Appendix.
Finally, the MI score will be calculated for all possible combinations of the translationcandidate pairs (translation sets). The translation combination that maximizes the MI
score will be selected as the best translation for the user query (three translations will
be selected). Before we present an evaluation of this approach in Chapter 7, we rst
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Query Terms Sense inventory (Possible English Translations)

 ¢JÓmnzmh
éÒ
.
éjË@alshh
..
éJÖÏ AªË@al,almh

[organization, organized, orderly, arranged, organizer, sponsor]
[health, truth, correctness]
[universality, internationalism, international, world, wide]

Table 6.4: Sense inventory for each of the ambiguous query terms

discuss one of its main drawbacks, the data sparseness issue (Ahmed et al., 2011), in the
following.

Revised MI to Overcome Data Sparseness Issue
In order to clarify the data sparseness issue, let us consider the following example. When



translating the Arabic query " éK ðXB@

 J.Ó éJ . K Qåd.rbh mb,at aladwh " (medications
HAªJ

tax sales), there might be no enough statistical co-occurrences data obtained from the
corpora and thus the algorithm will fail to translate this query. However, the revised
algorithm can exploit the corpora and check out which term has no cohesion score with
other terms and thus this term can be detected and eliminated. In this case, the term



that aects the cohesion score is " éK ðXB@aladwh " (the medications, the remedies) and
eliminating this term will allow to obtain sucient statistical co-occurrence data. The

 J. Ó
rest of the terms are " HAªJ

éJ . K Qåd.rbh mb,at " (tax sales) have very high cohesion

score due to the fact that these terms are widely available in the corpora.

For the translation of the noise term, as explained above, the rst ranked translation
will be taken from the dictionary. Looking at the translation provided by the araMorph
package that we use for translation, the translation is ranked as follows (the medications,
the remedies), so the algorithm will select the (the medications) as translation for "

éK ðXB@aladwh ". The noise term detection process will be performed only if the proposed
disambiguation algorithm failed to provide the translation due to the lack of statistical
co-occurrences data for the query terms as a whole.
In the following, we describe, in detail, how the elimination process is performed by
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 J.Ó
the algorithm. For simplicity, let's consider the previous given example " HAªJ
éK ðXB@d.rbh mb,at aladwh " (medications tax sales).

éJ . K Qå

The elimination process is done

as follows:
 The algorithm generates all possible translation combinations: Given the user



query Q = {t1 , t2 , ..., tn } " éK ðXB@

 J.Ó éJ . K Qåd.rbh mb,at aladwh " (medications
HAªJ

tax sales), the set of possible translation combinations {T com1 , T com2 , ..., T comn },
where n denes the number of possible translation combinations for the user query

Q. In our example, n = 8, so 8 translation combinations are generated (See Table
6.5).

S/N Translation Combinations
1

tax AND sold AND remedies

2

tax AND sold AND medications

3

tax AND sales AND remedies

4

tax AND sales AND medications

5

levy AND sold AND remedies

6

levy AND sold AND medications

7

levy AND sales AND remedies

8

levy AND sales AND medications



Table 6.5: Translation combination for " éK ðXB@

 J.Ó éJ . K Qåd.rbh mb,at aladwh ".
HAªJ

 The algorithm constructs possible term combinations between the generated translation combinations: Given a translation combination T comi = {t1 , t2 , ..., tn }, we
compute its possible term combinations as follows: Given the set of

n(n−1)
2

com-

binations, n is the number of terms in the given translation combination. The
set of term combinations between all translation combination terms is dened as

Comi = {{T comi,j , T comi,k }|1 ≤ j < n, j < k ≤ n} Let's consider the translation
combination (tax AND sales AND medications) number 4. Here i = 4, n = 3
and S = 2. After generating all possible combinations between the translation
combination terms, the mutual information score for each term combination will
be calculated based on Eq 6.2.
 The algorithm computes the MI score for each individual term combination, and
then the MI score mean will be calculated. The term that has the lowest MI score,
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which is below the MI core mean, will be considered as a noise term and thus the
term combination that includes this term will be eliminated. As shown in Table
6.6, term combinations with the term (medications) always have the lowest MI
score (1.38629 and 3.98898).

S/N Term combinations

MI Score

1

tax AND sales

8.86319

2

tax AND medications

1.38629

3

sales AND medications

3.98898

The MI score mean

4.746

Table 6.6: Term combinations and their MI Scores.

 The algorithm calculates the average MI score individually for all terms in the
constructed term combinations and compares them with the MI score mean. As



shown in Table 6.7 ,the term " éK ðXB@aladwh " (medications) has the lowest MI
average score (2.687), which is below the MI score mean (4.746), and thus will
be classied as a noise term and will be eliminated. In contrast, all other terms
have an average mutual score, which is above the MI score mean and thus have
signicant statistical co-occurrence data needed for translation.

S/N Term

MI average Score

1

sales

6.426

2

tax

5.124

3

medications

2.687

Table 6.7: Terms and their average MI Scores.

 Using the dictionary method, possible translations with contextual information for
the noise term will be suggested. Ultimately, if the user agrees with the translation
of the noise term based on the contextual information, the translated noise term
will be included in the translation, otherwise the translated noise term will be
cancelled.
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6.2 Conclusion

We proposed two approaches for word translation disambiguation, one based on Naïve
Bayesian Classier and the other based on Mutual Information approach. For Naïve
Bayesian Classier approach, we used a bilingual parallel corpus together with sense
denitions by translations into another language. The disambiguation for each sense of
the polysemous word is done by dening a sense of each of the ambiguous words. In
order to train the algorithm, a set of features was dened. The algorithm then selects
the sense that maximizes the score. For the Mutual Information approach, we used
monolingual corpora as source of the statistical co-occurrences data. In order to deal
with the data sparseness issue we proposed a revised mutual information approach. The
revised algorithm dealt with data sparseness issue by counting the cohesion between all
terms in the user query and eliminating the term or terms that have a cohesion score
close to zero.

Chapter 7
Evaluation of Disambiguation
Algorithms
In the following, we show an evaluation of the query translation and disambiguation
algorithms: accuracy evaluation based on parallel corpora and Naïve Bayesian Classier
(NB) (see Section 7.1), accuracy evaluation based on monolingual corpora and Mutual
Information approach (see Section 7.2).
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7.1 Accuracy Evaluation Based on Naïve Bayesian
Classier (NB)
We evaluated our approach through an experiment using the Arabic/English parallel
corpus aligned at sentence level (Ahmed and Nürnberger, 2008b,d). We selected 30
Arabic sentences from the corpus as queries to test the approach. These sentences have
various lengths starting from two words. These queries had to contain at least one
ambiguous word, which has multiple English translations.
In order to enrich the evaluation set, these ambiguous words had to have higher
frequencies compared with other words in the training data, ensuring that these words
will appear in dierent contexts in the training data. Furthermore, ambiguous words
with high frequency sense were preferred. The senses (multiple translations) of the
ambiguous words were obtained from the dictionary. The number of senses per test word
ranged from two to nine, and the average was four. For each test word, training data
were required by the algorithm to select the proper sense. The results of the algorithm
were compared with the manually selected sense. For our evaluation, we built dierent
classiers from dierent subsets of features and combinations of them. The rst classier
based on features that were obtained from the user query terms and topic context, which
was represented by a bag of words in the context of the ambiguous word. The second
classier was based on the topic context and its inectional form. In order to evaluate
the performance of the dierent classiers, we used two measurements: applicability and
precision (Dagan and Itai, 1994; Kang, 2003; Fakhrahmad et al., 2011). The applicability
is the proportion of the ambiguous words that the algorithm could disambiguate. The
precision is the proportion of the corrected disambiguated senses for the ambiguous
word. The performance of our approach is summarized in Table 7.1. The sense, which
is proposed by the algorithm was compared to the manually selected sense. As it is
expected the approach is better in the case of long query terms which provide more rich
features and worse in short queries, especially the one consisting of two words.

classiers

Applicability Precision

Query term + Topic context

52 %%

65 %

Query term+ feature Inectional form

82 %%

93 %

Table 7.1: The overall performance using applicability and precisions.
We consider that the reason for the poor result for the short queries is that, when
the query consists of few words it is possible that the features which are extracted from
the query terms can appear in the context of dierent senses.
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7.2 Accuracy Evaluation Based on Mutual Information Approach
We conducted two experiments in order to evaluate the proposed approach. In the
rst experiment co-occurrence data was used, which was obtained from the monolingual
corpus (English Gigaword Corpus)1 and the second was based on co-occurrence data,
which was obtained from the web using a particular search engine (here, Yahoo) (Ahmed
et al., 2009a; Ahmed and Nürnberger, 2010; Ahmed, 2010; Ahmed et al., 2011). The
English Gigaword Corpus is a comprehensive archive of newswire text data that has been
acquired over several years by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) at the University of
Pennsylvania. We used the third edition of the English Gigaword Corpus. The dictionary
included in the araMorph package was used to dene the senses of each query word. In
order to evaluate the disambiguation algorithm, we selected randomly from the parallel
corpora, 20 Arabic queries. These queries included at least one ambiguous word which
has multiple English translations. In order to enrich the evaluation set, these ambiguous
words have higher frequencies comparing with other words in the training data ensuring
that, these words appear in dierent contexts in the training data. The number of
senses per test word ranged from 1 to 14, and the average was 4.3. The number of query
translation combinations ranged from 4 to 200 with the average being 29.1. In order to
evaluate the performance of the algorithm, we used two measurements: applicability and
precision (Dagan and Itai, 1994; Kang, 2003; Fakhrahmad et al., 2011). The applicability
is the proportion of the ambiguous words that the algorithm could disambiguate. The
precision is the proportion of the corrected disambiguated senses for the ambiguous
word. Table 7.2 shows, the applicability and precision of the proposed algorithm, using
monolingual corpora, over the 20 test queries. The applicability and precision were 75%
and 70%, respectively. The algorithm was unable to disambiguate 25% of the queries
due to insucient statistical co-occurrence data obtained from the monolingual corpus.
However, dealing with the sparseness data issue in the revised algorithm, this error rate
was reduced by 5%. This error rate 20% was due to the lack of some statistical cooccurrences even after the elimination of the noise terms. In addition to this the ranked
translation in the dictionary was not correct for all cases.
For example, consider the Arabic query " áK YË@

X@Y Qj.«,gz sdad aldyn " (The de-

cient debt payment). Based on the cohesion score calculated for all possible combinations
of the query terms, the term "Qj. «,gz " has the lowest cohesion score compared to the

rest of the terms and thus it is considered to be a noise term and will be eliminated. The
1 http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/CatalogEntry.jsp?catalogId=LDC2007T07
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Co-occurrence data source Applicability Precision
Monolingual corpora

75%

70%

WEB

90%

80%

Table 7.2: Tool overall performance using monolingual corpora and the web.

rest of the terms " áK YË@

X@Ysdad aldyn " have a high enough cohesion score and thus

the tool is able to translate them. As it is explained in Chapter 6.1.2, the translation of
the eliminated term "Qj.«,gz " will be selected based on the rst ranked translation in the
dictionary. The dictionary provided the following translations for the eliminated term "

Qj. «,gz ":

("rear", "part", "decit", "insolvency", "incapable", "impotent", "incapaci-

tate", "immobilize", "grow", "old", "weakness" and "inability"). The correct translation
of the term "Qj. «,gz " would be (decit), which is ranked in position number three, in

the dictionary. The applicability and precision of the proposed algorithm, using the web,
averaged over the 20 test queries, were 90% and 80%, respectively. Due to very generic

sense, the algorithm was unable to disambiguate 10% of the test queries. For example,



consider the Arabic query " éJJ®Ë@


 ÊË@
HAgñ
úÎ« ú»QÔg. Õæ Prasem gmrky ,l allwh.at alfnyh

" (Customs tax of Paintings). The Arabic word " Õæ Prasem " has the following translations in English, ("drawing", "sketch", "illustration", "fee", "tax", "trace", "indicate",
"appoint" and "prescribe"). What made this query very dicult to disambiguate is that
the word " Õæ Prasem " can be found frequently in the context of (Customs) or in the
context of (Paintings), which both exist in the query. These results show that the
performance varies according to the query topics. Using monolingual data, our algorithm
is better in the case of topic-specic senses and worse in the case of generic senses.
Although the corpora used by the algorithm is rich corpora, which covers a broad range
of dierent topics with a signicant number of co-occurrence data, this corpora failed to
provide co-occurrence data for 20% (this error rate also due to very generic sense cases)



 ÊË@ úÎ « ú»QÔg. Õæ P
of the test queries e.g., the previously mentioned example: " HAgñ
é J J ® Ë@rasem gmrky ,la allwh.at alfnyh " (Customs tax of Paintings). In contrast, the
algorithm using the co-occurrence data, obtained from the web, could disambiguate 18
queries and failed only to provide co-occurrence data for two queries. This is clearly
due to the fact that the web provides signicant co-occurrence data compared to other
resources. However, obtaining statistical co-occurrences data from web is not trivial
task from the implementational point of view. At least for long queries it would be
almost impossible for a cross-lingual retrieval system to ensure that querying the web
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Query Terms Sense inventory (Possible English Translations)

X@XAsadad
áK YË@aldyn

[payment, appropriateness, obstruction, embolism, plug, stopper]
[implacable, mortal, religious, debt, religion]

Table 7.3: Sense inventory for each of the ambiguous query terms.
and obtaining the statistical co-occurrence data enables real time performance for an
interactive system. Table 7.3, shows the possible English translations for each of the



original query terms " é J J ® Ë@

 gñ Ê Ë@ úÎ « ú»Q Ôg. Õæ Prasem
HA

gmrky ,la allwh.at a-

lfnyh ". For the rst query term, 6 possible English translations were identied. For the
second query term 5 English translations were identied. The total number of translation
combinations is 30. Table 7.4 and Table 7.5 show an example for only the rst 10th
translations combinations of the c-occurrence data obtained from monolingual corpora
and the web, respectively. One can notice the huge dierence between the abundance
of the co-occurrence data obtained from the web compared with co-occurrence data
obtained from corpora. For example, using the monolingual corpora, the highest cohesion
co-occurrence was 1460 for the translation combination (payment dept) and 0 was for
10 translation combinations. In contrast, the highest cohesion co-occurrences, using the
web, for the same translation combination (payment dept) was 176000000, while the
lowest cohesion co-occurrences, using the web, was 10500.

S/N Translation Combinations Occurrence MI Score
1

payment AND debt

1460

7,28611

2

plug AND debt

151

5,01727

3

payment AND religious

41

3,71355

4

plug AND religious

36

3,58350

5

payment AND religion

31

3,43369

6

obstruction AND debt

20

2,99572

7

appropriateness AND debt

8

2,07944

8

plug AND religion

6

1,79175

9

obstruction AND religion

4

1,38629

10

embolism AND religious

4

1,38629

-

-

-

-

Table 7.4: Example of the co-occurrence data obtained from the monolingual corpora.
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S/N Translation Combinations

Occurrence MI Score

1

payment AND debt

176.000.000

19,08977

2

appropriateness AND debt

612.000

17,52598

3

appropriateness AND religious

639.000

17,13441

4

obstruction AND debt

676.000

17,12512

5

obstruction AND mortal

197.000

17,09611

6

payment AND religious

34.400.000

17,02261

7

obstruction and religious

772.000

16,82318

8

appropriateness AND religion

663.000

16,66818

9

appropriateness AND mortal

3.750.000

16,54273

10

payment AND religion

30.000.000

16,38265

-

-

-

-

Table 7.5: Example of the co-occurrence data obtained from the web.

7.3 Conclusion
For Naïve Bayesian Classier based on the experiments that we performed, using Arabic/
English parallel corpus, results could show that our algorithm achieved certain promising
results when the inectional form for Arabic words is considered. The applicability and
precision using 30 polysemous words were 52% and 65% for the rst classier and 82%
and 93% for the second classier, respectively. For the Mutual Information approach, we
used monolingual corpora as source of the statistical co-occurrences data. Based on the
experiments that we performed, using monolingual corpora and the web, results showed
that our algorithm achieved certain promising results. The applicability and precision
for 20 test queries, using monolingual corpora, were 75% and 70%. Furthermore, in this
evaluation, the revised algorithm that dealt with data sparseness issue by counting the
cohesion between all terms in the user query and eliminating the term or terms that have
a cohesion score close to zero with other terms was tested. The revised algorithm reduces
the error rate from 25% to 20%. To enrich the source of the statistical co-occurrence
data needed to enhance the algorithm for better selection of the correct translation, the
web was used as a rich source of this statistical co-occurrence data. The applicability
and precision for the 20 test queries, using the web, were 90% and 80%.
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Chapter 8
Interactive Meaning Renement
8.1 Introduction
In the past few years, the interest in interactive cross-lingual retrieval systems has increased signicantly. Logical explanations for this phenomenon are that cross-lingual
retrieval is a very dicult task to perform by the cross-lingual retrieval system itself.
The diculty lies in dealing with natural lexical ambiguity of the source and target language which is not a trivial task that the cross-lingual retrieval system can resolve fully
automatic. In every language, there are words which have multiple senses, which results
in the user query having several possible translations. Furthermore, diculties occur in
cross-lingual information retrieval, due to the fact that users in some cases are looking
for documents written in languages they can not understand and in some extreme cases
they can not even read. This may lead to the result that the users can not recognize the
desired documents even if they have received them. Therefore, there is a need for users
and the cross-lingual retrieval system to overcome the shortcomings for each other. The
cross-lingual retrieval system provides users with helpful information in the user's native
language and based on this information, the user can provide the cross-lingual retrieval
system with useful feedback that would likely help to improve the translation and thus
improve the cross-lingual retrieval quality. Therefore, the accuracy of the cross-lingual
retrieval system depends to a strong extent on the interaction between the user and
the system (Ahmed and Nürnberger, 2010; Ahmed et al., 2011; Ahmed and Nürnberger,
2012).
Based on the cross-lingual tool literature review (see Chapter 3), we identied several
issues and shortcomings, which we have tackled in the cross-lingual tool proposed in this
thesis. We proposed a smooth design that is on the one hand supported by signicant
back-end components and on the other hand gives the user some control over the query
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translation. The proposed cross-lingual tool, in this thesis, considers the user as an
integral part of the cross-lingual process, in that the user can interact with the crosslingual tool in a way that allows him/her improve the translation and thus improve
the cross-lingual retrieval process. To achieve this crucial goal, the user needs valuable
information from the system. For example, how the request is made to improve the
translation, when the user has no knowledge about the target language.
In the following, we outline the identied state-of-the art cross-lingual tools shortcomings and the proposed solutions to tackle them.

8.2 Tackled State-of-the art Cross-lingual Tools Shortcomings
In the following, we clarify points of interest that we have focused on, to analyze the
ability of the state-of-the art cross-lingual tools to support the user in a cross-lingual
search. Furthermore, based on this analysis, we discuss which solutions we proposed to
tackle the identied issues and shortcomings in the state-of-the art cross-lingual tools.
The main points of interest are translation condence, automatic translation, translation
improvement, user support and new language adaptations.
 Translation condence: An important point, which has been studied in depth in
the state-of-the art cross-lingual tools analysis, is the translation condence. How
we expect the user to rely on the translation provided by the cross-lingual tool
when he/she is not able to understand or even read this translation. Based on
the analysis of eight cross-lingual tools, we found out that only two cross-lingual
tools provide a possibility of giving the user some condence in the translation.
However, both cross-lingual tools used back translation, where the translation is
translated back to the source language. If there is overlap between the query
and the back translation then one might have some condence in the translation.
However, this approach suers from a clear drawbacks, when no synonyms can be
found in the dictionary, the technique is not helpful; and signicant homonymy in
the target language can result in confusing back translations (Oard et al., 2008).
Some state-of-the art cross lingual tools used the dictionary denitions to give
the user some condence in the translation. However, bilingual dictionaries, in
which the denitions of source language are available for each translation for the
target languages, are very rare and very laborious. Some times, in the existing of
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translation denition, it does not resolve the problem clearly because this denition
is displayed for each translation term independent from other translated terms.

 In the proposed cross-lingual tool, in order to tackle such clear shortcomings,
we used parallel corpora that provided us with signicant numbers of denitions (context), which we can use to describe the translation in a language
the user is familiar with. We call this type of context "contextual information". This information is extracted from the parallel corpora and describes
the complete translation (all terms in each possible translation at once) in a
language the user is familiar with, in that he/she can have condence in the
translation. These parallel corpora in most cases can be freely obtained in
the internet. One important aspect in this resource is that it is continuously
growing for dierent language pairs e.g., Europarl parallel corpora1 available
for 21 European language pairs or the United Nations corpora2 available for
6 language pairs. Furthermore, parallel corpora are a signicant source of
contextual information for dierent types of terms i.e., OOV words such as
proper names, technical terms and acronyms. In the state-of-the art crosslingual tools, a translation denition is usually short and is displayed to the
user as raw text without any further classication i.e., which meaning can each
term in the denition represent to the user. In the cross-lingual proposed tool,
in this thesis, the contextual information is not delivered to the user as raw
text; instead a classied representation for each term in the contextual information is generated. For example, an interesting point for the user, to rely
on the translation, is to see the query terms in the contextual information.
These terms are highlighted in bold black and are displayed with their context in dierent sentences. In order to improve this feature, synonyms for the
given query terms in the contextual information are highlighted with light
grey (selecting these highlighting mechanisms can avoid issues for people who
are color blind).
 Automatic translation: Most of the studied state-of-the-art cross-lingual tools provide no possibility for automatic translation and thus for automatic translation
disambiguation. They are based on individual term translations, where the user
is requested to perform the disambiguation process. This disambiguation process
by the user is done based on the translations denition, which in some cases is
1 http://www.statmt.org/europarl/
2 http://www.un.org/
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displayed with the translation. Despite the lack of this translation denition in the
dictionary, where in some cases it is very short or does not exist at all, the user
needs to make a huge eort and check each translation alternative along with its
denition, in order to disambiguate. This task can take signicant time, especially
for query terms that have an abundance of possible translations. We want to emphasize that some of the state-of-the art cross-lingual tools that use the automatic
translation, don't use their implemented approaches for automatic translation, instead a free machine translation is used. Using machine translation will give no
possibility for the user to interact with the translation so he/she can improve it.
Furthermore, one clear drawback, that machine translation systems are not suitable for the cross-lingual task (machine translation expect syntactically written
sentences) is that the user queries are often short (Gabrilovich et al., 2009) and
formed, usually without any proper syntactic structure (Hull and Grefenstette,
1996).

 In the proposed cross-lingual tool, we alleviate the user task to perform the
disambiguation, where the user needs to check all translation alternatives with
their dictionary denitions (this can lead to frustration and lack of desire to
use the tool), by researching and implementing an automatic translation component in the interface. In the proposed cross-lingual interactive tool, we gave
the user a possibility to interact with the automatic translation by selecting
relevant terms suggested by the tool to see the aect on improving the automatic translation on his/her cross-lingual search. The integrated automatic
translation in the proposed cross-lingual tool is based on statistical methods
that we enhanced to deal with the translation ambiguity e.g., Naïve Bayesian
Classier (NB) or Mutual Information (MI). In order to give the user exible
possibilities to interact with the tool, ve automatically ranked translations
are provided. Using user-selected interactive terms; the automatic translation
algorithm will re-rank the translation, based on the user interaction.
 Translation improvement: This was one of the important aspects that we carefully
studied in the state-of-the art cross-lingual tools. We wanted to check whether the
state-of-the art cross-lingual tools really consider the user as an integral part and
whether the state-of-the art cross-lingual tools provides the user with signicant
information to perform the cross-lingual task. We found out only two cross-lingual
tools out of the eight studied cross-lingual tools provided some kind of translation
improvement. However, this support was decient in various aspects. For example,
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some tool provides a translation improvement possibility by providing the user with
the retrieved documents relevant to his/her information need. The user can initiate
a new translation process, based on the examined retrieved documents (based on
the search result the user can use dierent query terms). There is no possibility
of improving the translation during the translation process, which leads the user
to lose time and be frustrated. Another tool provides a translation improvement
possibility by using EuroWordnet3 relations. However, EuroWordNet employs only
a limited number of languages.

 In the proposed cross-lingual tool, in order to give the user wide possibilities
to interact with the cross-lingual tool proposed in this thesis, the cross-lingual
tool provides the user with ve ranked translations along with their contextual
information. Furthermore, a list of possible interactive related terms, to the
user query, is extracted from a corpora and presented to the user. Using
this term/terms the user can interact with the system and has impact on
rening the translation. The user can immediately see his/her interactive
term/terms selection impact on the automatic translation, as well as in the
cross-lingual search results. The selected interactive term/terms are only
used for re-ranking purposes and they will not be added to the query as
new term/terms.
 User support: Two of the state-of-the art cross-lingual tools provide partial support
for the user. They provide support after the translation is performed, the retrieved
documents together with small images are represented, which are called Document
Thumbnail Visualizations. However, examining the retrieved documents has no
clear impact on supporting the user in performing the cross-lingual search. Another
four cross-lingual tools provide more support to the user in interacting or alleviating
his/her task in using the system e.g., expressing the information in a visually
attractive manner, which makes the user's task easier and expands the original
query with extra relevant terms. Based on our state-of-the art cross-lingual tools
analysis, we found that the state-of-the art cross-lingual tools suer from clear
shortcomings in supporting the user during the cross-lingual retrieval process. For
example, the state-of-the art cross-lingual tools lack of clear error notication e.g.,
when there is no translation available from the dictionary for some term/terms or
when the algorithm failed to provide a translation for the given user query (provide
reason of failure so that the user can have some idea as to what the problem could
3 http://www.illc.uva.nl/EuroWordNet/
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be). Another decit is the lack of cross-lingual process stages e.g., when the user is
not happy with the current interaction step and would like to take a step backward.

 In the proposed cross-lingual tool, a signicantly wide range of user support
was taken into account, when designing the tool. The proposed cross-lingual
tool includes a signicant error notication mechanism in that it provides a
description and an automatic recovery for each possible failure. For example,
when the user submits three query terms and one of them has no possible
translation in the dictionary, the cross-lingual tool will notify the user that
there is no possible translation found for this term. Furthermore, based on
the rest of the query terms, the cross lingual tool automatically suggests the
relevant terms to the user's query so that he/she can replace the term that has
no translation in the dictionary, if needed. Another signicant notication,
when the cross-lingual tool fails to provide the user with any automatic translation, is that the tool noties the user that there is no signicant statistical
data obtained from the automatic translation algorithm knowledge source, so
the user can reformulate his/her information need.
 New language adaptations: A very important feature to consider when designing
cross-lingual tools is the ability of the cross-lingual tool to handle more languages.
One of the researched state-of-the art cross-lingual tools provides this possibility.
However, it was not described how and to what extent.

 The proposed cross-lingual tool, in this thesis, has been designed to accommodate new languages, when the language resources are available. All algorithms
integrated in the proposed cross-lingual tool, such as spelling correction algorithm (n-gram based approach), word sense disambiguation algorithms (Naïve
Bayesian or Mutual Information) and the contextual information provider is
language independent. In order to include new languages, a bilingual dictionary and parallel corpora are needed. No need to adapt any algorithm
integrated in the proposed cross-lingual tool for any new language. An exception for this is that pre-processing algorithms might be needed. For example,
when we rst included Arabic, an Arabic analyzer was needed to tackle the
high morphological issue or when including German, a decomposing algorithm
was needed.
To summarize, this chapter aims to answer these main research questions:
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 Can cross-lingual searchers improve the performance of cross-lingual retrieval systems when they have passed control over the query translation? Which type of
control should they have and to which extent? Giving users control over a crosslingual retrieval system means giving them a possibility to review and rene the
query translation. This leads to considering these research questions:
 What information from the system do cross-lingual searchers need to rene their
queries, how do they obtain this information and how this information presented
to them?
In the following, we give a general overview in how the cross-lingual search is performed. Therefore, we start with a short presentation of the rst prototype (Ahmed and
Nürnberger, 2010; Ahmed, 2010) (see Section 8.3) in order later to identify issues related
to it (see Section 8.3.1). Furthermore, Based on the cross-lingual tools literature review
(see Chapter 3) and the evaluation of the rst prototype, we identied several issues
and shortcomings to tackle in the proposed cross-lingual tool in this thesis. In addition,
we conducted a broad user study to consider more points of interest and identify more
issues in the rst prototype which is tackled in the second prototype (see Section 8.4).

8.3 Cross-lingual Interactive Tool: First Prototype
In order to help the user to better understand the meaning of the dierent query term
translations, the tool provides contextual information to clarify the usage - and thus
the meaning - of the terms (Ahmed and Nürnberger, 2010). Figure 8.1 (a) shows an



example, where the user submits the Arabic query " éÓñºmÌ '@

áK Xdyen alh.kwmh ".

The

query is automatically translated and the best three translations will be displayed to
the user in ranked order (See Figure 8.1 (b)). Each translation is looked up in the
target language documents index (one translation after the other) in order to obtain the
relevant documents (contextual information), for the translation. In order to get the
equivalent documents in the source language, the parallel corpus

4

is queried. Since it

is possible that some retrieved documents will be very similar  which would result in
duplicate contextual information  the documents retrieved from the source language
are automatically grouped and contextual information is selected only once from each
cluster. The nal selected contextual information is not provided to the user as raw
text as it is the case in the state-of-the art cross-lingual tools, but instead, it will be
presented as a classied representation of each contextual information term: each term
of the contextual information is color-coded according to its related type and can be
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Figure 8.1: The translation alternatives with their contextual information (Ahmed and
Nürnberger, 2010).
selected as a disambiguating term (the user's query terms are in green, suggested terms,
by the tool based on highly frequent co-occurrences in the context of the query are in
bold blue and underlined, all remaining terms are blue except stop words that are black
and not selectable) (See Figure 8.1 (c)). In order to clarify the interaction scenario, we



consider the submitted user query " éÓñºmÌ '@

é Óñ º mÌ '@alh.kwmh

áK Xdyen alh.kwmh

". The query term "

" has two translations ("the government" or "the administration"),

while the other term " áK Xdyen " has several possible translations e.g. ("Religion" or
"Debt"). Based on the M I score, translation alternatives are displayed in ranked order
together with their contextual information (See Figure 8.1 (b) and (c)). Thus the user has
the possibility to select the suitable translation. Here, the translations provided by the
system ("the government religion") and ("the government debt") are correct even though
they are used in a dierent context. This is due to the fact that ("government") appears
frequently in the context of ("religion" or "debt"). As shown in Figure 8.1 (b) and (c),
the user is interested in the second ranked translation ("debt government"). Using the
contextual information, the user can select one or more terms to improve the translation.
To simplify the user's task, the tool automatically proposed relevant terms (highlighted
in bold blue and underlined), e.g. ("payment", "nancial", "lending", "loan"). Once
4 www.ldc.upenn.edu/
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the user selects, for example, the interactive term " @Q¯@aqrad. " ("lending") (See Figure
8.1 (d)), the tool re-translates the modied query and displays the new translations
("debt government loan", "debt government lending" and "debt administration loan"),
to the user. The user can, with a simple mouse click, conrm the translation which will
then be sent to his favorite search engine using integrated web services, e.g. Yahoo or
Google, retrieving the results and displaying them in the tool interface.

8.3.1 Evaluation
The goal of the tool interface evaluation was to observe current practice on how real
cross-lingual information retrieval tasks are accomplished through the proposed tool and
to imagine a CLIR system that would fully support cross-lingual information retrieval
tasks.

8.3.1.1

Pilot User Study

In the performed pilot user study (Ahmed and Nürnberger, 2010), 5 users were involved.
The type of users are students and researchers who have no or little knowledge in the
target language. Three of the users were male and two were female. Age ranged from 22
to 31. The dierences found between users are more likely to account for the provision
of dierent options to meet more diverse needs. The strength of this study lies in the
fusion of dierent interests and point of view of the test users, whereby even a single user
counts in building a broad picture of using the proposed tool. Furthermore, according
to the research done by Nielsen and Landauer (1993), this small number of test persons
is appropriate to nd at least 85% of all usability issues. Most of the remaining 15%
usability problems is identied by conducting a second user study with a second group
of 15 users (see Section 8.4.2). We have chosen this evaluation layout to identify 98% of
the possible usability issues in order to ensure the that the tool targets the user task as
good as possible (Nielsen, 1994).
All user sessions were analysed to test a number of points of interest regarding the
evaluation of the tool e.g., contextual information usefulness, interactive terms usefulness
etc.
 Translation condence: addressed how useful and accurate was the contextual information that describes the translation in the source language. The translation
condence gained full rate by the users with simple request of improvement. All
users found the contextual information which is displayed a long with the trans-
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lation very helpful in giving them a condence in the translation. For the user
who has no or little knowledge about the target language, the contextual information was very helpful in term of giving them full condence about the translation
that they see but they can not understand. For the improvement request, one
user complained about the size of the contextual information. The user suggested
decreasing the size of the contextual information (currently, the tool displays 5
documents (sentences) as contextual information). He mentioned one or two short
sentences would be enough and will simplify the task of having a condence in
the translation. However, decreasing the contextual information size will lead to
insuciency in the interactive terms that can be used to improve the translation.
 Interactive terms usefulness: addressed the usefulness of the interactive terms in the
contextual information that can be used to improve the translation. The suggested
interactive terms by the tool, based on highly frequent co-occurrence data, in the
context of the query, are in bold blue and underlined. In many cases these were
helpful as the user mentioned, however, in some cases the users needed more terms
than the ones suggested by the tool. These terms are color-coded blue and are
found in the contextual information, which is displayed along with each proposed
translation. Although these terms are found in the context of the user query, the
users mentioned that these terms in many cases they don't lead to an improvement
in the translation.
 Interaction time: addressed how much time needed to interact with the tool in
order to improve the translation. The needed time between submitting the query
and receiving the ranked translations along with their contextual information is
between 2-5 seconds (for query with average length 4 words). However, two users
wish to see the translation along with the contextual information in one second if
possible. The needed time can be improved in future work. Main part of the delay
on performing the task is related to the use of araMorph package, that we use to
analyze and translate the Arabic query. We plan in future work to obtain a full
dictionary which we can use to speed up the process of nding possible translations
for each query term. This will lead to eciency and accuracy improvement of the
tool.
 Tool design: addressed possible improvement of the existing design of the tool e.g.,
which part of the tool needs redesign or enhancement. Most users were satised
with the current design of the tool. However, two users suggested some redesign of
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the tool. These users would like to see the entered query, at any interactive level.
For example, in the current design, when the translation is performed and the user
would like to input a new query, she/he can only use the back button to enter new
query. Furthermore, these users would like to have all past events, with the tool,
displayed along with the current event e.g., the translation before the improvement
and after the improvement. In future work, we will redesign the tool to take this
point into account. This can be useful in case the interaction with the tool does
not lead to improve the translation. The user still can interact with the original
translation selecting new interactive terms to improve the translation.

8.4 Cross-lingual Interactive Tool: Second Prototype
Based on the literature review (see Chapter 3), we designed the required interface components to tackle each identied research problems (see Section 8.2). These interface
components are integrated together in order to perform the cross-lingual task, from submitting the query till getting the relevant documents. In the following, we describe in
detail each interface component, how it works and how it tackles each research problem.

8.4.1 Main Components of The Interface
As Figure 8.2 shows, the interface ow starts when the user submits his/her query.
The entered user query will pass through several interface components before the crosslingual search results can be displayed to the user. These interface components are:
query pre-processing, automatic translation, contextual information and gloss, query
post-processing and Error notication. Figure 8.2, shows how these components are
related and how the information ows between the dierent interface components. In
the following, we describe these components in detail.
 Query pre-processing component: Before the query can be translated, it will be
pre-processed. The rst important pre-processing step is to check whether the
query is misspelled or not. If the query is misspelled, the misspelling query term/terms, using the MultiSpell approach (see Chapter 4), will be identied and
corrected. MultiSpell is a language-independent spell-checker that is based on an
enhancement of a pure n-gram based model. In addition to the correction of the
query misspelled terms, we provide a possibility to deal with some special properties for some languages. Currently, we deal with Arabic word form variation
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problems or German compound word problems. For the Arabic language, it is possible that an Arabic word can be represented in dierent forms. Therefore, before
translating, there is a need to transform the Arabic word to its basic form. The
stemming of the user query terms is very important because the dictionary does
not include all word forms, instead just the root form. For stemming, we used the

Figure 8.2: The main interface components.
araMorph package based on the Buckwalter Arabic morphological analyzer (Buckwalter, 2002). For the German language, compound words can result in having
out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problems in cross-lingual information retrieval. Dictionaries usually do not include all compounds words. Therefore, In order to improve
cross-lingual information retrieval eectiveness, these compound words need decompounding before translation (see Chapter 2.2.1.3). For decompounding, we
use a dictionary-based decompounding approach (Chen and Gey, 2004). Once
the user query is pre-processed it will be the input to the automatic translation
components.
 Automatic translation component: After nding the morphological root of each
term in the query (for Arabic) or decompounding the compound words (for German), using the bilingual dictionary, each possible translations for each query term
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is obtained (translation set). Having a translation set for each query term, the
translation combinations between terms in the translation set are generated. The
result of this step is having all possible translations for the submitted user query
(translation combinations). In order to select and rank the proper translations,
statistical methods, based on target (Mutual Information approach) or parallel
corpora (Naïve Bayesian approach), are used. The translations that maximize the
statistical score measure are selected and ranked (ve translations are selected and
displayed to the user to interact with) (see Chapter 6).
 Contextual information and gloss component: Once the automatic translation is
performed and displayed to the user, new issues as to condence in the translation
can arise. This issue especially aects users who have low or no knowledge in the
target language. It is very dicult for those users to deal with the translation condence without the cross-lingual tool support. In order to give the user a condence
in the translation, that he/she can not understand and in some cases can not even
read, a contextual information provider is integrated in the cross-lingual tool. The
contextual information is information displayed to the user along with each proposed translation, in a language the user is familiar with. In order to provide this
contextual information, parallel corpora can be used. The input for this contextual
information provider is the translated user query (ve ranked translations). The
translated user query is then looked up in the target language documents index
(one translation after the other), in order to obtain the relevant documents (contextual information), for the translation. In order to make it easier for the user
to respond and understand terms in the contextual information, the contextual
information is not delivered to the user as raw text; instead a classied representation for each term, in the contextual information, is generated. For example, an
interesting point for the user, to rely on the translation, is to see the query terms
in the contextual information. These terms are highlighted in bold black and are
displayed with their context in dierent sentences. In order to improve this feature,
synonyms for the given query terms, in the contextual information, are highlighted
in light grey (selecting these highlighting mechanisms can avoid issues for people
who are color blind). Based on this contextual information, the user then has
two possibilities. First, to interact with the interface by conrming the translation
with a simple mouse click, which will then be sent to his/her favorite search engine,
retrieving the results and displaying them back to the user. Second, if the user is
not sure about the translation, he/she can interact with the interface by selecting
relevant term/terms proposed by the cross-lingual tool. These terms will be used
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for re-ranking purposes, which also might result in new translations appearing,
dierent from the initial ve displayed translations. Some users, who have a good
knowledge in the target language, would like to see information for the translation
in the target language "gloss". We made this request available by giving the user
a possibility of seeing the information for the translation in the interface. In order
to give the user more condence, the translation terms are highlighted in the gloss,
in the same way as in the contextual information.
 Query post-processing component: Once the translation is rened and acknowledged by the user, new issues may arise. The characteristics of highly inectional
languages very often result in poor information retrieval performance. As a result,
current search engines suer from serious performance with the direct query termto-text-word matching for these languages. Thus, search engines need to be able
to distinguish dierent variants of the same word. In order to tackle this issue,
a language-independent conation approach, based on enhancing the n-gram approach is integrated in the cross-lingual tool (see Chapter 5). The cross-lingual tool
suggests possible additional terms to the user's translated query. With a simple
mouse click, users have the ability to deselect any one of the additional terms that
don't satisfy their need.
 Error notication component: In order to support the user, in using the crosslingual tool, an error notication component is integrated. The error notication
component is responsible for watching all cross-lingual tool components and alerting the user to any failure and its causation. For example, when there is no
translation available from the dictionary, for some term/terms, the error notication component will notify the user why his/her query is not translated. Another
example, when the cross-lingual tool displays no automatic translation to the user,
the error notication will alert the user, for example, that there was not enough
statistical data obtained from the corpora to perform the automatic translation.
Based on this notication, the user could then reformulate his/her query and perform the translation again. Another example, when the user poorly formulates
his/her query i.e., one term is not related to the rest of the terms and thus this
term can aect the cohesion scores for the remaining terms. The error notication
component, will notify the user about the term that has no signicant score with
other terms, so the user has the possibility of replacing this term with a suitable
one. Another example, when there is a misspelling in the user query, before this
misspelling is corrected by the misspelled algorithm, the error notication com-
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ponent will notify the user that there is a misspelled term/terms. Furthermore,
the error notication, will notify the user with the suggested correction. Another
example, when no contextual information is available, the error notication will notify the user about this tool failure. The user can understand then, the problem is
about the availability of the contextual information and not about the translation
itself.
In the following, in Section 8.4.2, in addition to the discussed problems which have
been revealed based on researching the state-of-the art cross-lingual tools, we conducted
a broad user study to consider more points of interest and identify more issues in the
rst prototype which are tackled in the second prototype. In Chapter 9 an evaluation for
English-German language pairs is conducted to evaluate whether the support provided
by the proposed cross-lingual tool in this thesis is signicant enough to guide the user
in improving the translation and thus improving the performance of the cross-lingual
retrieval. In the end of this chapter , a conclusion of the proposed cross-lingual interactive
tool is presented.

8.4.2 User Study
We conducted a user study (with 15 participants), considering points, such as contextual
information usefulness, translation condence, interactive terms usefulness, the way the
user has a control in running the system (how to provide the user with useful information
at any level of his/her interaction e.g., showing all interactively selected terms during the
cross-lingual retrieval process so the user can deselect any and move back to the initial
state), error notication by the system (e.g., when no translation for a query term is
found in the dictionary), the delivered information ow (the contextual information for
the ve ranked translations shouldn't be displayed all at once to the user, instead just
the current focus), the design of the system (could the user have the possibility of having
a broad overview of all useful information at once e.g., seeing the translation along with
the relevant documents obtained by a search engine), highlight more related words in the
contextual information or in the gloss (is it possible to identify words in the contextual
information with related synonyms) and user support and new language adaptations etc.
In the performed user study, 15 users were involved. The type of users are students
and researchers who have no, little or good knowledge in the target language. Ten of the
users were male and ve were female. Age ranged from 22 to 43.
In the following, we outline each identied problem and the proposed solution to
tackle it.
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 Translation condence: addressed how useful and accurate was the contextual information that describes the translation in the source language. The translation
condence gained full rate by the users with simple request of improvement. All
users found the contextual information which is displayed a long with the translation very helpful in giving them a condence in the translation. For the user
who has no or little knowledge about the target language, the contextual information was very helpful in term of giving them full condence about the translation
that they see but they can not understand. The improvement request, was about
decreasing the size of the contextual information. Currently, the tool displays 5
documents (sentences) as contextual information. Users mentioned one or two
short sentences would be enough and will simplify the task of having a condence
in the translation. However, decreasing the contextual information size will lead to
insuciency in the interactive terms that can be used to improve the translation.

 We tackled this issue in the new design and compensated for this insuciency.
In the new design, the tool provides the user with a list of interactive terms,
regardless of the contextual information. The user can select any term/terms
to improve the translation, if needed, saving the user time. There will be
two benets from this step: the contextual information will be used only for
translation condence and the list of suggested interactive terms will be used
to improve the translation, if needed (see Figure 8.3).
 Lack of information ow control: users complained that intensive-information is
displayed at the same time e.g., the user is disturbed by seeing all contextual
information for the ve ranked translations displayed at once. The user mentioned
that it would be helpful to control which information could be seen and when.

 In the new design (see Figure 8.3), we tackled this issue in that we gave
the user a possibility to hide information, which is not of current interest.
This is done by displaying only the contextual information for the top ranked
translation (rst translation) and displays only a few words in the contextual
information for other translations. If the user is interested in checking other
translations with its contextual information, the user only needs to click on
"mehr anzeigen - show more". The tool then displays the full contextual
information for the selected translation. At the same time, the tool automatically hides the contextual information for the previously selected translation.
The user is then able to see and focus only on the selected translation and its
contextual information.
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 Lack of control in the interface: The relevant retrieved documents to the translation
are not displayed in the same interface along with the translation. In the previous
design, the user has to click in the translation so the relevant documents to the
translation, which were obtained by a favorite search engine, will be displayed on
a new page.

 As Figure 8.3 shows, in the new design, the user has a greater view of the
translation along with the retrieved documents which are displayed in the
same interface. Moreover, the tool automatically displays the relevant document to the rst translation even before the user performs any action. If
the user is interested in seeing the relevant documents to other translations,
a simple click on the desired translation and the tool will show the relevant
documents to the selected translation on the same page.
 Lack of information in the target language: Some users, who have a good knowledge
in the target language, would like to see information for the translation in the target
language "gloss".

 We made this request available in the new design so the user has a possibility
of seeing the information for the translation by clicking on the "Gloss" button.
In order to give the user more condence, the translation terms are highlighted
in the gloss (see Figure 8.3).

 Interactive terms usefulness / Identifying related terms in the contextual information: Addressed the usefulness of the interactive terms in the contextual information that can be used to improve the translation. The suggested interactive terms
by the tool, based on highly frequent co-occurrence data, in the context of the
query, are in bold blue and underlined. In many cases these were helpful as the
users mentioned, however, in some cases the users needed more terms than the
ones suggested by the tool. These terms are color-coded blue and are found in
the contextual information, which is displayed along with each proposed translation. Although these terms are found in the context of the user query, the users
mentioned that these terms in many cases they don't lead to an improvement in
the translation. This issue is interpretable, because currently, we display the contextual information by selecting the most relevant documents to the translation.
These documents might have terms which have a very low co-occurrence score with
the query and in the corpora as a whole. If the user selects one of these terms,
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Figure 8.3: The new interface design with the initial suggested translation (the retrieved
documents obtained by Google).
which will be added to the user query, this term may not have enough statistical
co-occurrences data needed to improve the translation.
Another decit which has been reported by some users is the lack of identifying terms in the contextual information e.g., currently terms related to the user
query terms are binary compared e.g., (universitätsabschluss "university degree")
wouldn't be recognized as relevant to (universität "university").

 In the new design the contextual information is only used for translation condence and a list of suggested terms to improve the translation is provided
independently from the contextual information. In the old design, the interactive terms are obtained from the contextual information, which is a few
documents in size. In the new design, the corpora is used as a whole, to obtain these suggested terms. Only terms that have a signicant co-occurrence
score, with the query terms, will be suggested.
In order to tackle the second decit which is the identifying of terms in the contextual information, we highlight the terms which exist in the user query with
bold black and the remaining character(s)/word, which forms a synonym for
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the given query term with light grey (selecting these highlighting mechanism
can avoid blind color people issue). As Figure 8.4 shows that (universitätsabschluss "university degree") will be related to (universität "university") and
thus "universitätsabschluss" will be highlighted.


 Lack of detailed error notication: Users mentioned that there is a lack of
detailed error notication being displayed when some error occurred e.g., when
there is no translation available from the dictionary for some term/terms, the
tool wouldn't notify the user. Instead the tool would show a message that
there were no translations available. This results in confusion as to whether
there is no translation available for a term/terms or whether the translation
algorithm couldn't nd enough statistical co-occurrence data to perform the
translation.
* In the new design, we tackled this issue by notifying the user that there is
no translation available for a term/terms from the dictionary. In order to
simplify the user task, the tool will automatically translate the rest of the
terms. However, the rest of the terms must be at least two terms so the
translation can be performed. As is shown in Figure 8.4, the user submits
the German query "ehemaligen Universität Student" , the tool notied
the user that there is no translation available for the term "ehemaligen"
from the bilingual dictionary and at the same time the tool provides
an automatic translation for the rest of the terms which is "university
student".

 Lack of interaction mechanism: Users mentioned that there is a lack of control
when they interact with the tool e.g., when the user selects a term/terms to
improve the translation, the user has no possibility of removing this term, if
he/she discovers that the selected term/terms doesn't improve the translation.
In the old design, the user tackled this issue by resubmitting the original query.
However, this results in wasted time and eort. Another lack of interaction
mechanism is that the user would like to see all terms interacted with, in the
past and have the option of removing any term/terms selected, if needed.
Another lack of interaction mechanism is in order to improve the translation,
the user has to select an interactive term/terms from the contextual information. This term is automatically added to the user query. This query will be
resubmitted and new translations, based on the selected term/terms, will be
provided. This mechanism is not welcomed by the user as it will enlarge the
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Figure 8.4: The re-ranked translation based on the user interaction (the retrieved documents obtained by Google).
query each time the user interacts with the tool and selects relevant terms
to improve the translation. The majority of the users prefer not to revise
the original query they submit and only wish to rank the initially obtained
translations. In the new design, we tackled this issue by providing the user
with more control, in that any term/terms can be selected/deselected by a
simple mouse click. The tool will then immediately respond to any action
by the user e.g., selecting a term would result in performing the re-ranking
process (with the contextual information and the gloss for each translation)
and alternatively, deselecting a term would return back to a previous state.
In order to deal with the lack of improving the translation, we oered the
user to use the interactive term/terms only for ranking purposes and they
will not be added to the original query. This suggestion was welcomed by the
user which we took into account in the new design. Figure 8.5 shows that
the term "fahren" was used just for the ranking purpose where it gives the
translation "car steering wheel" an advantage to move from fth place (see
Figure 8.4) into rst place (see Figure 8.5), without adding the term "fahren"
to the original query "auto steuer".
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8.5 Conclusion
We designed a cross-lingual interactive tool in order to investigate the feasibility and
the validity of utilizing translations for cross-lingual retrieval. To ensure that a user
has a certain condence in selecting a translation, which he/she possibly cannot even
read or understand, the designed tool provides sucient information about translation
alternatives and their meaning so that the user has a certain degree of condence in
the translation. Based on the cross-lingual tool literature review, we identied several
issues and shortcomings, which we have tackled in the cross-lingual tool proposed in this
chapter. We proposed a smooth design that is on the one hand supported by signicant
back-end components and on the other hand gives the user some control over the query
translation. Based on the tackled research issues, we designed the required interface
components to tackle each identied research problems. These interface components are
integrated together in order to perform the cross-lingual task, from submitting the query
till getting the relevant documents. The proposed cross-lingual tool considers the user
as an integral part of the cross-lingual process, in that the user can interact with the
cross-lingual tool in a way that allows him/her improve the translation and thus improve
the cross-lingual retrieval process. We conducted a broad user study to consider more
points of interest and identify more issues in the rst prototype which are tackled in the
second prototype.

Chapter 9
Prototype Evaluation
In addition to the evaluation performed in Chapter 7 for Arabic and English languages,
here in this evaluation, we were interested to evaluate the accuracy of the disambiguation algorithm for more languages e.g., English and German. Furthermore, we also were
interested in evaluating whether the support provided by our cross-lingual tool is signicant enough to guide the user in improving the translation and thus improve the
performance of the cross-lingual retrieval.
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Figure 8.5: The re-ranked translation based on the user interaction (the retrieved documents obtained by Google).

9.1 English-German Evaluation
Dierent from the evaluation performed in Chapter 7, where the test queries have multiple quite dierent meanings, here, in order to have a challenged evaluation, we selected
100 test instances of polysemous words from one of the most popular Word Sense Disambiguation evaluation data sets (SemEval 2010)1 (Lefever and Hoste, 2010). It is very
dicult to disambiguate polysemous words as they have separate dierent meanings that
are related to one another. For example, the English polysemous word "plant" can have
these related meanings in German "gewächs", "panze", "vegetation" etc. Another example is the English polysemous word "passage" that has these separate related meanings
in German "Durchgang", "Durchtritt", "Durchfahrt", "Durchlass", "Überfahrt", "Verlauf" , etc. Furthermore, disambiguating polysemous words is a very dicult task with
scores being very close to the baseline measure (van Gompel, 2010).
This evaluation is performed in particular, to check whether the proposed crosslingual tool, in this thesis, is signicant to select the correct translation corresponding
to the given polysemous word, in the source language.
1 http://webs.hogent.be/

elef464/lt3_SemEval.html#_subtasks
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9.1.1 Experiment Setup
For the cross-lingual word sense disambiguation task in (Lefever and Hoste, 2010), numbers of English nouns were given. For each English noun 20 test instances were provided.
For each test instance, possible translations in the target languages were also provided
(hand-tagged Gold standards translations). There were two types of scoring the translations, one based on scoring the best translation and the other based on scoring the best
5 translations in the target languages. For our experiment, we used only the rst, where
we conducted the test only on selecting the best translation of the ambiguous word in
the target language. There were two types of tests; one is a bilingual test, where the
ambiguous word is translated to one target language or a multilingual test where the
ambiguous word is translated into ve languages (Dutch, French, German, Spanish and
Italian). For our test, we selected the bilingual test where the test instances (queries)
are in English and the translations are in German.
The test instances are long sentences where some of them are greater than 63 words in
length, (see Figure 9.1) which do not t into a real life scenario cross-lingual information
retrieval, where the search engine queries are usually between 2.4 and 2.7 in length
(Gabrilovich et al., 2009). In order to deal with this and have signicant evaluation
for our disambiguation algorithm, we adapted the test sentences and extracted only
important words from each test instance. After removing stop words, for each test
instance, important words were selected. This task has been performed by the users,
10 users, each has 10 test instances. They constructed their queries by selecting a few
words which describe their needs in the test instances context. For the test instances
shown in Figure 9.1, these words are selected: "physical", "cash", "movement". The
users were requested to select as few words as possible to express their need. The new
test instances (queries) ranged from 2 to 7 words in length with the average being 4.1.

Figure 9.1: Test instance number "12" for the ambiguous word "movement".
The Gold standards translations (in 5 languages) were extracted from the Europarl
parallel corpora2 (Koehn, 2005). Europarl parallel corpus is a collection of documents
for 21 languages. These parallel corpora were extracted from the proceedings of the
2 http://www.statmt.org/europarl/
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European Parliament. To construct the Gold standard translations, human annotators
were requested to select one of the automatically provided translations from the corpora.
Each number in front of each possible translation reects the number of times this
translation was picked up by the human annotators. Figure 9.2 shows the Gold standard
translations for the rst 10 test instances for the polysemous word "occupation".
The test sentences (in English) were selected from the JRC-ACQUIS multilingual
parallel corpora3 . The JRC-ACQUIS multilingual parallel corpora is the total body
of European law that are applicable in European members states. Currently this corpora is a collection of text written from 1950 up to now, however this text is growing
continuously.
There were 2 test data: rst, development test data which contains 5 polysemous
nouns (occupation, passage, movement, plant and bank) each were provided with 20 test
instances. Second, test data which contain 50 English nouns for each 20 test instances
were provided. For our experiment, due to the adaption of this test data to t for an
actual cross-lingual scenario and due to the unavailability of the full test data, we could
use only the development test data, so at the end we evaluated our disambiguation
algorithm based on 100 test instances (queries).

9.1.2 Disambiguation Algorithm Evaluation
The goal of the evaluation was based on two perspectives, rst to evaluate the performance of the disambiguation algorithm in German and English languages. In order to
achieve this goal, we smoothly integrated more languages into the proposed tool in this
thesis. The integration was a trivial task where only 2 steps were needed. We obtained an
English-German dictionary and English-German parallel corpora from Europarl parallel
corpora (Koehn, 2005). No modication for the disambiguation algorithm as well as for
the contextual information algorithm was required. Second was to evaluate whether user
interaction, could improve the performance of the disambiguation algorithm by selecting
relevant term/terms proposed by the tool.
In order to evaluate the performance of the disambiguation algorithm, we used the
precision measurement which is proposed by many researchers for a word sense disambiguation task e.g., (Dagan and Itai, 1994; Kang, 2003; Fakhrahmad et al., 2011). Precision is the proportion of the correctly disambiguated senses for the ambiguous word.
In the gold standard translations, the translation that has a larger number associated
with it compared to other possible translations are ranked rst (see Figure 9.2).
3 http://wt.jrc.it/lt/Acquis/
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Figure 9.2: Gold standard translation for the polysemous word "occupation" based on
human annotators.

We compared the result of the disambiguation algorithm only with this translation
i.e., if the rst ranked translation was selected by 4 human annotators and the second
was selected by only 3 human annotators, we consider only the rst as correct even if for
algorithm proposes the second ranked translation as the correct one. In order to give the
user wide possibilities to interact with the tool, the tool provides the user with 5 ranked
translations along with their contextual information. Furthermore, a list of possible
interactive related terms, to the user query, is presented to the user. We assumed the tool
translation correct when it is displayed within the 5 ranked translations provided by the
tool. Figure 9.3 shows one of the test instances "health plant animal" for the polysemous
word "plant". The tool successfully presented to the user for the polysemous word
"plant", the tow correct senses (based on human annotators disambiguation) "panze"
in st rank, and "Gewächs" in third rank.
Table 9.1 shows the submitted query, number of possible senses, the correct sense
(based on the human annotators' selection), the algorithm automatic disambiguation
(without user interaction), rank (the disambiguation algorithm provide 5 ranked translations). Table 9.2 shows the list of translations that the tool could successfully provide
after the user interaction. It shows, the interactive term (selected by the user to improve
the translation), interactive translation (new translations based on the selected user relevant term) and rank (the rank of translation). If we examine the precision shown in
Table 9.1, for the ambiguous word (occupation), we nd that the disambiguation algorithm gained up to 70% accuracy for the rst ambiguous word. With the user interaction,
the disambiguation algorithm improved by 5% (see Table 9.2).
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Figure 9.3: The cross-lingual retrieval for one of the test instances "health plant animal"
for polysemous word "plant".
For example, the algorithm failed to provide the correct translation for the user query
"high occupation rate" but after the user interaction and the selection of the proposed
relevant term "unemployment", the disambiguation algorithm could provide the user
with the correct translation "besetzung".

S/N Query
1

No of Correct sense Tool automatic Rank
senses
disambiguation

workers
cation

qualicoal

7

(beruf, beschäf-

(beruf,

tigung)

gung)

6

beruf

beruf

2

9

(beruf, berufs-

beruf

1

steel

beschäfti-

(2,5)

occupation
2

choice

occupation

training work place
3

employment
pation

occu-

gruppe, berufszweig)
continued on next page
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continued from previous page

S/N Query

No of Correct sense Tool automatic Rank
senses
disambiguation

4

6

building land occupation activities

5

occupation

(ächennutzung, beschäftigung

2

beschäftigung)

repair

6

tätigkeit

tätigkeit

1

military occupation

4

(besetzung,

okkupation

1

beschäftigung

1

-

-

beruf

1

maintenance
6

okkupation)
7

oce

adminis-

trative

7

duties

(beschäftigung,
tätigkeit)

occupation
8

interest

premises

5

occupation

(besetzung,
ächennutzung)

9

professional educa-

4

beruf

7

berufsausübung berufsausübung

1

4

(beruf, beschäf-

beruf

2

tion apply occupation
10

rules course occupation

11

name address occupation person

12

farmland

tigung)

occupa-

5

bodennutzung

bodennutzung

3

ood system occu-

5

bodennutzung

bodennutzung

5

occupation

3

besetzung

-

-

occupation territo-

5

(besetzung,

besetzung

1

-

-

-

-

tion
13

pation area
14

high
rate

15

ries peace
16

17

payment

okkupation)
provision

8

(beruf, beschäf-

regular occupation

tigung,

business

tätigkeit)

providing
cupation

oc-

7

tätigkeit

cares

environment retains
population
continued on next page
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S/N Query

No of Correct sense Tool automatic Rank
senses
disambiguation

18

occupation colonies

6

okkupation

okkupation

2

19

working address oc-

7

(aktivität,

aktivität

1

-

-

cupation exercised
20

beschäftigung)

access protocol oc-

3

besetzung

cupation rules technical characteristics

Overall average Precision: 70%
Table 9.1: The disambiguation result for the 20 test instances for the ambiguous word
"occupation".

S/N Query
14

high

occupation

Correct
sense

Interactive
term

Tool interactive Rank
disambiguation

besetzung

unemployment

besetzung

3

rate

Precision improved by: 5%
Table 9.2: Improved translation for the test instance number "14" for the ambiguous
word "occupation" after the user interaction.
Table 9.3 shows that for the ambiguous word "plant", the algorithm without the user
interaction could provide the correct translation for 11 test instances out of 20 and gained
accuracy up to 60%. However, with the user interaction, the disambiguation algorithm
is improved by 20 % (see Table 9.4) and gained an overall accuracy average of 80%.

S/N Query

No of Correct sense
senses

Tool automatic Rank
disambiguation

1

health plant

8

panzenschutz

panzenschutz

2

health plant animal

4

(panze,Gewächs) (Gewächs, panze)

(1,3)

3

products equipment

8

anlage

1

plant

anlage

5

technology

production
continued on next page
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continued from previous page

S/N Query

No of Correct sense
senses

Tool automatic Rank
disambiguation

4

5

wasserkraftwerk

water power plant
ecosystems

(wasserkraft-

2

anlage,
wasserkraftwerk)

5

plant pesticide agri-

10

culture

(panzenschutz -

panzenschutzmittel 1

mittel, panzenschutzprodukt)

6

plant

installation

6

anlage

anlage

1

4

(gewächs,

panze

2

oshore activities
7

environment water
air soil plant ani-

panze)

mals
8

nuclear plant elec-

5

kernkraftwerk

-

-

8

anlage

anlage

1

9

(verbrennungs-

verarbeitungsanlage 1

tricity
9

cutting boning meat
plant examination

10

transport

carcases

processing plant

anlage,

verar-

beitungsbetrieb,
verarbeitungsanlage)
11

manufacture

plant

8

anlage

anlage

1

tubes

8

kraftwerk

-

-

ood system occu-

5

bodennutzung

bodennutzung

5

9

(betriebs-

betriebsschlieÿung

4

sta technology
12

seamless
power plant

13

pation area
14

production
closures

plant

schlieÿung,
betriebsstillegung)
continued on next page
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S/N Query

No of Correct sense
senses

Tool automatic Rank
disambiguation

15

plant rm state

7

fabrik

-

-

16

plant

machinery

6

fabrik

-

-

combus-

6

groÿfeuerungs-

-

-

tools
17

operator
tion plant

18

anlage

pharmacognosy

4

panze

-

-

9

betrieb

-

-

5

abwasserklär- an-

-

-

plant animal
19

products sh plant
human

consump-

tion
20

wastewater

treat-

ment plant

lage

Overall average Precision: 60%
Table 9.3: The disambiguation result for the 20 test instances for the ambiguous word
"plant".

S/N Query

Correct
sense

Interactive Tool interactive Rank
term
disambiguation

8

kernkraftwerk

saftey

kernkraftwerk

2

anlage

imports

anlage

1

fabrik

directive

fabrik

4

panze

human

panze

5

nuclear plant electricity

13

plant

machinery

production
16

plant

machinery

tools
18

pharmacognosy
plant animal

Precision improved by: 20%
Table 9.4: Improved translation for the test instance number "8", "13","16" and "18"
for the ambiguous word "plant" after the user interaction.
For the ambiguous word "movement" as Table 9.5 shows, the algorithm gained up to
65% accuracy and with the user interaction, the disambiguation algorithm improved by
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5% (see Table 9.6) and gained an overall average of 70%.

S/N Query
1

goods

movement

No of Correct sense
senses

Tool automatic Rank
disambiguation

8

güterverkehr

1

frontier trac

(güterverkehr,
transport, warenbewegung)

2

student free move-

8

freizügigkeit

-

-

4

bewegung

bewegung

1

9

vekehr

-

-

ment residence
3

atmospheric movements eects environment

4

items

movement

transfer trading
5

capital movement

5

kapitalbewegung

kapitalbewegung

4

6

entering

10

(tiertransport,

-

-

leaving

movements
7

verbringung)

entering leaving an-

10

verkehr

-

-

9

(bewegen,

bewegen

1

schwankung

5

imals movement
8

transit movements
territory

9

freizügigkeit)

border

crossing

5

schwankung

price

5

wechselkursschwa- -

movement
10

variation
movement

11

rebel

-

nkung

movements

5

conict

(rebellenbewegung, rebellenbewegung

1

rebellenorganisation)

12

physical cash move-

4

ments
13

democratic

(geldbewegung,

geldbewegung

1

zahlungsverkehr)
move-

8

bewegung

bewegung

2

harassment political

8

bewegung

bewegung

1

ment
14

movements
continued on next page
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S/N Query

No of Correct sense
senses

Tool automatic Rank
disambiguation

15

future movement

7

bewegung

bewegung

5

16

troops movement

5

truppenbewegung

truppenbewegung

1

17

secondary

6

sekundärmigration -

-

8

(migration,

(Wanderungsbe-

(1,5)

migrationsbewe-

wegung,

gung, wandering,

tion)

ments

move-

applicants

asylum
18

monitoring

migra-

tory movements

migra-

wanderungsbewegung)
19

free transport unre-

10

stricted movement
20

-

-

verbringung

2

freizügigkeit)

reinforcement controls

(bewegen,

7

verbringung

movements

ovine animals

Overall average Precision: 65%
Table 9.5: The disambiguation result for the 20 test instances for the ambiguous word
"movement".

S/N Query

Correct sense Interactive Tool interac- Rank
term
tive disambiguation

19

free transport unre-

(bewegen,

stricted movement

freizügigkeit)

goods

(bewegen,

(2,5)

freizügigkeit)

Precision improved by: 5%
Table 9.6: Improved translation for the test instance number "19" for the ambiguous
word "movement" after the user interaction.
Table 9.7 shows that the disambiguation algorithm for the ambiguous word "passage"
gained up to 50% and with the user interaction, the disambiguation algorithm improved
by 15% (see Table 9.8)) and gained an overall average of 65%.
For the ambiguous word "bank", the disambiguation algorithm could disambiguate
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12 out of 20 test instances with accuracy being 60% (see Table 9.9).

S/N Query

No of Correct sense
senses

Tool automatic Rank
disambiguation

1

5

durchfahrt

durchfahrt

6

(durchgangsroute, -

transport document

3

covering passage
2

UNDERGROUND
PASSAGE

3

-

gang)

vessel passage au-

6

durchreise

durchreise

3

9

( grenzübergang,

grenzübertritt

2

thorities
4

frontiers

passage

fuel

grenzübertritt,
zugang)

5

veterinarian

prod-

6

warenverkehr

-

-

sheries policy pas-

7

durchfahrt

durchfahrt

5

5

(durchfahrt,

durchfahrt

3

passieren

1

ucts passage
6

sage territorial sea
7

export lading passage transit

8

products

durchreise)
criteria

2

passieren

2

(laufe,verstrichen) laufe

1

mea-

3

übergang

-

-

certain passages di-

6

passage

-

-

8

passage

-

-

8

behandlung

-

-

8

(passage, textpas-

-

-

-

-

passage metal
9

time events passage
provision

10

transitional
sures passage

11

rective
12

rule

amendments

passage
13

envisaged

passage

approval process
14

references text passage found

15

situation

sage)
aected

9

annahme

passage directive
continued on next page
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S/N Query

No of Correct sense
senses

Tool automatic Rank
disambiguation

16

9

durchfahrt

4

coasts straits passage

17

(durchfahrt,
durchreise)

ban torture subse-

3

annahme

annahme

1

3

übergang

-

-

4

(durchfahrt,

durchfahrt

3

-

-

quent passage approved
18

successful

passage

electronic customs
19

agricultural
passage

sector
tropical

durchzug,

storm
20

passieren)

income passage ex-

3

übergang

pert contract sta

Overall average Precision: 50%
Table 9.7: The disambiguation result for the 20 test instances for the ambiguous word
"passage".

S/N Query

Correct
sense

Interactive
term

Tool interactive Rank
disambiguation

10

übergang

derogations

übergang

3

passage

system

passage

1

annahme

justiable

annahme

1

transitional measures passage

12

rule amendments
passage

15

situation aected
passage directive

Precision improved by: 15%
Table 9.8: Improved translation for the test instance number "10", "12" and "15" for
the ambiguous word "passage" after the user interaction.
The accuracy could be better because some of the Gold standard translations are
not direct translations for the given query terms. For example, we consider the query
"palestinian people west bank", the proposed translation in the Gold standard for the
"west bank" is "westjordanufer", the word "jordan" does not exist in the query. There-
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fore, our algorithm could propose only the translation "west ufer" which we consider not
correct because it is not proposed in the Gold standard translations. Based on the user
interaction, the disambiguation algorithm is improved by 10% (see Table 9.10), so in the
end, the overall accuracy for the ambiguous word "bank" against 20 test instances is
70%.

S/N Query
1

No of Correct sense Tool automatic Rank
senses
disambiguation

economic

bank

5

bank

bank

1

6

bank

bank

1

people

6

westjordanufer

-

-

social

6

westjordanufer

-

-

2

ufer

ufer

2

international settlements nancial
2

credit

agreements

creditor

countries

central bank
3

palestinian
west bank

4

economic
development

west

bank gaza strip
5

national waters lake
bank

6

bank river

2

ufer

ufer

1

7

creditor pay bank

5

bank

bank

1

4

datenbank

-

-

6

bank

bank

5

stone

2

ufer

-

-

11

west bank gaza strip

6

westjordanufer

-

-

12

budgetary support

5

weltbank

weltbank

3

6

(bankkonto,

-

-

credit balance
8

electronic data bank
applications

9

regulate bank liquidity

10

bank

river

wood ponds

world bank
13

sheries pay bank
account

konto)
continued on next page
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S/N Query
14

Hospital

No of Correct sense Tool automatic Rank
senses
disambiguation
blood

2

blutbank

blutbank

1

savings

4

sparkasse

-

-

business local bank

2

(bankfeiertag,

bankfeiertag

4

banknote

3

bankkredit

1

banks
15

private
bank

16

holidays
17

electronic

feiertag)
money

3

coin bank notes
18

interest

(banknote,
geldschein)

capital

8

bank loan

(bankanleihe,
bankdarlehen,
bankkredit)

19

river bank shores

2

ufer

-

-

6

bank

bank

1

lake
20

commercial investments

nancial

bank

Overall average Precision: 60%
Table 9.9: The disambiguation result for the 20 test instances for the ambiguous word
"bank".

S/N Query

Correct
sense

Interactive Tool interactive Rank
term
disambiguation

13

sheries pay bank

(bankkonto,

fees

bankkonto

4

account

konto)
services

sparkasse

1

15

private

savings

sparkasse

bank

Precision improved by: 10%
Table 9.10: Improved translation for the test instance number "13" and "15" after the
user interaction.
As Table 9.11 shows, the overall precision average of all test words, without the user
interaction, is 62% against 100 test instances. The user interaction could improve the
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precision of the disambiguation algorithm by 11%.

Ambiguous word

Precision Improved preci- Individual oversion by user in- all precision
teraction

occupation

75%

5%

80%

plant

60%

20%

80%

movement

65%

5%

70%

passage

50%

15%

65%

Bank

60%

10%

70%

11 %

73 %

Overall average Precision 62 %

Table 9.11: Overall precision average of the disambiguation algorithm.
This indicates that providing the user with signicant information can lead to an improvement in the translation. The disambiguation algorithm gained an overall precision
average of 73%, which is a promising result in disambiguating polysemous words.

9.2 Conclusion
In addition to the evaluation performed in Chapter 7 for Arabic and English languages,
here in this evaluation, we were interested to evaluate the accuracy of the disambiguation
algorithm for more languages e.g., English and German. Furthermore, we also were interested in evaluating whether the support provided by our cross-lingual tool is signicant
enough to guide the user in improving the translation and thus improve the performance
of the cross-lingual retrieval. Therefore, the new prototype has been used to evaluate the
performance of the disambiguation algorithm for English/German language pairs. Based
on experiments that we performed, our new design achieved signicant results and could
support the user to improve the performance of the disambiguation algorithm.

Part V
Concluding Remarks and Future Work
Perspectives
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Chapter 10
Concluding Remarks and Future Work
Perspectives
10.1 Summary
The overall theme in this thesis is to advance the state of the art cross-lingual tool,
particularly for less-studied languages e.g., Arabic. This has been achieved by researching
two main research issues, word sense disambiguation and the user's lack of knowledge
in the target languages. Solving or alleviating these two research problems is essential
for any cross-lingual retrieval tool. The problem of word sense disambiguation has been
considered for two languages pairs Arabic-English and English-German. In order to
achieve the research goals, we rst identied in-depth, by the literature review, the main
research issues related to cross-lingual retrieval, and what has been achieved so far, to
tackle these research issues. In order to build better tools to help people understand and
use complex cross-lingual retrieval environments, we studied, in detail, the state-of-the
art cross-lingual interaction tools that can be used to support the user to perform his/her
cross-lingual search. Issues related to each one of the discussed tools were reported and
were taken into account when designing the proposed tool in this thesis.
The spotlight of the work presented in this thesis builds on exploiting word correspondence across languages for Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) and on exploiting parallel
linguistic resources to overcome the user's lack of knowledge in the target language. The
proposed tool in this thesis provides the user with interactive contextual information
in order to involve her/him in the translation process. This contextual information describes the translation in the user's own language so that the user has condence in the
translation.
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Experiments dealing with the accuracy of the tool proved that the tool has a certain degree of translation accuracy. Two main evaluations have been conducted: rst,
pre-post query evaluation and second, cross-lingual evaluation. In the pre-post evaluation, evaluations for dierent languages in a spelling correction task and evaluation
of conation approaches for Arabic have been performed. The second evaluation has
been conducted to test the performance of the cross-lingual tool proposed in this thesis.
This was twofold, rst evaluation was to evaluate the performance of the disambiguation
algorithm for two languages pairs, Arabic/English and English/German. Second, and
in order to take the user's point of view, for the proposed tool into account, the tool
has been tested in an actual situation in the form of a user study (users who have no
knowledge or little knowledge in the target language). The goal of the performed user
study was twofold. First, to identify possible weakness in the initial design of the tool
in order to tackle them later in Chapter 8 and second, we were interested in evaluating
whether the support provided by our cross-lingual tool is signicant enough to guide the
user in improving the translation and thus improve the performance of the cross-lingual
retrieval.
In the following, we describe our future work perspective in regard to the approaches
researched and implemented in this thesis.

10.2 Future Work Perspectives
The approaches to tackle the problems of cross-lingual retrieval, which have been proposed in this thesis, are limited to web applications dealing particularly with vagueness
in the user query. However, there are some other application domains, where the user
query can be very long and thus the approaches proposed in this thesis would not be
powerful enough to use in other domains. For example, in the future work perspective,
we would like to give some hints in how to adapt the approaches proposed in this thesis to
cover other dierent domains (e.g., cross-lingual prior-art search). Reecting the eorts
of the emerging cross-lingual prior-art research, in the future work perspective, we would
like to carefully identify the shortcoming of existing cross-lingual retrieval approaches,
in order to propose and implement solutions to tackle these issues in future work. In
the following, in Section 10.2.1, we give an overview of the patent information retrieval
research. Furthermore, in Section 10.2.2, a discussing about traditional cross-lingual retrieval approach shortcomings is presented i.e., why using only traditional cross-lingual
retrieval for cross-lingual prior-art search is not enough. In Section 10.2.3, an overview of
which work has been done specically for cross-lingual prior-art search is presented. In
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addition, in Section 10.2.4, in the summary, an analysis of the future research directions
that need to be researched toward cross-lingual prior-art search.

10.2.1 Prior-Art Search
Patent information retrieval (patent IR), sometimes called patent retrieval or patent
search, is a sub branch of information retrieval that aims to support patent experts to
retrieve patents that satisfy their information needs and search criteria (Tait, 2008). A
common scenario in patent search is prior-art search, which is performed by patent experts to determine whether a new invention can be patentable (Tiwana and Horowitz,
2009). Prior-art search is not a trivial task and is mostly performed by patent experts
who need to spend hours and sometimes even days searching potentially relevant patent
information. To perform their search tasks, patent experts use information retrieval systems and tools. Prior-art search can be achieved by considering all relevant information
found in the patent data that can invalidate the novelty of a patent application claim.
Thus, an invention is patentable only when no matched records for this patent claim can
be found in the patent data. One missing relevant record in the patent data can cause
high material losses due to patent contravention (Bashir and Rauber, 2010). Therefore,
patent retrieval is considered as a recall-oriented application domain, where one missing
relevant document, can be more important than retrieving a set of top relevant ranking
documents.
Monolingual prior-art searching in patent data has specic properties, which set it
apart from any traditional information retrieval (IR) system. Patents are generally expressed in grammatically correct language. However, patents are expressed in generic
terms and use vague expressions to prevent narrowing down the scope of the inventions
which will then lead to the fact that important concepts will be hidden in the patent
document. Another reason for this is to extend the coverage of the patents but at same
time not allowing people to easily understand the technique behind the invention. Furthermore, dierent written styles of language can be found in the same patent document
which describes an invention i.e., abstract and description elds use a technical terminology while claim elds use legal expressions (Xue and Croft, 2009). The text in these
elds is written over dierent periods of time and may not be in logical order (Atkinson,
2008). In addition to these issues, patent writers tend to use their self-developed terms
or intensive use of acronyms to increase their patent acceptance rate during the patent
examination procedure. This intensive use of self-developed terminologies and acronyms
poses great challenges to any traditional information retrieval system.
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In prior-art retrieval systems, a keywords based query is used, where patent users such
as patent examiners or law persons construct their query by extracting the query terms
from the patent claim eld in order to formulate their query and thus get a more relevant
search (Konishi et al., 2004). Therefore, the success of the search is highly dependent on
the quality of terms which is used to construct the patent query. However, due to the
above mentioned patent search issues, constructing a high quality term patent query is
not a trivial task. Some documents are easily retrieved by many queries, whereas others
may never show up within the top ranked retrieved documents for any reasonable query
up to a certain length (Bashir and Rauber, 2010).
Prior-art disclosures are valid regardless of the patent language used. In order for
prior-art to be disclosed, it must be cross-lingual. Therefore, cross-lingual retrieval is an
indispensable component in prior-art search.
Besides traditional cross-lingual retrieval issues such as translation ambiguity, priorart cross-lingual search creates even more challenges to retrieve patent documents across
languages. For example, how to nd the proper translation for vague terms, acronyms
and self-developed terms.

10.2.2 Traditional Cross-lingual Retrieval Approach Shortcomings
Traditional cross-lingual retrieval approaches (see Chapter 2) face diculties when applying them to cross-lingual patent retrieval. For example, using the machine translation
approach without any adaption will result in having low performance when applying it
to cross-lingual patent retrieval. One issue of using traditional cross-lingual retrieval approaches is the availability of resources. For example, query log data and click through
data are available from the web and can be used for traditional cross-lingual retrieval
tasks. However, collecting this data for patent retrieval tasks is not a trivial or impractical task. This is because collecting this information from patent searchers is very
dicult. Making available what and how patent information is searched may aect the
process of nding the patent prior-art search and therefore it should be the responsibility
for patent professionals only (Jochim et al., 2010). Another issue, for example, is long
sentences which are abundant in patent documents and can prevent the performance
of any traditional machine translation system. The problem particularly exists in the
claims section where the inventor must write, in a single sentence, a legal monopoly related to the invention. Another issue is that current machine translation systems are not
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adapted to use the International Patent Classication system (IPC)1 which is associated
with each patent document for training (Ceausu et al., 2011). Integrating the International Patent Classication system in the translation process will improve the machine
translation performance for translating each patent domain eectively. Another issue of
using cross-lingual retrieval approaches, based on language resources such as WordNet,
is the unavailability of such resources for patent domain. Therefore, currently meaning
matching in patent retrieval should be performed in a dierent way (Jochim et al., 2010).
In the following we investigate if some of the existing cross-lingual prior-art search
approaches consider some of the traditional cross-lingual retrieval approach shortcomings
toward patent retrieval. Furthermore, based on this research, we give a summary of which
research directions cross-lingual prior-art search should focus on in the future.

10.2.3 Cross-lingual Prior-Art Search Approaches
Cross-lingual patent retrieval has received more attention in the last few years. Earlier
work has been done by Higuchi et al. (2001) who proposed a multi-lingual patent retrieval system called PRIME. PRIME translates a user query into the target language,
retrieves patents relevant to the user's information needs, and improves the retrieved
patents browsing eciency by the use of machine translation and clustering techniques.
Furthermore, for the out-of-dictionary words, their systems extract new translations
from patent families which exist in the patent data collection, to improve the dictionary
coverage. Based on the fact that the users are not always sure in which languages the
patent they are looking for exists, PRIME system retrieves patents in multiple languages
simultaneously and thus PRIME becomes a multi-lingual information retrieval system
rather than a cross-lingual retrieval system. PRIME system performs its task as follows:
 First, the entered user query is translated by the query translation module into
the foreign language (Japanese or English).
 Second, using the document retrieval model, the user query and its translation is
looked up in the patent data collection in order to retrieve the relevant documents.
 Third, among the retrieved documents, only documents which are not in the user
query language will be translated using the document translation module.
To improve the browsing eciency for the retrieved documents, a clustering module
is used to divide the retrieved documents into a specic number of groups (clusters)
1 http://www.wipo.int/classications/ipc/en/
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using Hierarchical Bayesian Clustering (HBC) (Iwayama and Tokunaga, 1995). So far,
all explained above is included in any traditional cross-lingual information system. In
order to improve traditional cross-lingual retrieval approaches toward cross-lingual patent
retrieval, Higuchi et al. (2001) proposed, in their system PRIME, a way of improving
the dictionary coverage based on the patent data collection. In an o-line process,
the translation extraction module identies Japanese/English translations in the patent
data collection in order to enhance the dictionary coverage and thus enhance the query
translation module. Their extraction method works as follows: since patent documents
are structured based on a number of elds (e.g., titles, abstracts, and claims), their
method rst identies corresponding fragments based on the document's structure in
order to improve the extraction accuracy. Since the structure of paired patents is not
always the same, only the title and abstract elds, which are usually parallel in the patent
data collection, are used. The ChaSen morphological analyzer (Matsumoto et al., 1999)
and Brill tagger (Brill and Moore, 2000) are used to extract content words from Japanese
and English fragments, respectively. In addition, more than one word into phrases is
combined. Finally, the association score is based on the Dice coecient (Yamamoto
and Matsumoto, 2000) for all possible combination phrases, is computed and only those
having a higher score will be selected as a nal translation. Based on this mechanism a
new translation can be produced in order to update the translation dictionary and thus
has a possibility of improving the system's performance.
Jochim et al. (2010) studied whether precision and recall of patent retrieval, and more
specically of prior-art retrieval, can be improved by query translation. In particular,
they expanded monolingual patent queries with their possible translations. They used
patents granted by the EPO (European Patent Oce)2 . After granting a patent, EPO
provides manual translations of each patent claim in three languages, English, French
and German. These claims parallel translations are used to extract a bilingual dictionary
for each language pair. The nature of the EPO data makes it possible to use it as a
multilingual corpus. Furthermore, translation can also be found within documents in
the corpus where originally patents are written in English and contain sections that are
translated to German and French. The availability of this multilingual corpus was the
basis to expand the query by using the original translations found in the multilingual
corpus. Since the authors have a multilingual corpus in hand, their intuition was, to
create queries in the collection language that may be useful for retrieval. Therefore, they
have chosen to expand queries with translation terms rather than replacing the original
query terms by their translations. This type of query translation is seen as a type of
2 http://www.epo.org/
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query expansion where the original query terms are kept with their possible translations,
so in the end, a multilingual query is generated.
To perform the translation, a dictionary is queried in order to obtain possible translations for each query term. In order to improve the retrieval performance, the translation
needs to be more accurate. In order to improve the translation, a domain-specic dictionary on patents is proposed. This dictionary should provide more accurate translations
than a domain-free dictionary (dict.cc)3 since it provides better coverage of the patent
domain. In their strategy of using a domain-specic dictionary, they faced an obstacle in
how to maintain a domain-specic dictionary: the dictionary coverage is aected by the
dynamically changing patent sub-domains where duplicating new concepts is common.
Furthermore, another weakness for a domain-specic dictionary is the interpretation of
the ambiguous language that the patent writers use to deliberately hide details about
their patents. In order to tackle such issues Jochim et al. (2010) proposed an approach
based on extracting a domain-specic translation dictionary from the patent data collection. Specically, they use the parallel translations existing between parts of patents
in the collection. Firstly, these parallel translations are identied and aligned. However, aligning the parallel translations of the patent claims is not trivial. Patent claims
are often composed of a single sentence with 100-200 words and some are up to 600
words in length. These long sentences can cause low performance to the aligning algorithm. In order to deal with this issue, the long sentences are split into small clauses and
aligned. For this aligning process, which considers clauses as sentences, they used the
freely-available gargantuan

4

sentence aligner. This aligner has a reported F-measure

of 98% in sentence aligner task (Braune and Fraser, 2010). Since the aligning process
is the core of their approach, they evaluated the proposed aligner gargantuan by conducting manual accuracy evaluation on the patent clauses they built. This evaluation
is conducted by two researchers, one of them an expert in sentence alignment. 2898
sentences from randomly chosen patents in the German-English parallel patent claims
were taken. In order to create a gold standard for patent clause alignment, the aligned
sentences by gargantua were manually edited. In the two conducted evaluations, one by
each researcher against the gold standard, gargantua gained F-measure =98% and 99%
respectively. Once the aligning process has been performed, translation probabilities
between terms in the aligned translations are computed. These translation probabilities
between pairs of source and target language terms in the aligned patent claims are computed using the GIZA++ toolkit (Och and Ney, 2003b). They run GIZA++ twice for
3 http://www.dict.cc/

4 http://sourceforge.net/projects/gargantua/
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each language pair using each of the languages once as the source language. The output of this process is having a table that contains translation candidate terms and their
probabilities which are the entries to their patent domain-specic dictionary (PatDict).
Not only one single translation is selected, instead a translation probability threshold is
dened where only terms that have signicant translation probability will be selected.
The denition of the translation probability threshold is done based on the translation
accuracy or retrieval performance. Selecting the single most probable translation from
the dictionary can result in ambiguity where many other possible correct translations
will be omitted. Authors pointed out that in their future work they will use other
translation methods that allow for contextualisation e.g., returning the top translation
or using phrase-based translation which has shown better results compared to word by
word translation (Ballesteros and Croft, 1996). Phrase-based translation is expected to
improve the translation quality. For example, in German, a compound word such as
"Kinderbuch" would be translated as the "children book" instead of just "children".
Leveling et al. (2011) studied the aect of compound words on patent cross-lingual
information retrieval. A compound word is a word that is a result of joining two or more
words together. Compound words can result in having out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problems in cross-lingual information retrieval. In order to improve cross-lingual information
retrieval eectiveness, these compound words need decompounding before translation.
Decompounding is the process of splitting compounds into their constituent parts. Decompounding has been found to improve information retrieval eectiveness and multilingual retrieval, because it can tackle the vocabulary mismatch problems (Chen and Gey,
2004). When the search for a patent in compounding languages, such as German or
Dutch, cross-lingual retrieval performance is lower than for other language pairs (Piroi,
2010). This issue is due to the presence of compound words in the query or in the patent
data collection which will result in a higher rate of OOV compound terms. These OOV,
in most cases, can't be translated and will result in poor patent cross-lingual retrieval
performance.
Leveling et al. (2011) applied decompounding on German patent topics in the patent
cross-lingual search task from the CLEF-IP 2010 track5 and evaluated machine translation quality by examining the retrieval performance. They used a similar approach for
decompounding which has been proposed on (Chen and Gey, 2004) and was applied for
domain specic cross-lingual retrieval. The algorithm works as follows:
 A German dictionary which contains non-compound words, in various forms, is
5 http://www.ir-facility.org/clef-ip-2010-call-for-participation
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built.
 A compound German word is decompounded based on the created dictionary in
the rst step. For example, the German based dictionary contains ball, fuss, fussball, meisterschaft and others, the German compound word "fussballmeisterschaft"
(European Football Cup) is decompounded into several compound words based on
the German base dictionary. So, based on this step, we have these two compounds
(fuss ball europa meisterschaft) and (fussball europa meisterschaft).
 The decomposition with the smallest number of component words is chosen. In
the previous example, the decomposition (fussball europa meisterschaft) will be
selected as the decompounding for the German compound "fussballmeisterschaft".
 If there is more than one decomposition share with the same number of component
words, the one with the highest probability of decomposition will be chosen. The
probability is estimated by the product of the relative frequencies of the component
words in the training collection.
Leveling et al. (2011) used a training collection that contains English corpora (Leipzig
corpora track 6 ) with 3 Million sentences and a random sample of 800,000 sentences from
German patents in the CLEF-IP collection. The authors evaluated the decompounding based on a gold standard corpus that contained 2000 random sentences extracted
from German patents. The Gold standard was manually annotated with the correct
decomposition of words and contains 27,932 unique words and 318,000 words in total.
The proposed decompounding approach achieved 95.0% accuracy that represented the
number of correctly decompounded words by the approach applied over all words in
the annotated Gold standard, and achieved 81.4% accuracy for unique words. Decompounding the Gold standard has a clear impact on increasing the number of words by
16.13% while decreasing the number of unique words by 84.8% and thus decomposing is
very productive for German. In their experiments over CLEF-IP 2010 patent data, they
discovered that often decompounding (decreasing the OOV words) has a positive impact
on improving the cross-lingual patent retrieval. For example, with a 50,000 word corpora
size, the OOV words were decreased from 20.9% to 3.7%, which resulted in improving
the precision from 44.4% to 47.9%. Using a corpora size of 5,000 words, the precision
improved by 9% from 36% to 45%.
Another approach for cross-lingual patent retrieval that doesn't require query translation was proposed by Li and Shawe-Taylor (2007). Li and Shawe-Taylor (2007) stud6 http://corpora.uni-leipzig.de/
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ied several machine learning techniques for cross-lingual patent retrieval and classication. They proposed a learning algorithm that exploits the bilingual training documents
and discover a semantic representation from them. The algorithm was a fully automated cross-lingual information retrieval in which no query translation was required.
The method was based on the Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis (KCCA) method,
which can be used to nd the maximally correlated projections of documents in two
languages. The proposed algorithm has been used for Japanese/English cross-lingual
patent retrieval. In order to tackle the problem of handling large training data, the
partial Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation algorithm was used (Cristianini et al., 2002).
Several methods for cross-lingual document classication have been investigated. The
classication methods were based on the Support Vector Machine (SVM) and on the Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis (KCCA) that may require dierent types of training
resources. Furthermore, Li and Shawe-Tylor studied two ways of combining the KCCA
and SVM and found that the combination gained better results than other algorithms
for bilingual or monolingual test documents.
PLuTO (Patent Language Translations Online) provides a rapid solution for the online retrieval and translation of patent documents. This is done by integrating a number
of existing state-of-the-art approaches (Ceausu et al., 2011). The Machine Translation
(MT) module in PLuTO was implemented based on the MaTrEx7 (Machine Translation Using Examples) system developed at DCU Stroppa and Way (2006) Tinsley et al.
(2008) Penkale et al. (2010).
The translation module in PLuTO was designed to handle the possible necessity of
interchanging between novel and previously developed translation modules. This feature
is very useful to adapt PLuTO to handle new language pairs and exploring new processing
techniques whereas language specic components can be used as a plug-in at any stage of
the translation. The hybrid architecture of PLuTO allows the combination of statistical
phrase-based, example-based, and hierarchical approaches to translation. Furthermore,
MaTrEx operates as a wrapper around existing state-of-the-art components such as a
statistical machine translation approach (Moses) (Koehn et al., 2007) and the alignment
approach (Giza++) (Och and Ney, 2003b).
The various implemented module components in the MaTrEx system include: word
alignment through word packing (Ma et al., 2007), marker-based chunking and chunk
alignment (Gough and Way, 2004), treebank-based phrase extraction (Tinsley and Way,
2009), super-tagging (Hassan et al., 2007), and decoding. Furthermore, MaTrEx includes
language- specic extensions such as taggers, parsers, etc., which are available on demand
7 http://www.openmatrex.org
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for the pre-and-post processing module. MaTrEx has wide exibility in that all of these
modules can be plugged in or out depending on the language pair used. In PLuTO the
user can request translations via a number of ways: through a GUI (Graphical User
Interface) as text-based translation, requesting a translation after retrieval is performed
or through a number of customized tools.
In order to train the machine translation system, for example for an English-French
language pair, all relevant documents are extracted from the MAREC8 patent corpora
collection. MAREC is a rst standardized patent corpus which was provided by the
Information Retrieval Facility (IRF)9 . MAREC patent documents include title, an abstract, a description, a drawing and one or more claims. In order to start training the
system, the data needs to be cleaned rst e.g., deleting duplicate data in case of any, and
character encoding normalisation etc.,. In order to create the parallel corpora needed for
translation, the processing stages of sentence splitting and alignment had to be adapted
to the style of patents. In order to perform this process, a number of shared resources
such as abbreviations, segmentation rules etc., are needed. For example, adding abbreviations that are frequent in patent documents. At the end of this process six million
parallel sentences for training were extracted.
In order to increase the performance of PLuTO in patent document translations,
some of the particular characteristics of patent documents, were taken into account,
through the design of the system. For example, references to elements in gures, long
sentences and adaptation to the IPC System.
In order to clarify the reference to elements in the gures issue, we consider this
example: "Preferably, there is more than one leg ( 16 , 17 , 18 ) that is attached to the
bottom of the base member ( 12 ) " here the language model does not account for the
trigram "leg ( 16 " , and the seventh token in the sequence " ( 16 , 17 , 18 ) " the closing
parenthesis falls outside the default reordering window of six tokens. PLuTO tackles this
issue by applying a number of rules as a pre-processing step. First, the gure reference
from the source sentence will be extracted. Second, the sentence will be translated
without the gure reference. Third, the reference will be inserted into the correct place
in the translated sentences. The correct place for the gure in the translation sentences
will be found based on alignment information stored during decoding.
Long sentences which are abundant in patent documents prevent the good performance of any traditional machine translation systems. The problem exists particularly
in the claims section where the inventor must write a legal monopoly related to the
8 http://www.ir-facility.org/prototypes/marec
9 http://www.ir-facility.org/
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invention, in a single sentence.
In order to tackle the long sentences issue in document patent translations, PLuTO
splits each input sentence into smaller translatable chunks. In order to perform this
process, the resource-light marker-based chunker (Gough and Way, 2004) from MaTrEx
was integrated. In order to identify the points at which the sentence should be segmented,
the chunker denes a set of marker words such as prepositions, conjunctions, pronouns,
etc.,. Additional constraints were dened in PLuTO to avoid over-segmentation of the
input. This over-segmentation could result in counterproductivity.
In order to include the possibility of training separate machine translation systems
for each patent (sub-) domain, the International Patent Classication system (IPC) were
included in PLuTO. There are 8 main categories for the IPC. For example, classication
"C" represents "Chemistry", classication "G" represents "Physics", "H" represents
"Electricity", etc.,. These 8 patent domains, along with the distribution of the MAREC
corpus across each one, were represented to improve the machine translation systems.
In order to measure the performance of the proposed patent translation system
PLuTO, an automatic comparative evaluation against two well known commercial systems Google translation and Systran was performed. The evaluation was conducted
based on 5000 sentence pairs where PLuTO gained higher translation performance compared to Google and Systran.

10.2.4 Conclusion and Future Work Directions
Reecting the eorts of the emerging cross-lingual prior-art research, in this chapter, we
carefully selected and described what has been achieved, and perhaps even more signicantly, what remains to be achieved toward cross-lingual prior-art search. We provided
valuable information for cross-lingual prior-art search researchers who are looking for
a comprehensive overview of state-of-the art approaches of cross-lingual prior-art. In
other words, in this chapter we have investigated some of the signicant work carried
out on cross-lingual prior-art search. Firstly we gave an overview of the limitations of the
state-of-the art approaches for cross-lingual information retrieval in handling prior-art
cross-lingual search. Based on our investigation, cross-lingual retrieval approaches are
inecient in handling some of the specic properties for prior-art cross-lingual search;
for example, due to the special properties for patent data, machine translation's lack
of appropriate resources such as patent web logs, WordNet etc.,. Furthermore, long
sentences, which are abundant in patent documents, prevent the performance of any
traditional machine translation system. Future work can be directed toward creating
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appropriate resources specied for patent retrieval such as patent multi WordNet, which
can be used to handle patent translations between languages. Due to the abundant use of
acronyms, there is a need to dene these acronyms with their description in order to have
the possibility of translating them into other languages. Patent long sentence issues have
been tackled by some of the current cross-lingual prior-art approaches. However, there
is a need to improve these approaches to eectively tackle these issues e.g., improving
chunker algorithms for long sentence segmentations. Since cross-lingual prior-art search
is usually performed by patent experts, there is a deciency in the existing cross-lingual
prior-art approaches in giving the patent experts the possibility of being an integral part
of the search process. Giving the patent expert the possibility to interact with the system, to omit or add new translation terms based on selected terms extracted from the
patent data would be a vast improvement. Since patents are expressed in generic terms
and use vague expressions to prevent narrowing down the scope of the inventions, it leads
to important concepts being hidden in the patent document. This makes translation a
very dicult task and therefore an ongoing challenge for cross-lingual prior-art search
exists.
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accommodation

achieve

abortifacient

absorption

(awkward,

accomodation

acheive

aborticant

absorbsion

ackward

additionally

administration

admissibility

advertisements

advised

acionados

(eort ,aord)

against

agreement

aggressively

agriculturist

additinally

adminstration

admissability

advertisments

adviced

acionados

aort

agains

aggreement

agressively

agriculturalist

ward)

aberration

abberration

back-

Correct Spelling

Misspelling

-

aggressively

-

aggressively

agreement

agings

agings

acionados

advised

advertisements

admissibility

aord

agreement

back-

administration

additionally

ward)

(awkward,

eort

acionados

advised

advertisements

admissibility

administration

additionally

awkward

-

Acionados
absorbsi on
absorps ion

achieve

accommodation

aberration

Microsoft word

Achieve

accommodation

aberration

Aspell
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back-

-

aggressively

agreement

against

aord
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agriculturist

aggressively

agreement

against

aord

acionados

advice

advice
acionados

advertisements

admissibility

administration

additionally

ward)

(awkward,

absorption

abortifacient

achieve

accommodation

aberration
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advertisements

admissibility

administration

additionally

awkward

absorption

abortifacient

achieve

accommodation

aberration

Google
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alcoholic

algebraic

algorithms

(ulterior , anterior)

annihilation

anthropomor- phiza-

tion

bankruptcy

(about,bout)

basically

breakthrough

character

connotation

charismatic

caramel

(cervical, servile)

classical

clearance

commissioning

Misspelling

alcoholical

algebraical

algoritms

alterior

anihilation

anthromor-

phization

bankrupcy

baout

basicly

breakthough

carachter

cannotation

carismatic

carmel

cervial

clasical

cleareance

comissioning
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commissioning

clearance

classical

commissioning

clearance

classical

cervical

-

Carmel
cervical

charismatic

notation)

(connotation

charismatic

connotation

breakthrough

break though
crocheter
character

basically

(about,bout)

basically

bout

bankruptcy

-

anthropomorphizing
bankruptcy

annihilation

,an-

(anterior, ulterior)

algorithms

Microsoft word
alcoholically
algebraically

annihilation

ulterior

algorithms

algebraic

alcoholically

Aspell

commissioning

clearance

classical

cervical

-

charismatic

connotation

character

breakthrough

basically

about

bankruptcy

-

annihilation

ulterior

algorithms

algebraic

alcoholic

Google

,an-
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annihilation

(anterior, ulterior)

algorithms
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commemorative

compatibilities

commitment

debatable

determining

childbirth

denitely

describe

elephant

immediately

emphysema

(orally, really)

(years, eyas)

fascist

uorescent

genealogy

grenade

gyrates

governor

guarantee

Misspelling

commemerative

compatabilities

committment

debateable

determinining

childbird

denately

decribe

elphant

emmediately

emphysyma

erally

eyasr

facist

uoroscent

geneology

gernade

girates

gouvener

gurantees
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guarantee

guarantee

souvenir

gyrates

grates
governor

grenade

genealogy

uorescent

grenade

genealogy

uorescent

fascist

years

eyesore
fascist

really

emphysema

immediately

elephant

describe

orally

emphysema

immediately

elephant

describe

denitely

child bird

child bird
denitely

determinining

debatable

commitment

compatibilities

commemorative

Microsoft word

determinining

debatable

commitment

compatibilities

commemorative

Aspell

guarantee

pirates
gouverneur

grenade

genealogy

uorescent

fascist

years

really

emphysema

immediately

elephant

describe

denitely

childbirth

determinining

debatable

commitment

compatibilities

commemorative

Google
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guarantee

convener

gyrates

grenade

genealogy

uorescent

fascist

eyas

orally

emphysema

immediately

elephant

describe

denitely

childbirth

determining

debatable

commitment

compatabilities

commemorative

MultiSpell
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(guerillas, guerrillas)

Giuseppe

(habeas, sabaeus)

hierarchical

heroes

hypocrisy

Independence

integration

interest

Johannine

judiciary

kindergarten

knowledgeable

(lavatory,

guerrilas

Guiseppe

habaeus

hierarcical

heros

hypocracy

independance

intergration

intrest

Johanine

judisuary

kindergarden

knowlegeable

labatory

loneliness

legitimate

linguistics

lonelyness

59 legitamate

libguistics

tory)

(guerilla, guerrilla)

guerrila

labora-

Correct Spelling

Misspelling
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linguistics

legitimate

loneliness

tory)

(lavatory,

labora-

knowledgeable

kindergarten

judiciary

Johannes

interest

integration

Independence

hypocrisy

heroes

hierarchical

habeas

Giuseppe

guerrillas

guerrilla

Aspell

linguistics

legitimate

loneliness

tory)

(lavatory,

labora-

knowledgeable

kindergarten

judiciary

Johannes

interest

integration

-

hypocrisy

heroes

linguistics

legitimate

loneliness

laboratory

knowledgeable

kindergarten

-

Johannes

interest

integration

Independence

hypocrisy

heroes

hierarchical

habeas

habitu'es
hierarchical

Giuseppe

guerrillas

guerrilla

Google

Giuseppe

guerrillas

guerrilla

Microsoft word

labora-
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tory)

(lavatory,

knowledgeable

kindergarten

judiciary

Johannine

interest

integration

Independence

hypocrisy

herbs

hierarchical

sabaeus

Giuseppe
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(license, licence)

mathematician

ministry

misogynist

naturally

countries

paraphernalia

Palestinian

pamphlet

psychic

Peloponnesus

personnel

possesses

prairie

(quite, quiet)

(ratify,ramify)

recommended

receiver

reconnaissance

restoration

Misspelling

lisence

mathmatician

ministery

mysogynist

naturaly

ocuntries

paraphenalia

Palistian

pamet

psyhic

Peloponnes

personell

posseses

prairy

qutie

radify

reccommended

reciever

reconaissance

restauration
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restoration

reconnaissance

receiver

recommended

ratify

restoration

reconnaissance

receiver

recommended

ratify

quite

prairie

priory
quite

possesses

personnel

Peloponnese

psychic

possesses

personnel

Peloponnese

psychic

pamphlet

politian

Alsatain
pamphlet

paraphernalia

countries

naturally

misogynist

ministry

mathematician

Microsoft word
silence

paraphernalia

countries

naturally

misogynist

ministry

mathematician

licence

Aspell

restoration

reconnaissance

receiver

recommended

ratify

cutie

prairie

possesses

personnel

Peloponnese

psychic

pamphlet

Palestinian

paraphernalia

countries

naturally

misogynist

ministry

mathematician

licence

Google
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instauration

reconnaissance

reliever

recommended

ramify

airy
queue

possess

personnel

Peloponnesus

psychic

pamphlet

Palestinian

paraphernalia

countries

naturally

misogynist

ministry

mathematician

licence
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scalable

(seceded, succeeded)

(sepulchre,

scaleable

secceeded

sepulchure

(thought,through)

(trupes, troops)

smultaneous

sincerely

sophisticated

(surrounded, surren-

throught

troups

simultanous

sincerley

sophicated

surrended

unfortunately

unnecessarily

usually

using

unforetunately

unnecesarily

usally

useing

dered)

themselves

themselfs

cher)

Scandinavia

scandanavia

sepul-

Saturday

Saterday

rigor)

(rigueur,

rigeur

using

usually

unnecessarily

unfortunately

using

usually

unnecessarily

unfortunately

surrender

supplicated

suocated
surrounded

sincerely

simultaneous

troupes

(thought,through)

using

usually

-

-

surrender

-

sincerely

simultaneous

continued on next page

seeing

usually

unnecessarily

unfortunately

surrounded

sophisticate

sincerely

simultaneous

troops

(thought, through)

throat
troops

themselves

sepulchre

succeeded

scalable

Scandinavia

Saturday

(rigueur, rigour)

MultiSpell

themselves

sepulcher

sepulchered
themselves

seceded

scalable

Scandinavia

Saturday

-

Google

succeeded

-

Scandinavia

Saturday

rigueur

Microsoft word

sincerely

simultaneous

(troupes, troops)

(thought, through)

themselves

sepulcher

succeeded

scalable

Scandinavia

Saturday

Aspell
rigour, rigger

Correct Spelling

Misspelling

continued from previous page
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vacuum

vegetables

between

volcano

weaponry

worsened

support

years

(Yemenite, Yemeni)

younger

vaccum

vegitables

vetween

volcanoe

weaponary

worstened

wupport

yeasr

Yementite

yuonger

younger

Yemenite

years

support

worsened

weaponry

volcano

between

vegetables

vacuum

Aspell

younger

Yemenite

years

support

worsened

weaponry

volcano

between

vegetables

vacuum

Microsoft word

younger

Yemenite

years

support

-

weaponry

volcano

between

vegetables

vacuum

Google

sponger

Yemenite

yeast

support

worsened

weaponry

volcano

between

vegetables

vacuum

MultiSpell

misspelled.

Table A.1: Results of word corrections in English (misspelled are in bold and underlined, "-" refer to no suggestion and recognized as

Correct Spelling

Misspelling
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A.2 Results of Word Corrections in Portuguese
Correct Form

Spelling Error

TST

Aspell

MultiSpell

acerca

àcerca

acerca

acerca

acerca

açoriano

açoreano

açoriano

coreano

açoriano

alcoolémia

alcoolemia

alcoolÚmia

-

alcoolémia

ameixial

ameixeal

ameixial

ameixial

ameixial

antárctico

antártico

catártico

antárctico

antárctico

antepor

antepôr

-

antepor

antepor

árctico

artico

artigo

aórtico

aórtico

artíce

artífece

artíce

artíce

artíce

bainha

baínha

bainha

bainha

bainha

bebé

bébé

bebé

bebé

bege

beje

bege

bebe
beije

bênção

benção

bençao

-

bênção

benefcência

benefciência

benecência

benecência

benecência

biopsia

biópsia

biópsiu

-

biopsia

burburinho

borborinho

burburinho

burburinho

burburinho

caiem

caem

-

-

cabem

calvície

calvíce

calvície

calvície

calvície

camoniano

camoneano

camoniano

camoniano

camoniano

campeão

campião

campeão

campeão

campeão

chiita

xiita

chiita

xiitas

xiitas

comboio

combóio

comboio

comboio

comboio

compor

compôr

-

compor

compor

comummente

comumente

comovente

comummente

comummente

constituia

constituía

-

-

constituia

constituiu

constituíu

constituiu

constituiu

constituiu

cor

côr

-

cor

cor

crânio

crâneo

crânio

cárneo

crânio

denição

defenição

denição

denição

denição

denido

defenido

denido

-

defendido

denir

defenir

denir

denir

denir

desequilíbrio

desequilibrio

desequilíbrio

desequilíbrio

desequilíbrio

despretensioso

despretencioso

despretensioso

despretensioso

despretensioso

bejense

continued on next page
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Correct Form

Spelling Error

TST

MultiSpell

dignatários

Aspell
digitarias

dignatários

dignitários

dispender

despender

dispender

-

despendes

dispêndio

dispendio

dispundio

dispundio

dispendioso

ecrã

ecran

-

écran

écran

emirados

emiratos

estratos

méritos

emirados

esotérico

isotérico

-

-

esotérico

esquisito

esquesito

esquisito

esquisito

esquisito

estratego

estratega

estratego

-

estratego

feminino

femenino

feminino

feminino

feminino

feminismo

femininismo

-

feminismo

feminismo

fôr

for

-

-

forcar

gineceu

geneceu

gineceu

gineceu

gineceu

gorjeta

gorgeta

gorjeta

gorjeta

gorjeta

granjear

grangear

granjear

granjear

granjear

guisar

guizar

guisar

gizar

halariedade

hilaridade

hilariedade

-

guinar
polaridade

hectare

hectar

hectare

-

hectare

hiroshima

hiroxima

aproxima

próxima

hiroshima

ilacção

elação

ilação

ilação

delação

indispensável

indespensável

indispensável

indispensável

indispensável

inacção

inação

-

-

interveio

interviu

intervir

Inter viu

inalação
intervim

intervindo

intervido

intervindo

-

intervindo

invocar

evocar

invocar

-

evocai

ípsilon

ipslon

ípsilon

ípsilon

ípsilon

irisar

irizar

irisar

razar

irisar

irupção

irrupção

-

-

irupção

jeropiga

geropiga

jeropiga

Georgia

jeropiga

juiz

juíz

-

juiz

Juiz

lampião

lampeão

lampião

sarjeta

campeão

lêem

lêm

lês

lema

lêem

linguista

linguísta

-

linguista

linguista

lisonjear

lisongear

lisonjear

lisonjear

lisonjear

logótipo

logotipo

logo tipo

logo tipo

logótipo

dignatários

continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Correct Form

Spelling Error

TST

Aspell

maciço

massiço

mássico

mássico

MultiSpell
massudo

majestade

magestade

majestade

majestade

majestade

manjerico

mangerico

manjerico

manjerico

manjerico

manjerona

mangerona

tangerina

tangerina

manjerona

meteorologia

metereologia

meteorologia

meteorologia

meteorologia

miscigenação

miscegenação

miscigenação

miscigenação

miscigenação

nonagésimo

nonagessimo

nonagésimo

nonagésimo

nonagésimo

oceânia

oceania

oceânia

Oceania

oceânia

ocina

ofecina

ocina

ocina

ocina

opróbrio

opróbio

aeróbio

próbio

opróbrio

organograma

organigrama

organograma

-

organograma

paralisar

paralizar

paralisar

paralisar

paralisar

perserverança

preseverança

perserverança

perserverança

perseverance

persuasão

persuação

persuasão

persuasão

persuasão

pirinéus

pirenéus

-

pirinéus

pirinéus

pretensioso

pretencioso

pretensioso

pretensioso

pretensioso

privilégio

previlégio

privilégios

privilégios

privilegios

quadricromia

quadricomia

quadricromia

quadriculai

quadricromia

quadruplicado

quadriplicado

quadruplicado

quadruplicado

quadruplicado

quasímodo

quasimodo

-

quisido

quasímodo

quilo

kilo

quilo

Nilo

quilograma

kilograma

quilómetro

kilómetro

holograma
milímetro

quis

quiz

quis

holograma
milímetro
qui

dilo
holograma

rainha

raínha

rainha

rainha

rainha

raiz

raíz

-

raiz

raiz

raul

raúl

raul

Raul

raul

rectaguarda

retaguarda

rectaguarda

-

rectaguarda

rédea

rédia

rédea

radia

radia

regurgitar

regurjitar

regurgitar

regurgitar

regurgitar

rejeitar

regeitar

rejeitar

regatar

receitar

requeiro

requero

requere

requeiro

requer

réstia

réstea

réstia

resta

réstia

rubrica

rúbrica

rúbreca

rubrica

rubrica

quilómetro

juiz

continued on next page
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Correct Form

Spelling Error

Aspell

saloice

TST
saiam
baloice

saem

MultiSpell
caiem

saem

saiem

saloiice

saloiice

saloiice

sarjeta

sargeta

sarjeta

sarjeta

Sarjeta

semear

semiar

semear

semear

Semear

suíça

suiça

suíça

suíça

Suíça

supor

supôr

-

supor

Supôs

trânsfuga

transfuga

transra

transra

trânsfuga

transpôr

transpor

-

-

transportar

urano

úrano

-

-

grano

ventoinha

ventoínha

ventoinha

ventoinha

ventoinha

verosímil

verosímel

-

-

verosímil

vigilante

vegilante

vigilante

vigilante

vigilante

vôo

voo

-

-

vultuoso

vultoso

vultuoso

-

ovo
vultosos

xadrez

xadrês

xadrez

ladres

xadrez

xamã

chamã

chama

chama

chamá

xelindró

xilindró

cilindro

cilindro

xelindró

zângão

zangão

zangai

-

mangão

zepelin

zeppelin

zepelim

zepelin

zoo

zoô

zoo

zeplim
coo

zoo

Table A.2: Results of word corrections in Portuguese (misspelled are in bold and underlined, "-" refer to no suggestion and recognized as misspelled).
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Appendix B
Conation Approaches Evaluation
Tables
B.1 Conation Using the Revised Bigram and Pure
Trigram Approach
S/N Word

Pure trigram Revised bigram Translation

1

Relevant

Relevant

Helper

Relevant

Relevant

By helper

Relevant

Relevant

By help

Not retrieved

Relevant

She helps

Relevant

Relevant

He helped

Not retrieved

Relevant

He helped him

Not retrieved

Relevant

She helped

Not retrieved

Relevant

He helps

Relevant

Relevant

As a help

Relevant

Relevant

And helper

Relevant

Relevant

And his helper

Not retrieved

Relevant

And help

Not retrieved

Relevant

And he helped

Relevant

Relevant

For helper

Relevant

Relevant

For help

Not retrieved

Relevant

We help

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Y«AÓmsa,d
Y«AÖß.bmsa,d
èY«AÖß.bmsa,dh
Y«Atsa,d
Y«Asa,d
èY«Asa,dh

HY«A
sa,dt
Y«Aysa,d
èY«AÒ»kmsa,dh
Y«AÓðwmsa,d
èY«AÓðwmsa,dh
èY«AÓðwmsa,dh
Y«Aðwsa,d
Y«AÖÏlmsa,d
èY«AÖÏlmsa,dh
Y«Ansa,d

continued on next page
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S/N Word

Pure trigram Revised bigram Translation

17

Relevant

Relevant

My helper

Relevant

Relevant

Helpers

Relevant

Relevant

His helpers

Relevant

Relevant

Helpers

Relevant

Relevant

helpers

Relevant

Relevant

His helpers

Relevant

Relevant

His helper

Relevant

Relevant

Her helper

Relevant

Relevant

A helper

Relevant

Relevant

A helper

Relevant

Relevant

Helps

Relevant

Relevant

Help

Not retrieved

Relevant

My helper

Not retrieved

Relevant

His help

Not retrieved

Relevant

I Help

Not retrieved

Relevant

The helper

Not retrieved

Relevant

Helpers

Irrelevant

Irrelevant

-

Irrelevant

Irrelevant

-

Irrelevant

Irrelevant

-

Irrelevant

Irrelevant

-

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

ø Y«AÓmsa,dy
áK Y«AÓmsa,dyn
éK Y«AÓmsa,dyh
ðY«AÓmsa,dw
àðY«AÓmsa,dwn
èðY«AÓmsa,dwh
èY«AÓmsa,dh
AëY«AÓmsa,dha
@Y«AÓmsa,da

@Y«AÓmsa,d-a

H@Y«AÓ
msa,dat
èY«AÓmsa,dh
ø Y«AÓmsa,dy
éKY«AÓmsa,dth

Y«A @-asa,d
Y«AÖÏ @almsa,d
àðY«AÓmsa,dwn
ú«AÓðwmsa,y
¨AÖß.bmsa,
¨AÖÏlmsa,
ú«AÓmsa,y

Table B.1: The result of the query

Y«AÓmsa,d

(helper) using the revised bigram and

pure trigram approach.

B.2 Recall, F-measure Evaluation Example
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Query

Retrieved

 Ë@al²rkh (the Com- QåË@al²r
é»Qå

173

Similarity Relevant/
Irrelevant
60%

Irr.

80%

Irr.

100%

Rel.

83.3%

Rel.

60%

Rel.

66.63%

Rel.

83.3%

Rel.

66.63%

Rel.

80%

Rel.

---

---

Evil

pany)

¼QåË@al²rk

(the trap)

é »Qå Ë@al²rkh

(the com-

pany)

é »Qå ËA K.bal²rkh

(by the

company)

 ²rkh
é»Qå

(company)

é »Qå Ëðwl²rkh

(and for a

company)

é »Qå Ë@ðwal²rkh

(and the

company)

 Ëll²rkh
é»Qå

(for the com-

pany)

é »Qå Ël²rkh

(for a com-

pany)
---

Table B.2: An example query

 Ë@al²rkh
é»Qå

out of the randomly selected 30 queries for

recall and F-measure using revised bigram (only the rst 9th word form variations are
displayed).
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B.2. Recall, F-measure Evaluation Example

Query

Retrieved

I. K PY Ktdryb

I.K PYJK.btdryb

ing)

(Train-

ø PYKtdry

Similarity Relevant/
Irrelevant
80%

Rel.

75%

Irr.

100%

Rel.

79.95%

Rel.

66.58%

Rel.

66.58%

Rel.

66.58%

Rel.

79.95%

Rel.

66.58%

Rel.

---

---

by training

(she knows)

I.K PYKtdryb

(training)

úæ. K PY Ktdryby

(ongoing

training)

á J. K PY Ktdrybyn

(two

training sessions)

A JJ . K PY Ktdryby-a

(ongoing

training)

éJ . K PY Ktdrybyh

(ongoing

training)

éJ. K PY Ktdrybh

(his train-

ing)

Ñ îD. K PY Ktdrybhm

(thier

training)
---

Table B.3: An example query

I.K PYKtdryb

out of the randomly selected 30 queries for

recall and F-measure using revised bigram (only the rst 9th word form variations are
displayed).
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Query

Retrieved

ÈC ® J @esteqlal

É® J@astql

(Inde-

175

Similarity Relevant/
Irrelevant
66.66%

Irr.

80%

Rel.

100%

Rel.

74.95%

Rel.

60%

Rel.

74.95%

Rel.

85.59%

Rel.

66.61%

Rel.

74.95%

Rel.

---

---

independent

pendence)

ÈA@ets.al

(call)

ÈC ® J@asteqlal

(indepen-

dence)

éJ ËC ® J@asteqlalyh

(inde-

pendence)

A îD J ËC ® J @asteqlalytha(her independence)

A J ËC ® J @asteqlalna

(our

independence)

éËC ® J@asteqlalh

(his in-

dependence)

A Ò êËC ® J @asteqlalhma (thier independence
(dual)

A êËC ® J @asteqlalha

(her

independence (dual)
---

Table B.4: An example query

ÈC ® J@esteqlal

out of the randomly selected 30 queries

for recall and F-measure using revised bigram (only the rst 9th word form variations
are displayed).
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B.2. Recall, F-measure Evaluation Example

Query


A J KA ÖÏ @-almanya
many)

Retrieved

(Ger-

Similarity Relevant/
Irrelevant

AJ KAÖÏ AK.balmanya

85.59%

Rel.

62.45%

Irr.

61.92%

Irr.

85.69%

Rel.

85.69%

Rel.

74.42%

Rel.

62.45%

Rel.

85.69%

Rel.

66.66%

Rel.

---

---

by Ger-

many

úGA ÖÏQK.brlmany

(parlia-

mentary)

úGAÒÊ«,lmany

(secularism)

A J KA ÖÏ A ¯falmanya

(and so

Germany)

AJ KAÖÏ A¿kalmanya

(as Ger-

many)

AJKAÖÏ Bðwlalmanya

(and for

Germany)


úGA ÖÏ Bllalmany

(for the

German)


AJ KAÖÏ Bllalmanya

(for Ger-

many)

àAÖÏ @alman

(Germans)

---

Table B.5: An example query


AJKAÖÏ @-almanya

out of the randomly selected 30 queries for

recall and F-measure using revised bigram (only the rst 9th word form variations are
displayed).
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Appendix C
Cross-lingual Retrieval Tools
Evaluations Tables
C.1 Naïve Bayesian Classier (NB) Results and Illustrative Tables
C.1.1 Inectional form examples used by Naïve Bayesian Classiers (NB) Approach
Sense

Form

Religion

Basic

Arabic sentence

 
P@ñk áK X ñë ø YË@ ÐC B@ à B
AJË@ úÎ« hAJ®K@ ðl-an al-aslam

English translation
because Islam, which is a reli-

gion of dialogue and openness
to people

aldy hw dyn h.war w anftah. ,ly
alnas
Debt

Basic



ÉK ñm' ð @ ¼ñ JJ. Ë@ áÓ @Q ¯ B@
áK X úÍ@ Qj.ªË@ @ Yëal-aqtrad. mn

borrowing

from

banks

or

through converting such a
decit into a budget debt

albnwk -aw th.wyl hda al,gz ala dyn
Religion

promoting tenets of the reli-

Inection

é ¯A ® J Ë@ ð áK Y Ë@ Õæ ËA ª K Qå J K
é J ÓC B@yn²r t,alym aldyn w

gion and Arabic culture

altqafh alaslamyh
continued on next page
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continued from previous page

Sense

Form

Debt

Inection

Arabic sentence

English translation
arrangements

of

debt

 gdwlh scheduling in Paris Club
 PAK. ø XAK ú¯ áK YË@ éËðYg
.

aldyn fy nady barys

Table C.1: Part of sentences examples for the ambiguous word
in basic and inectional form appeared in the training data.

áK Xdyn

for both senses
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C.1.2 Ranked Translations based on Naïve Bayesian Classiers(NB)
S/N

Translation Combinations

Score

1

tax,customs,commodities

0,05948

2

tax,customs,goods

0,05539

3

tax,customs,commercial

0,05248

4

tax,customs,crack

0,0484

5

tax,customs,rift

0,0484

6

tax,tari,commodities

0,01399

7

tax,tari,goods

0,01283

8

tax,control,commodities

0,01224

9

tax,control,goods

0,01108

10

tax,tari,commercial

0,007

11

tax,control,commercial

0,00525

12

drawing,customs,commercial

0,0035

13

drawing,control,commercial

0,0035

14

drawing,tari,commercial

0,0035

15

tax,tari,crack

0,00175

16

tax,tari,rift

0,00175

17

indicate,control,goods

0,00175

18

indicate,customs,goods

0,00117

19

indicate,tari,goods

0,00117

20

drawing,customs,commodities

0,00117

21

drawing,control,commodities

0,00117

22

drawing,tari,commodities

0,00117
continued on next page
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S/N

Translation Combinations

Score

23

indicate,control,crack

0,00058

24

indicate,control,rift

0,00058

25

indicate,control,commodities

0,00058

26

indicate,control,commercial

0,00058

27

appoint,customs,commercial

0,00058

28

appoint,control,commercial

0,00058

29

appoint,tari,commercial

0,00058

30

drawing,customs,crack

0,00058

31

drawing,customs,rift

0,00058

32

drawing,customs,goods

0,00058

33

drawing,control,crack

0,00058

34

drawing,control,rift

0,00058

35

drawing,control,goods

0,00058

36

drawing,tari,crack

0,00058

37

drawing,tari,rift

0,00058

38

drawing,tari,goods

0,00058

39

fee,customs,rift

0

40

fee,customs,commodities

0

41

fee,customs,commercial

0

42

fee,customs,goods

0

43

fee,control,crack

0

44

fee,control,rift

0

45

fee,control,commodities

0

46

fee,control,commercial

0

47

fee,control,goods

0

48

fee,tari,crack

0

49

fee,tari,rift

0

50

fee,tari,commodities

0

51

fee,tari,commercial

0

52

fee,tari,goods

0

53

fee,customs,crack

0

54

tax,control,crack

0

55

tax,control,rift

0

56

prescribe,customs,crack

0
continued on next page
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S/N

Translation Combinations

Score

57

prescribe,customs,rift

0

58

prescribe,customs,commodities

0

59

prescribe,customs,commercial

0

60

prescribe,customs,goods

0

61

prescribe,control,crack

0

62

prescribe,control,rift

0

63

prescribe,control,commodities

0

64

prescribe,control,commercial

0

65

prescribe,control,goods

0

66

prescribe,tari,crack

0

67

prescribe,tari,rift

0

68

prescribe,tari,commodities

0

69

prescribe,tari,commercial

0

70

prescribe,tari,goods

0

71

indicate,customs,crack

0

72

indicate,customs,rift

0

73

indicate,customs,commodities

0

74

indicate,customs,commercial

0

75

indicate,tari,crack

0

76

indicate,tari,rift

0

77

indicate,tari,commodities

0

78

indicate,tari,commercial

0

79

appoint,customs,crack

0

80

appoint,customs,rift

0

81

appoint,customs,commodities

0

82

appoint,customs,goods

0

83

appoint,control,crack

0

84

appoint,control,rift

0

85

appoint,control,commodities

0

86

appoint,control,goods

0

87

appoint,tari,crack

0

88

appoint,tari,rift

0

89

appoint,tari,commodities

0

90

appoint,tari,goods

0
continued on next page
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S/N

Translation Combinations

Score

91

trace,customs,crack

0

92

trace,customs,rift

0

93

trace,customs,commodities

0

94

trace,customs,commercial

0

95

trace,customs,goods

0

96

trace,control,crack

0

97

trace,control,rift

0

98

trace,control,commodities

0

99

trace,control,commercial

0

100

trace,control,goods

0

101

trace,tari,crack

0

102

trace,tari,rift

0

103

trace,tari,commodities

0

104

trace,tari,commercial

0

105

trace,tari,goods

0

106

sketch,customs,crack

0

107

sketch,customs,rift

0

108

sketch,customs,commodities

0

109

sketch,customs,commercial

0

110

sketch,customs,goods

0

111

sketch,control,crack

0

112

sketch,control,rift

0

113

sketch,control,commodities

0

114

sketch,control,commercial

0

115

sketch,control,goods

0

116

sketch,tari,crack

0

117

sketch,tari,rift

0

118

sketch,tari,commodities

0

119

sketch,tari,commercial

0

120

sketch,tari,goods

0

121

illustration,customs,crack

0

122

illustration,customs,rift

0

123

illustration,customs,commodities

0

124

illustration,customs,commercial

0
continued on next page
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S/N

Translation Combinations

Score

125

illustration,customs,goods

0

126

illustration,control,crack

0

127

illustration,control,rift

0

128

illustration,control,commodities

0

129

illustration,control,commercial

0

130

illustration,control,goods

0

131

illustration,tari,crack

0

132

illustration,tari,rift

0

133

illustration,tari,commodities

0

134

illustration,tari,commercial

0

135

illustration,tari,goods

0

Table C.2: Disambiguation scores for each possible translations sets based on naïve
bayesian classier (NB).

C.2 Ranked Translations based on Mutual Information Approach
S/N

Translation Combinations

Occurrence

MI Score

1

organization AND health AND world

5579

8,62651

2

organization AND health AND international

2457

7,80648

3

organized AND health AND world

415

6,0282

4

organized AND health AND international

328

5,79295

5

organization AND truth AND world

229

5,43367

6

organization AND health AND wide

225

5,41608

7

organization AND truth AND international

205

5,32297

8

arranged AND health AND world

137

4,91995

9

sponsor AND health AND world

116

4,75357

10

organized AND truth AND world

99

4,59511

11

arranged AND health AND international

95

4,55385

12

sponsor AND health AND international

84

4,4308

13

organized AND truth AND international

80

4,38201

14

organizer AND health AND world

57

4,04304
continued on next page
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S/N

Translation Combinations

Occurrence

MI Score

15

organizer AND health AND international

50

3,91201

16

orderly AND health AND world

46

3,82863

17

organized AND health AND wide

44

3,78418

18

orderly AND health AND international

42

3,73766

19

arranged AND truth AND world

34

3,52635

20

arranged AND truth AND international

29

3,36729

21

sponsor AND truth AND world

27

3,29583

22

sponsor AND truth AND international

26

3,25809

23

organization AND truth AND wide

18

2,89037

24

arranged AND health AND wide

14

2,63905

25

orderly AND truth AND world

10

2,30258

26

sponsor AND health AND wide

10

2,30258

27

organized AND truth AND wide

9

2,19722

28

organizer AND truth AND international

7

1,94591

29

organizer AND truth AND world

7

1,94591

30

orderly AND truth AND international

5

1,60944

31

organization AND correctness AND international

4

1,38629

32

orderly AND health AND wide

4

1,38629

33

arranged AND truth AND wide

4

1,38629

34

organizer AND health AND wide

4

1,38629

35

organization AND correctness AND world

3

1,09861

36

organized AND correctness AND world

2

0,69315

37

organization AND health AND universality

0

0

38

organization AND health AND internationalism

0

0

39

organization AND truth AND universality

0

0

40

organization AND truth AND internationalism

0

0

41

organization AND correctness AND universality

0

0

42

organization AND correctness AND internationalism

0

0

43

organization AND correctness AND wide

0

0

44

organized AND health AND universality

0

0

45

organized AND health AND internationalism

0

0

46

organized AND truth AND universality

0

0

47

organized AND truth AND internationalism

0

0

48

organized AND correctness AND universality

0

0
continued on next page
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S/N

Translation Combinations

Occurrence

MI Score

49

organized AND correctness AND internationalism

0

0

50

organized AND correctness AND international

0

0

51

organized AND correctness AND wide

0

0

52

orderly AND health AND universality

0

0

53

orderly AND health AND internationalism

0

0

54

orderly AND truth AND universality

0

0

55

orderly AND truth AND internationalism

0

0

56

orderly AND truth AND wide

0

0

57

orderly AND correctness AND universality

0

0

58

orderly AND correctness AND internationalism

0

0

59

orderly AND correctness AND international

0

0

60

orderly AND correctness AND world

0

0

61

orderly AND correctness AND wide

0

0

62

arranged AND health AND universality

0

0

63

arranged AND health AND internationalism

0

0

64

arranged AND truth AND universality

0

0

65

arranged AND truth AND internationalism

0

0

66

arranged AND correctness AND universality

0

0

67

arranged AND correctness AND internationalism

0

0

68

arranged AND correctness AND international

0

0

69

arranged AND correctness AND world

0

0

70

arranged AND correctness AND wide

0

0

71

organizer AND health AND universality

0

0

72

organizer AND health AND internationalism

0

0

73

organizer AND truth AND universality

0

0

74

organizer AND truth AND internationalism

0

0

75

organizer AND truth AND wide

0

0

76

organizer AND correctness AND universality

0

0

77

organizer AND correctness AND internationalism

0

0

78

organizer AND correctness AND international

0

0

79

organizer AND correctness AND world

0

0

80

organizer AND correctness AND wide

0

0

81

sponsor AND health AND universality

0

0

82

sponsor AND health AND internationalism

0

0
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S/N

Translation Combinations

Occurrence

MI Score

83

sponsor AND truth AND universality

0

0

84

sponsor AND truth AND internationalism

0

0

85

sponsor AND truth AND wide

0

0

86

sponsor AND correctness AND universality

0

0

87

sponsor AND correctness AND internationalism

0

0

88

sponsor AND correctness AND international

0

0

89

sponsor AND correctness AND wide

0

0

90

sponsor AND correctness AND world

0

0

Table C.3: Ranked translations based on mutual information score.

Appendix D
Preliminary Arabic WordNet
Construction
D.1 Introduction
As a repository of lexical information, lexical resources are irreplaceable for every natural language processing (NLP) system. For example, in order to improve the performance of word
sense disambiguation applications, an adequate lexical resource is necessary. While in English,
and some major European languages, the "lexical bottleneck" problem likely softened e.g., for
English WordNet Miller (1995) and for (Dutch, Italian, Spanish, German, French, Czech and
Estonian) EuroWordNet (Vossen, 1998), there are no available wide-range lexical resources for
other languages such as Arabic. Since it is labor intensive and time consuming to start from
scratch and include as much information as possible into a lexical database manually, we have
taken an alternative way to build an Arabic WordNet by querying an existing lexical resource
e.g., English WordNet and "Arabic English Parallel News Part 1"1 semi-automatically. Despite
1 http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/CatalogEntry.jsp?catalogId=LDC2004T18
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reducing the time and eort required to manually build such resources, the semi-automatic way
may not be accurate enough. For example, the extraction and the SynSet mapping between the
English WordNet synset and the planned Arabic WordNet, might be ambiguous. Therefore, we
developed an interactive approach where the user plays an essential role, assigning each Arabic
word to its equivalent English SynSet.
In this chapter, we give a brief overview about the current development of the Arabic lexical
resource, e.g., Arabic WordNet, presenting our contribution in alleviating the acute shortage
of such lexical resources. We initially give a brief overview about the Arabic morphological
analyzers, followed by a brief overview about Word net, including the Arabic eort for the
creation of the Arabic WordNet. In conclusion, we describe our approach in supporting lexicographers in creating Arabic WordNet SynSets. This creation is done query-oriented, where
an arabic word is searched and secondly annotated with English SynSets. Parallel corpora are
then used to create glosses for every new created Arabic SynSets. A user interface including
the functionalities described in our approach is presented and discussed.

D.2 Arabic Morphological Analyzers
In the past few years several studies have been done for automatic morphological analysis of
Arabic (Abderrahim and Reguig, 2008). In the following, we restrict our discussion to the two
most important Arabic Morphological Analyzer: the nite-state arabic morphological Analyzer
and the Tim Buckwalter Arabic morphological analyzer (BAMA) (Buckwalter, 2002).

D.2.1 Finite-State Arabic Morphological Analyzer at Xerox.
In 1996, the Xerox Research Centre Europe produced a morphological analyzer for Modern
Standard Arabic. In 1998 a nite-state morphological analyzer of written Modern Standard
Arabic words that is available for testing on the Internet was implemented. The system receives online orthographical words of Arabic that can be full diacritics, partial diacritics or
without diacritics. The system has wide dictionary coverage. After receiving the words the
system analyze them in order to identify axes and roots from patterns. Beesley (Beesley,
2001) reported that Xerox has several lexicons: the root lexicon which contains about 4390
entries. The second one is a dictionary of patterns which contains about 400 entries. Each root
entry is hand-encoded and associated with patterns. The average root participates in about 18
morphologically distinct stems, producing 90000 Arabic stems. When these stems combining
with possible prex and/or sux by composition, generates 72000000 abstract words.
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D.2.2 Tim Buckwalter Arabic morphological analyzer (BAMA).
BAMA is the most well known tool of analyzing Arabic texts (Buckwalter, 2002). It is consist
of main database of word forms which interact with other concatenation databases. An Arabic
word is considered as concatenation of three regions, a prex region, a stem region and a sux
region. The prex and sux regions can be null. Prex and sux lexicon entries cover all
possible concatenations of Arabic prexes and suxes, respectively. Every word form is entered
separately. It takes the stem as the base form. Furthermore it also provides information on the
root. (BAMA) morphology reconstructs vowel marks and provides English glossary. It returns
all possible compositions of stems and axes for a word. (BAMA) group together stems with
similar meaning with associated it with lemmaID. The (BAMA) contains 38,600 lemmas. For
more details about the entire constructions of the (BAMA) we refer the reader to (Habash,
2004).

D.3 WordNet
For better understanding how to create an Arabic lexical resource, we rst want to present
WordNet, and then give a short introduction about the already existing Arabic WordNet.
WordNet is one of the most important English lexical resources available to researchers in
the eld of text analysis and many related areas. Fellbaum (1998) discussed the design of
this electronic lexical database WordNet designed based on psycholinguistic and computational
theories of the human lexical memory. WordNet can be used for dierent applications, like
word sense identication, information retrieval, and particularly for a variety of content-based
tasks, such as semantic query expansion or conceptual indexing in order to improve information
retrieval performance (Vintar et al., 2003). It provides a list of word senses for each word,
organized into synonym sets (SynSets), each representing one constitutional lexicalized concept.
Every element of a SynSet is uniquely identied by its SynSet identier (SynSetID). It is
unambiguous and a carrier of exactly one meaning. Furthermore, dierent relations link these
elements of synonym sets to semantically related terms (e.g., hyperonyms, hyponyms, etc.).
All related terms are also represented as SynSet entries. It also contains descriptions of nouns,
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. WordNet distinguishes two types of linguistic relations. The
rst type is represented by lexical relations (e.g., synonomy, antonomy and polysemy) and the
second by semantic relations (e.g., hyponomy and meronomy). Glosses (human descriptions)
are often (about 70% of the time) associated with a SynSet (Ciravegna et al., 1994).
WordNet has been upgraded into dierent versions. In version of WordNet 2.0 nominalizations, which link verbs and nouns pertaining to the same semantic class were introduced, as
well as domain links, based on an "ontology" that should help for the disambiguation process.
In the newest version of WordNet 3.0 some changes were made to the graphical interface and
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WordNet library with regard to adjective and adverb searches adding Related nouns" and
Stem Adjectives".

D.4 Arabic WordNet
Black et al. (2006) discussed in their paper an approach to develop an Arabic (WordNet)
lexical resource for the Standard Arabic language. The Arabic WordNet project (AWN) bases
on the design of the Princeton WordNet (PWN) and is mappable with the PWN version 2.0
and EuroWordNet. The Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) and the related domain
ontologies are used as the basis for its semantics. The authors already described the manual
extension and translation of the already existing SynSets from one language (e.g., English)
to Arabic (Elkateb, 2005). But it is not clear if and how this manual annotation process is
supported by an interactive system.

D.5 Our Approach
In the following, we discuss the Arabic WordNet Interface that we implemented, in order to
support authors in annotating Arabic words with English SynSets (De Luca et al., 2009). The
system can be described through the following steps:
 Arabic Synset Creation

 The user types an Arabic query word
 A list of translations in English is retrieved
 The user checks English translations
 If a translation is not included, the user can add it through the other translation
check box

 An English list of WordNet SynSets related to the chosen translation is retrieved
 The user checks WordNet SynSets and chooses the correct matching SynSets
 The SynSetIDs of chosen SynSets are retrieved and assigned to the arabic word
 Arabic Synset Gloss Creation

 Every word contained in the glosses of every English Synset is retrieved individually
 The best matching sentences are retrieved from parallel corpora using semantic
similarity measures (Patwardhan et al., 2003b)

 An Arabic list of possible glosses related to the chosen translation are retrieved from
the parallel corpora
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 The user chooses the best matching sentences and thus an Arabic gloss is created

D.5.1 Arabic Synset Creation
TThe process starts after the user submits a query word by means of a client interface (see
Figure D.1). In this example, the user is searching for the Arabic word

 Ómwq,
© ¯ñ

. The

system retrieves all matching translations and presents the user with check boxes that the user
can activate. The choice of the translations is done by using the araMorph package, that is a
sophisticated java-based tool, Buckwalter analyzer (Buckwalter, 2002). This tool includes Java
classes for the morphological analysis of Arabic text and the principal Arabic encodings (UTF8, ISO-8859-6 and CP1256). At this point, the user can decide to maintain all automatically
selected translations suggested by the system or choose only the adequate translations from the
list, if these conform more to the intended concept described by the query word; the system also
gives the possibility of adding a new translation (using the "other" translation check box) that
might not be available in the WordNet resource. When these words are selected, the related
WordNet SynSets are retrieved and a list of SynSets is presented to the user. Again, in this
phase, the user has to choose the best describing SynSet for the searched word (see Figure 6.2).
This step is important, in order to retrieve the correct English SynSet that will represent the
Arabic word typed at the beginning of the search process. The last step is done when the user
has chosen the correct SynSet; the corresponding SynSetID is retrieved and stored together
with the Arabic query word. Within this process, we can enrich every Arabic word given as a
query, by the user, in a semi-automatic way, creating a new parallel Arabic SynSet with the
same SynSetID used in the English WordNet. In this way, we can extend the English WordNet
and create an interlingual access through the SynSetID (see Figure D.3).

D.5.2 Arabic Synset Gloss Creation
In order to create the glosses related to the newly created SynSets, dierent steps have to be
considered. The algorithm starts by exploiting the English WordNet glosses and the parallel
corpora, in which at least one word contained in the source language (English) matches the
translated word (Arabic). Every word contained in the glosses of every English Synset is
retrieved and compared with the text included in the relevant English sentences in the "Arabic
English Parallel News Part 1" corpora. Semantic similarity measures (Patwardhan et al., 2003b)
are applied to compare all words related to the WordNet SynSets with the one contained in the
corpora. The best matching sentences, retrieved from the parallel corpora, are presented and
an Arabic list of possible glosses related to the chosen translation are presented to the user, who
can choose the best matching sentences. These sentences are then added as an Arabic gloss.
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Figure D.1: Arabic WordNet Interface - Possible English Translation

Figure D.2: Arabic WordNet Interface - Selecting SynSetIDs for Arabic Word
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D.6. Conclusion

Figure D.3: Arabic WordNet Interface - SynSetID Assignment for Arabic Word

D.6 Conclusion
We presented a tool to support lexicographers in creating Arabic WordNet SynSets. After the
discussion of related work, we explained the query-oriented creation of the Arabic SynSets,
where an Arabic word is searched and then annotated with English SynSets. Parallel corpora
are used to create glosses for every newly created Arabic SynSet. Currently, we are studying
how the proposed approach for creating an ArabicWordNet resource can be combined with the
approaches presented in (Black et al., 2006). Furthermore, a small user study is planned, in
order to evaluate the interface and especially the semi-automatic SynSet and gloss creation
process.
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